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INTROOOCTION 
5trept.ococci and the diseases which they produce have been the sub-
ject Of intenaiYB investigation for marJ7 years, particularq since immu.no-
logical ol.assitication deBlnstratec! that 1110st casea of human streptococcal 
infection fill into a single serological group deaignatec! as group A. Thia 
micro-orgeniam presenta a challenge to the researcher because or the aal.ti-
plicit;r of uotoxina, endotoxina, and other stl'l.lctural 0011p0nents ldlich 
contribute to the I!Uike-up of the a:l.ngle streptococcal cell. FUrthel'IIIOre, 
atreptococci are unique because of the diveree diaease llllmiteatationa ldlich 
they produce. In addition to brincing about disease directly throllt1)1 their 
growth and toxin production, streptococci are also implicated, possiblT 
through IJ.lergic ph8l101111mena, with auch dieeases as rheumatic fever and 
glomerulonephritis. 
Aa stated by Weinstein {1945) 1 "Ot the bacterial organi81118 that pro-
duce disease in man in some parte of the world, the beta h81110lytic strepto-
coccus is probably the 1110at impor~t from the standpoint or the number of 
individuals it attects and the high 1110rbidit7 which it produces. Fortu-
nately, the 110rtalit7 resulting tro111 streptococcal diaeaae is low because 
of the uailabilit;r of the aulfonlllllidea and penicillin." 
Stat!!!!!!!lt of the prcbJ.am 
Innstigationa on the role of atreptococcal. products in infection 
hue been studied prilllar1l7 through attempts at correlating cultural char-
acteristics of atrains with their vil'l.llence an::l disease manifestations in 
man ae well as with their lethal ettect in mice. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate further the role 
ot streptococcal products in the pathogenicity of group a Streptococci. 
2 
In addition to IIIOUee-virulence teats and in vitro studies, the hliiiiSter 
cheek pouch has been utilized w:l. th the hope that direct observations of the 
tissue would yield turther infol"'ll&tion on the process of infection and on 
the role of individual streptococcal products in contributing to the infec-
tious process, The particular products to be discussed are the M protein, 
streptokinase and streptodornase, streptolysin o, the erythrogenic toxin, 
the hyaluronic acid capsule and hyaluronidue, 
De1'i.nition of tma! 
The terminology used in describing the respective abilities of lllicro-
organilll!lll to canse disease is in a state of contusion due to the frequent 
interchangeable use of such terms as pathogenicity, virulence, invaaivenees, 
and toxicit;:r, It 1e often difficult to adhere to a strict distinction be-
tween these properties of lllioro-organillllli, 
It is becoming increasingly apparent, however, that such factors, al-
though frequently synergistic in action, are independent attributes, Moat 
investigators now IIISke a distinction between virulence and invasivenees. 
In order to avoid contusion in the present experiments, the t81'1118 patho-
genicit;:r, virulence, invuivsness, and toxicit:r will be used as followe: 
PathogenicitY - the ability of certain micro-organisms to cause di-
sease as a result of their survival and 11111ltiplication in the tissues of 
a lirlng host. Pathogenicit:r is regarded u being Diade up of 3 factors: 
(1) Virulence - the ability of lllicro-organiBIIIS to cause the death of 
a host, or the ability of micro-organisme to resist the action of phagocytes 
u dfaOnstrated by an .!!! vitro phagocytosis test and by the recovery of the 
micro-orgsnieme from infected host tissue. 
(2) Invasiveness - the ability of lllicro-organisms to diselllinate ac-
tively through the tissues from their site of entry due to the elaboration 
ot a 1111betanoe or subetancee which breake down limiting barriers. 
(.3) Toxicity - the ability ot llicro-organiams to injure or alter 
the tieiiUea with which they or their extracellular products coM in con-
tact. 
'lbeee definitions are based partially upon the discuaaions ot Menldn 
(1938), Duran- Rqnal.a (1942), and Switt (19.52). 
PART I, 
THE VIRULlilfCE OF GROUP A STREPTOCOCCI IN THE HAMSTiR 
CHEllK POUCH AND IN THE PERITCtlEAL CAVITr OF mE MOUSE 
l, RJ!.VII!."'W OF THE LITERA'l'UBE 
1bt inneetorz naqtion and it• relauon to tb• loca)iytiop 9r 
lipro-gTfW!'R' 
Menld.n (1938) extensively reviewed the role or the int.l-tory re-
action in the localisation or fixation or bacteria and non-viable irri-
tante. He ascribes either or both of two tactore as being responsible tor 
the looalisation or foreign eubetancee in an intl~~~~~~~&tory region1 (l) 
thromboeie or ly!aphatic veeeele draining the region; (2) the formation ot 
a fibrinous network reeul ting traa exudated pluma, 
A COIIParieon ot the time required for the fixation of StaphYlococcue 
aureu" and Streptococcus hlllll)l,yticue lllbowed the et&Jli!Tlococci to induce 
proaapt ~atic blockace, and within l hour atter infection an indicator 
eye injected into the site of infection tailed to reach the regional ~-
atic nodee, In the caae ot the streptococci, how.yer, about two dqe wu 
required atter their cutaneoue injection before :cy.phatic blockace occurred 
(Henkin, 19331 19)8). 
Henkin (1934) etated that dieHIIIination of a foreign eubetance traa 
ite site or introduction ie, at least in part, a 1\mction ot ite irritating 
capacit.T. Thus, he eu.ggested a paradoxical interpretation to explain the 
prompt fixation or eta~lococci and the delaJed fixation of streptococci, 
That is, staphylococci produce little generel qstemic effect owing to 
their intenae local injurious reaction which tixee them ~ .!!!:!· Strepto-
cocci, on the other hand, produce marked generalized ettecte on the organ18111 
5 
as a whole beeause ot their c<*J!aratively llil.d local reaction. ibere 
is a consequent delay in the intl...ator,r response, and the lymphatics 
are lett open tor the disseminat.ion ot the lllicro-organilllllll. 
Dennis and Berberian (1934) conti!'IIMid Menkin'e obeer'lationa on the 
fixation o! staphylococci and streptococci in the akin of the rabbit. 'ftl.e,y 
do not, however, agree with Menkin 1s interpretation of the results. l!• 
h-J.yticus was shown by them to delay activel;r the !ormation ot an intlaa-
mato:ey barrier, and they lllllpbuiaed the possible significance ot this phe-
nomenon in the diaselllination ot streptococci !rolll a portal of ent:ey under 
natural eonditions. Dennis (1936) reported that t:eypan blue injected into 
an intlamed area produced by aleuronat was pr0111ptly tixed (within 2 hours) 
as evidenced by the !allure of the dye to spread to regional lymph nodea. 
In the presence of streptococci, however, aleuronat failed to produce tix-
ation of tr,ypan blue tor at least 24 hours. These workers presented evi-
dence to show that the delay 1n tixation ot streptococci was due to the 
elaborat.ion ot a eubatance or eubatancea by these organillllll! which inhibits 
the !ormation of a tibrin barrier by reason ot ita fibrinolytic property. 
They suggested the identity of this uterial to Tillett and Garner's streP-
tokinase. 
Angevine (1934) studied the tate ot avirulent streptococci injected 
into the skin ot nol'lll&l and sensitised rabbits. He reported that in the 
normal aniluls the number ot streptococci uaually increased during the tirst 
5 hours; attar 12 hours the organi81l18 diminished rapidly and disappeared, 
F\lrthel'IIIOre, they passed rapidly (within 15 minutes) !rom the injection 
site to the regional lymph nodes and could be recovered up to about 7 
hours. In the sensitised aniuls, organilllll! were recovered from the site 
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ot injection in greater llUlllbere and tor a lon&er tillle than in the noJ'III&l. 
animals. F:lxation or the streptococci in the eensitized rabbite, however, 
waa 110re efficient as eTidenced by the recovery of emal.ler numbers ot or-
gani8lllB trom the inguinal 4'llph nodes; after the first hour paseage usually 
ceased. Histological sxud.nation llhowed the infiammatorr reaction in sen-
sitised an1lllal.s to begin sooner; aleo, there was necrosis of tisSile eeld-
seen in nol'llllll. cd lilA] s. AngeTine suggested that the local injury and ne-
crosis in the sensitized animals tawred the lllllltipliaation of the orgllll-
18lll8, and the 110re intense infiammat.orr reaction was responsible tor the 
110re efficient fixation of the organieu at the site or entry. This in-
nstigator (1936) further d81!10netrat.ed that virulent etreptococci injected 
into the skin or nol'llllll. rabbits lllllltiplied rapidly, resisted phagocytosill, 
and invaded tissues widely. Atter :lJsmnization there waa a retardation 
in the passage or the organi•s to the regional lJrmph nodes. 
Opie (1936) stated that it is difficult to estimate the relative 
importance or leukoC)"tes, antibodies, and or the infiammatory reaction it-
eelt in local fixation. Menldn (1938) uintains the view that l.Jrmphat.ic 
bloakqe ill the basic reaction, but 1e often supported by various other 
factors which, although they lliBiY be quite significant, are secondary since 
they do not have to be present tor fixation to take place. 
The fUnction of the infiamatory reaction in the retardation of the 
disserainat.ion or micro-o#&aninlll has been widely inveetigated by producin& 
an area or aoute infi~~~~~~~&tion with a variety or irritants and the!l injectin& 
bacteria, ferric chloride, trrpan blue, etc., into the infi&I!Mid region. These 
eubetanaee -re found to be readily retained at the infiamed site (Henkin, 
1938). JUrtheiiiOI'II, it bae been repeatedly d811101'lstrated that when foreign 
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substances (both inert particles and bacteria) are injected into the blood 
stream of an animal the)' tend to acCUIIllate and bec0111.e localized in inflamed 
areas. 
Young (1954) studied the process of localisation of staphylococci in 
the h111118ter cheek pouch and found the organilllll8 disseminated rapidl.T through-
out the pouch in the first few hours, but the organiaiiUI in the outlyina 
areas died out within a few dqs, while those at the original site of in-
jection continued to llllllti~, producing a typically local.ized infection. 
She reported that fibrin plqed no part in the early localization of 
stapeylococci in the cheek pouch of the baiiUiter. 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Streptococgal cultures 
Four strains of group A streptococci were used. All of the strains 
were h!!:! hemolytic; their colonies were of the matt type. All elaborated 
sufficient steptokinaae to lyse huun plasma clots. The sources and desig-
nations of these cultures were as toll.owiJ& 
Streptococcus 695 - obtained from the Diagnostic Laboratory of 
the Muaachueetta Departraent of Public Health and originally isolated from 
a cue of septic sore throat (11.3495). The serological type of this organ-
iBIII is not known, other than that it is not a type 14 as shown by a failure 
to agglutinate in the pr .. ence of type 14 anti-M serum. 
Streptococcua f95-H - obtained from 11 aerial passages of Strep-
tococcus 1195 through the cheek pouch. Attar the sixth passage growth in 
brot.h vas 1111coid and ropy; on blood agar it exhibited matt colonies. 
Streptococcus n - obtained through the courtesy of Dr. Sidne;y 
Rothbard and Dr. Rebecca Lancetield of the Rockefeller Institute tor Medical 
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Research. It was typed and reported as a t;rpe 1. Occaaional.ly, 1111100th, 
glosq variants ocCIIl'Nd. SUch a variant waa obtained in pure culture and 
designated Tl-s. 
Streptococcus Tl4- obtained through the courtesy of Dr. Elaine 
UpdJ'ke of t.he CoiDunicable Diaeaee Center, Chamblee, Georgia, and reported 
as a type 14 streptococcus. This culture was recosended b7 Dr. Updyke 
aa a source tor cc:t.racting the M protein. 
All cultures wre Jllaintained with good growth in brain-heart ·infusion 
broth. Stock cultures wre subcultured approxiJllate:cy sveey 2 months. 
M&ls hasters wighing 85 to 100 grau 11111re used. Male ad.ce of the 
CFl. strain (Carworth Farms) weighing 20 to 28 grau were also used. 
All anilaals were Jllaintsined on Pvina laboratoey chow and water ,!;! 
llbitU!!. 
Sf:"!'atdly\iog of bacterial fUtptnNppt 
Cultures were standardised turbidilaetricallT using the Klett-summerson 
Photoelectric Colorimeter with a blue lUter, having a spectral range of 
4CXl-465 m1llilllicrons. 
For infecting cheek pouches and tor phagoa,ytosis tests, a sallne sus-
pension of the organiBIU was adjusted to a turbidit;r reading of .350 on the 
colorimeter. Five 1111. ot this suspension was centrifuged, the supernatant. 
discarded, and the cells resuspended in 0.5 1111. or sterile o.s percent 
saline. One Ill. ot this tin&l suspension was found b7 plate count to con-
tain 1.5 X 1<f2 colonies per 1111. 
For intraperitoneal raouse infections, a saline suspension was adjusted 
to a reading of 550 on the colorimeter, and inocula were taken tr0111 this 
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eu8p411U!ion. One Ill. of this final auapenaion waa found b7 plate CCIUDt 
to contain 3.3 X 1011 eoloniea per 111.. 
Twel.Ye to tilteen hOIU' wltlll'ea arown in brain~ broth were 
I"'ll tinel7 \IHCI. 
In 1947 fulton, Jaokeon, lmd Lilts introdualld the cheek pouch of the 
glll.deo H&!Ut&r {He!O!!l'ic•tl!• !!!!'!W) u a OOll\'llnient site for direct ob-
aervation of bl..od YUHla and blood flow. The pouch ia a aemi-tranaparent, 
lligllq vuoul&ri•e4 111811brane 'lilich can euUT be everte4, spread out, and 
obeene4 llioroacopicall.7. 81noe 1t11 inVocltlotlon, this atl'llcture bas be-
OOIIIe widezy uaed u 1111 experiMnt.al tool tor studying 1!18ch&ni8118 of norul 
blood flow, tWIOI' growth, ph-oolocical reactions, irradiation et.tecta, 
and parasitic inteatationa. YOllll& (1954) i'irat uaed the cheek pouch for 
.following the oourae of e.xper~tal a~lococcal. intectione J,n .!1!:g 
and the reaul ting in1'1U~~~&tol'7 reeponae. 
H111111tera were anuthetiaed with n..Wtal (Abbott, pentobarbital aoaiwa, 
6o mg. per oo.) edeSnJatere4 intrapers.toaeeUy (0.15 1111. per 100 grPIU o.t 
bociT walaht, with inOI'·amta of 0.05 Ill.). 
Pouchu were pinne4 out aDd diainfected be.fOl"e being injected• DiB-
inteation was acooapliahed' b7 rinasng the pouch with aterile &&line, awab-
bing gent.J.T td.th a,queoua lalOOO sephiran oblOl"id.e aolution, and leaYinc an 
e.xoeaa of the aephiru aolutiorl Oll the pouch tor about two llinutea. The cUII-
in.reotant waa then r-Ted b7 rinaing the pouch td.tb .. sterlle saline. In-
ject.iona of the beoterial euapenaiona were done under the diasectin& 11101'0-
~ with a 27 aauae aterile needle. The uterial waa routinel3' intro-
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duced into the lower lett. quadrant ot the pouch. UaualJ.T 0.05 Ill. ot 
suspension was injeoted. In BOIIHI aniaale used ae saline controls tor 
later experilllente, the same llUIIber ot organiiJIIIS was suspended in 0.1 lll. 
ot saline; the increaeed volume was not seen to alter the course ot the 
infection. 
Pouches were examined under the dissecting l!l:l.croecope (lOX) with 
tranlllllitted Ught, and selected animals t.rora each group were also studied 
under high power (lOOX, 2201, 4.30X) • Pouches were kept 110iat with 1111111-
malian Ringer 1 s solution during this period. 
The organiiJIII8 ware recovered at different stages or infection tl'o• 
the 4 quadrants ot the pouch designated aa lower lett., upper lett., lower 
right, and upper l"ipt. By mapping the pattem of the vessela it was pos-
sible to spread the pouch 1n approxil'late:cy the SBIIIS position each time. 
The 4 quadrants were than aspirated uaing a separate 110ist sterUe 871'1n&e 
and needle tor each quadrant and expelling the material onto a blood-agar 
. (brain-heart infusion agar) plate lll&l'ked ott into 4 corresponding quadrants. 
In the lower lett. quadrant material was aspirated direct:cy !l'OIR the interior 
ot the lesion. Plates were incubated tor 24 hours at 3?'lC., and the amount 
ot g1"'Vth ot streptococci on .each quadrant :recorded. 
Occasional.l;r, the same pouch was aspirated at 2 different stages or 
infection. This did not appear to alter the course or the infection. 
IDnediate :reaction or the blood vessels and blood now to streptococci 
wae studied under hish power magnitication (220X and 4.30X). A single IIHIIIt-
brane preparation was used tor this purpose and was l!lade by dissecting a~ 
under the microscope a small area or epithelial and connective tisaue •-
posing the blood vessels in the under:cying m.'Wbrane. The streptococcal 
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suspension wae applied topically and the pouch observed for 2 to 3 hours. 
(Saline controle showed no spontaneous changes in circulation throughout 
this period). 
'!be above techniques were used for stud;ring the toxicity of strepto-
coccal products in subsequent sections. 
Hematological techniques 
Blood was drawn by cardiac puncture in amounts of approxi.Diately 
o.os 1111. for total white blood cell counts and differential counts. '!be 
sllill8 animal never received 110re than 3 punctures in &nT one experiment, 
and these were placed at a lld.n1mwa of 2 dqs apart, Counts were uau.al.J¥ 
done 2 dqa before infecting an an1llal to screen out &nT with abno~ 
blood values to start. Standard blood techniques were employed (Ham, 
1953). 
Total white counts were done with a Spencer Bright-Une Haemocyto-
meter, and the average of 2 chambers was taken, The two-slide method was 
us.od for differentials, and 100 white cella were counted • 
. PhMoezt.osis ~ 
To serological tubes were added o.OS Jal, of standardised bacterial 
suspension, 0.15 ml. of sterile 0,5 percent saline, and o. 5 1111. ot human 
whole blood, Blood was drawn by venipuncture into oxal.ated tubes (1 Ill. 
of balanced 2 percent 111810niwa and potassium oxalate solution per 10 Ill. 
of blood) just before use. '!be tubes were placed on a shaking rack, in-
cubated for 20 minutes at '}7° c. with constant agitation, and then plunged 
into an ice-water bath. Blood lllll8ars were made in the usual IIIIIIUier and 
stained with Wright's stain. 
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The extent of phagoeytoeie waa determined by counting 50 pol.J'mopho-
nuclear 1eukoey-tes; a pol.J'morphonuc1ear 1eukoey-te waa c1aseified as an 
"active neutrophil" if 1t contained one or 110re intracellular bacteria. 
Aleo1 the total number of intracellular cocci in 50 neutrophile waa counted. 
The percentage of actin neutrophile is probab}7 the more accurate index, 
since it is 110111et:l.mes difficult to count the nWIIber of cocci within a 
phagoey-te. 
Statietical ana±y!ie 
The student Fisher t teat wae ueed at a 5 percent level of s:l.gnifi-
cence to meuure the difference between aeane. 
Histological preparations 
Pathological materials were fixed in Bouin1s solution, sectioned at 
5 to 7 lllicrons, and stained with hematoll;ylin and eosin. 
). RESULTS 
The couru ot atreptpcoccal int•pt;loo• in the hemeter cheek pouqh 
Streptococcus 119S waa studied extens:l.vezy and the data awaar:l.zed in 
Tables 1 and 2. Flguraa l through 6 illustrate eoae of the findings. 
o-3 Hours 
Approx:l.laatel.T 10 minutes after topical application of a streptococcal 
suspension to a a:l.ngle aembrane preparation leukoey-tes began to acCUIIIulate 
along the walla of the venules. The aocumul.at.ion graduall7 increased over 
the period of' observation and in about l.0-15 lllinutee later there waa a 
definite heavy leukoeytio p&Yement in these vessels. In the large and 
Jlled:l.wa-sized Yenulee the pavement restricted the functional now to onl.7 
a amall part of the lumina ot the vessels; in the emaller venules ~leta 
occlusion t:requent}7 resulted. I.eukoeytea were frequently noted outside 
the walls of venulea as earl7 ae 10 lllinutee attar application of the 
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bacteria. No changes were noted in the arterioles. 
Oocaeionall.y, minute discrete petechial he110rrha,ges were observed 
between 2 to 3 hours, but 110re frequent:Q' petechiae were not formed untU 
801118 tiliiS between 3 and 6 hours. Petechiae were found to occur lll&inl¥ at 
venous anastOIIOses. 
6 HOUI'II 
Injection of the organisras into the pouch resulted in the for:aation 
of a bleb at the injection site, about 6 •· in diameter; it wae absorbed 
in less than 2 hours. Pouches were edematous, partioular:Q' in the lower 
quadrants, and exhibited a unifom redne.ss. 'lbe redness was seen to be 
due to a general vaeodUation and the presence of nu:aerous petechiae. 
Petechiae were uaual:Q' lilllited to the lower lett quadrant and were 110st 
numerous about and overqing the lesion. · 'lbe lesion wae nat or slightq 
raised, uncircumsoribed, and a few contained small 111110unts of pus. Mater-
ial aspirated trom the lesion and -ared showed·lllllnT streptococci, neutro-
phUs, and little or no fibrin. High power examination or the blood ves-
sels shoved an abundance ot wits cells in the venules, but not in the 
arterioles. 
Blood plates streaked with uterial aspirated from the four quadrants 
ot the pouches shoved good growth ot streptococci from all areas of the 
pouch in practicall.y every case. Growth vas alvqs heaviest from uterial 
aspirated direct:Q' il'OII the lesion. 
Elcandnation or histological slides showed the beginnings of an acute 
inn-tory responae throughout the pouch .maracterized by edema and di-
lation ot the blood vessels. Venules and arterioles were congested with 
red cells, and venules were seen to contain large nlllllbers of pol.yJiorpho-
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nuclear leukocytes. The connective tiaeue was in1'1ltrated with neutro-
phile and mononucleate cella, the fomer predominating. The 1110nonucleate 
cells were largel;r macrophagee and were seen to contain particulate mat-
ter. The area ofabsceae formation showed a polJmorphonucloar exudate. A 
fibrin network waa not seen, nor was there ~ evidence of a fibrous con-
nective tissue wall about the edge of the abecoeo. 
Most of the anilaale had an elevation of the total white cell count 
ranging fJ'OIIl 8,000 to 14,000 and all had an upset or complete reversal of 
the neutrophil-lyuphoeyte ratio. 
12 Hours 
Edema and eeyth8DI.a had general~ inore&sedJ petechiae were present 
in all ouee and confined to the area of the lesion. In half the animals 
petechiae had increased in size beCOIIdng connuent and appearing as hemor-
rhagic lakes. Distinct abscesses had tOl"llled and were fairly well circlllll-
scribedJ they ·were raised, aott, and contained pus. The venulea were still 
crowded with leukocytes. 
A leukocytosis was preeent in all but l anilul, and a revereal ot the 
neutrophil-lyuphocyte ratio was present in aU. 
lDq 
By 24 hours abscesses had increued in size and were oore highly 
raised. Petechiae had diJIIiniahed greatlJ' and were absent in ~ ot the 
anilllal.a, lolheraas all anilllal.s now rthowed h_,rrhagic areas about the abacea-
aee. Adhesions of alight to IIIOderate degree had developed in the III&Jority, 
but were not of sufficient degree to interfere with examination of the 
pouch. Edema and erythema were present to about the aaae extent as the 
previous stage. High power examination of blood ve1111ela showed the venulu 
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still to contain large nUIIIbers ot leukocytes. Organi81118 were recovered 
in almost wary cue trom all areas of the pouch and had diminished slight-
l,y in number in the upper right and upper lett quadrants. In the lower 
right quadrant, closest to the abscess, there was some increase in the 
nWIIber of organ181118 recovered. HeaY,Y growth was still obtained from the 
abscesses. 
Hiatologioal.l,y, the connectiYe tissue was 1110ra cellular, and the cella 
were predOIIinantl,y neutropbUa. Vascularity waa increased, and the ves-
sels were congested with red cella. 'lhe lumina ot the venules were seen 
to contain ~ neutropbils. There waa no evidence of a connective tis-
sue wall torwing around the abscesses. 
'lhe total whits blood cell count waa reduced and no:rmal. in tour ani-
ll&ls. An upset or rwereal ot the neutrepbU-lymphocyts ratio waa present, 
however, in all but one animal. 
2 Dqa 
'lhe edema waa reduced, and petechiae had disappeared in all cues. 
'lhe general eryth8111& and local h-.ol'l'hasic areae were present to about the 
same degree as in the previous stage. Abscesses had increased in aise, 
·>ftllre 1110re highly elwated, and contained IRUch pus. Blood veesels exhibi-
·ted tortuosity, particularly about the abscesses, and there was also a 
proliferation of veseels surrounding the abeceeses. White cells in the 
venules were greatly reduced. 
Growth waa heaY,Y 1n ~~~.&terial aspirated fl'olll lesions, blt elightl,y re-
duced since ·the previous day. Small. numbers or organi1111111 were recovered 
!roll outl,ying quadrants. 
Histological ex111111nat1on showed the beginnings of a wall about the 
abscesses. A partial transition in the cellular elements of the connective 
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tieaue was evidenced by the presence of large mononuclear cells (early 
tibroblute) in addit.S.on to the neutrophile. Fewr neutrophile were seen 
in the venulee u well u in the conneot.S.ve t1ewe, Macrophages contain-
ing b1111Ds1der1n granulu were diiiiDnlltrated, 
A slight leukocytosis wu present in 111011t of the anilllale, and the 
neutropbil-~ocyte ratio was returning towards norul, 
4 Dqe 
Intectiona appeared to reaoh their peak at this stage aa evidenced by 
the intenaitT of the pouch reactiona, He1110rrbagic areaa had increued in 
size; abscesses were larger, 110re h1.ahly raised, anc1 tilled with pus. In 
some cases the absceaaea had ulcerated t.hrcugh the upper epithelial tie-
we and were diecharging a purW.ent exudate, Pouches were erythematous 
and highly vaecularbed, Blood vaeeela about the lesions exhibited 11111ch 
tortuos1't7 and showd proliferation into the lesiona, Considerable etuie 
waa present in the huorrhasic areaa about the lesions. A eharp decreaae 
· resulted in recove17 of organ181U frclll areu of the pouch other than the 
region of the abscesaes, In only about half the cases could organ~ be 
recovered frclll these quadranta 1 'Whereu heaY7 growth waa still obtained 
from &ll of the abscesses, 
Histologically, the greatest injurioue or toxic effecte were noted 
four dqs after producing the infection, The blood veseels were dilated 
and congeeted with red blood cellaJ hemorrhagic areaa were large and cen-
tered about the abscesses, The cellular reaot.S.on of the connective tissue 
was chrcnic and characterised by a marked increase in IIOllonucleate cells 
(1110nocytee and 11mpbocytee) J neutrophile were rarely seen. The region 
about the abscessee wu bea."f'S.ly vascularised, and there was an infiux of 
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tmall blood vessels and fibroblaa~a into ~he lesions. A fairly oo.ple~e 
well of collagen fibers ciriiWIIICribed ~e lesions and conuined mar~T fibro-
blu~e. 
The total vh1 ~e blood cell count bad re~umed to normal values in all 
blllt one 8!11m•l, and yet six out of eight aniJIIale still showed 811 up158t of 
the neutropbil-l.yiJIPbocyte ratio. 
6, 8, 12 D&ya 
In these la~r stages the intectione grAdually subsided. At 12 d&yll 
~e only rema1n1ng evidence of infection wa.e a slight eeyth8111& and emall 
areas of aliiiOet COJIIP].e~ely reaorbed hBD>rrhllflB. Abscesses became increae-
ingly Bll&ller and natUr until at 12 clqa only a trace of the lesion was 
eeenJ pus was ala>et nenr present. Aspiration of the pouches yielded 
increasingly fBWllr oraanilllll8, and at 12 dlllfll streptococci were never re-
covered f'rolll outlying quadrants. A few colonies were recovered from tbs 
region of the previous abeceeeee in 2 out of 10 aniJIIals on the 12th dq. 
The return of ~e neutrophil-l.yiJIPbo~ valuee to normal laged be-
hind the drop in the total white blood cell counts. At 12 da,Ts a few ani-
• 
lllllls still showed approxilllll~ly a lsl ratio of neutrophile and 11mPhocytee. 
Histologically, ~e infections were aeen to be brought under control 
in these later stages. A pronounced wall of collllflen fibers formed around 
~e lesion, became increasingly thicker, and extended into the area of 
earlier Bbeceuea. The central region of the lesions was found to be al-
110at totally replaced b,r an infiux of fibroblaata, l.yiJIPbocytes, and IIOno-
eytee, aa well aa a }>roliferation of blood veuelB into the region. The 
connective tissue be~ increasingly lese cellular, and t.be cella that 
were seen were predominantly fibroblasts. Blood veesela contained only 
an ocouional. 17Japhoeyte or neutrophil. 
A geptritgp of tht Tirul•A• ot ntnp\gggcqe] atraine tgr the 
hpet.ar gh!elc; P99ph 
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Huater cheek pough!s were inteotec:lwith the #95-H and !1. streptococ-
cal etraina 8lld the results coaparecl to thou repcrtec:l in Table l with the 
#95 strain. Topical application showed the irllllediate circulatoey distur-
bances to these two strains to be about the sue ae with the 1195 strain. 
'!'bat 18, leukocytic p&YeMnt, diapedesis, and occasional petechiae ·re-
sulted in about the s- tiae relationehips ae previously reported with 
the original strain. 
Both the 195-H mel the n straine appeared to incite a greater intl&ID-
ll&tory reaction when injected into the pouch (Tables 3 and 4). Er,ytheu 
wae 110re pronounced at six hours; adbeaione developed earlier and were greater. 
Witb the Tl atra1n the adheaiona were ao aarked on the tirat tn da.ya that 
pough!a ~ aeld- be enrted and naurtned untU the tourtll d~q ( P1aure 
7 ). Abaoeaaes resulting .rr- the Tl 8lld 1195-H atraina did not beCOJH 
cirouuoribed ae early as abeoeana produced bT the 1195 strain, and at tour 
d~q& leeiona were general.q larger. 
'!'be organiua were local.1sed at apprarlaateq the saae rate with all 
three atrains. A ditterence wae obeel"Yed, bOWIIYer, 1n the abUit7 ot the 
three straina to aurvi:n and multiply 1n the abeceaaea ae detel"'llined bT re-
oarery ot the atreptococci tro. theaa re&iona. the Tl strain wae the aost 
virulent tor the pouch ainoe aore Ol'&aniau could be recovered at eight d~q& 
~ leeiona produced lJT thia atrain, mel the 195-11 atrain waa the ncond 
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'.l'bree goupa of mice wre injected intraperitoneal.ly with aal.ine 
auepenllione or atraptococcus 1195, streptococcus 1195-H, and streptococcus 
Tl respectively. The Tl and #9.5-H strains wre markedly more mouse viru-
lent than the #95 strain; the Tl organiBIIUII killed mice at the taateet rate. 
Twenty-four hours attar infection 85 percent of the mice infected with the 
Tl strain were dead as COIIPared to a 40 and 9 percent fatality with the 
#9.5-H and 1195 strains respectively (Table 5 and Chart 1). 
It was or interest to determine whether the difference in mouse-
virulence or the three strains wu correlated with their resistance to 
phagocytosis. Human neutrophile wre used because of the difficulties in 
obtaining autticient quantitiea of mouse blood. In spite of their dit-
terencee in mouse-virulence, the 195-H etrain and its parent culture (/195) 
wre equall7 susceptible to pbagoeytoeia (Table 6). The Tl. strain wu 
vary reeiatant to ingestion by hUlllllll neutrophile, whereas a degraded a.10th 
glossy variant of this strain, designated Tl-5, waa susceptible to phago-
eytoais (Figure 8). Thus, the strain aost virulent for the cheek pouch 
and the mouse was also the 110et resistant to phagocytoeie. It llllliY be that 
had mouee blood been used for the phagoeytoeie teste a difference in the 
eueceptibUit;r of the #95 and 195-H etraine would have resulted, correlat-
ing this !actor with the ability of these strains to kill mice. 
4. DISCUSSION 
An investigation of the course of group A streptococcal infections 
in the hBIIUIIter cheek pouch d81110118trates a typical picture of a local sup-
purative infection induced by a p:rogenic micro-organia. Culturing the 
organ181118 trcm areas of the pouch show the etreptococci to invade rapidly 
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throughout the ClO!lMctin tiasue. Abaceasee are forl!led only at the sits 
of introduction of the streptococci and usually yield organ181118 for at 
leut eight cla,ys dependi!li on the etrain used to procSuce the infection. 
Infections appear to reach their peak on the fourth c1a,y as iruli-
catecS by the intensity of the host reaction and the increase in siae ot 
the abscesses; after thia there 1e a aradual eu'bllicling of the infection. 
Histological mdenoe sbowe 'in the t11"st two da,ye ot infection an acute 
infi-tion throughout \be pouch, char&otsriled by a predoadnant}J' neutro-
philic intutration, A tranaition ot the cellular reaponee of the ooa.neo-
tive tieeue to dO!IIinanoe by III&O;I"Ophagee ancl fibroblasts takeB place betwen 
the second and fourth da,y, conCOillitant tdth the fol'lll&tion of a fibrous 
connectiT& tissue wall about the abscesses and det.L~te evid~ce of ~ 
ganhation of the tissue • 
... Streptococci are not localilsed in the early stages of cheek poucja 
infections. 'l'hie oolltirm$ the tindin&e or otherB (Menldn, 1934; Dennie and 
Berberian, 1934; nemn.-., 1936; An&ev1ne, 1934, 19)6). 
Young (1954) reported ~at fibrin pla,yecS no part .in the early ~tion. 
of lita~lo~:ooci 1n the •. cheek pouch. hrthermore, staphylococci coul4 not 
bi'O recovered. hom regions of the po11ch, other than the abscesses, at a1x 4qe, 
. . . . A 
'In the preseilt exper1raents, ho,....,.er, atreptocoeci were occuiorttCUy re-
cOTSred fl'OI& all a:reu of the pouch as long u eight days after pzoo4uc.t1 . on 
-, ' . ' 
ot the infection. streptocOcci are regarded aa being !liOre inYaaive than 
st&ph7lococoi, It seeu likely that atreptococoi spread throughout the 
pot.ch in greater nwabere than etapbylocoooi enabling them to be reooYei'Sd 
f:room regions other than the site of the leaione tor a longer period. It 
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appeare that the llUIIber of orsanbu reaching other quadrants ill not suf-
ficient to establish other focal lesions. 
'lbe three atreptocoocal atraina atudied ahow difference& in their 
virulence for the cheek pouch aa well aa clitferencea in their virulence 
for the IIIOU8e. The moat virulent. strain ( n) is aleo the most reaistant 
to phagoeytosia. Paaeage of the relatively mouse-avirulent, matt.-attenu-
atad strain (H9S) thl'Ough the haut.er cheek pouch waa successful in re-
storing the virulence of this atrain for the mouse, but dicl not alter ita 
auaceptibUity to phagoeytoaia. 
ObserTatione on the virulence of streptococcal variants has been re-
ported bT other investigators (Tocld, 1927; Todd and Lancef1eld, 1928; Hare, 
19.31; Ward and Lyons, 19.35; Lancef1eld, 1940-1941). 'lbeir studies demon-
strated that matt. colonies can change into attenuated-matt colonies after 
prolonged cultivation on laborator;y llledia. The former are charaoterisad 
bT being mouse-virulent and phagoeytoaia-reaiatant; the latter are aviru-
lent for mice, susceptible to phagoeytosis, and identical in appearance to 
the utt col~. Strain• virulent for 111an and freshly isolated traa lesions 
have also been reported that are mouse-avirulent and can be made mouse-viru-
lent by aerial passage thl'Ough the aouae. (Streptococcus #95 appears to 
fit this description). These 1111thora present no data aa to whether restor-
ation of mouse-virulence is aoooapanied by an increased resistance to phago-
eytosis. 'lbe present exp~ta indicate that thia is not necessarily 
the cue. 
11pre 1. Six hour :lntection (Streptoccccua 195). Orsan-
1- wra injected :lnto lower lett. Peteobiae 
and eli&ht lldheaien about lite ot iDjeetiono 3X 
F:l.gure 2. 'liiO dq :lnteoticn (Streptoooocue 1195). Abaceee 
aul'Z'OUI1ded b7 h ll'lllap. Veeeela tortuou and 
dilated. 3X 
Figure 3. Four dq :lnteotion (St.reptocoocua 195). a-r-
rhaclc area about. abecen inoreaaed. Veaeele 
tortuoue and dilated, 3X 
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J'i&ure 1 
rs.ave 2 . 
figure' 
Six hOUJ' infliction. X-eeotion through lesion. 
Marked ini'iltrat.ion of l.akoqtea (predoainan~ 
neutl'OphU.)into leaioa and 811l'l'01Uldina connec-
tive tiaeue. No vall pnnnt about lesion. UOO 
Six hoUr ini'eotion. X-eecUon or venule. Blood 
veaeel contains IUII,T neutrophile. X430 
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Figure 6. Recovery of etreptococci trora pouch. Reading 
tl"ooll lett to right, l dq, 4 d.~VS, and 8 dqa 
alter infection ( Streptoeocaue 1195). Section 
at top center repreeente lower lett quadrant 
or cheek pouch where orsan1- were inJected, 
and counter-clockviae around each plate are 
lower right, upper risht, an4 upper lett 
quadrute. 
1'18ure 7. '.l'wo-da,y infection ( Streptoeoooua Tl.) • Adhe-
aiona make pouch ditfiault to lrftrt. Abeceee 
hi&b4r rld.eed an4 8UI".!''W1ded 'b7 elight ha.>r-
rh~p. 3X 
Figure s. Blood araear illuatrating two "actin" neutrophile. 
X970 
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PART II. 
THE ROLE OF STREPTOCOCCAL PRODUCTS 
A. THE M PROTEIN 
l. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Hietcrical, baclss:rouqd and charyterbation 
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In 1928 Rebecca Lancetield demnatrated a type apecitic subetance 
in hydrochloric acid extraote ct StJ:eptoccccue bemo1yticua. Lancetield 
~sed rabbit. with heat-killed broth culturee and obtained eera which 
contained agglutinins, precipitine, and in !Qme instances, protective 
antibcdiee. Precipitin reactions carried cut with these unabsorbed sera 
and hcmolcgpus or heterclcgcus acid extracts resulted in precipitates. 
'the precipitate resulting troll the hoaolcgcus antigenic extract, however, 
dirtered troll that resulting with the heterologous antigen. The fcl'lller 
precipitate was heavy, flocculent and appeared almost immediat.eq; the 
latter precipitate was etten neaative at 2 hours, but gave a diac-like 
precipitate after atanding overnight in the refrigerator. Furthel'IIOre, 
abecrption or a serum with a heterologous type resulted in a serum that 
would react onq with antigens of a hOIIIOl.cgpue type. 
Todd and Lancetield (1928) observed that h11110lytic etreptccccci, 
when fre•hlT ieclated troll pathoaenic lesiona, form characteriatic matt 
colonies and contain the type-apeoitic subetanoe. They ascribed the 
designation 11}(1t (matt) tc this subetanoe. 
The type-specific M substance has been widel.T investigated since 
Lancetield 'e classical wcrk with regard to its properties and its role 
as a virulence tactcr. Much or this work has st811111ed tr0111 the classifi-
cation ot streptococci into serological types, on the basis ct the M 
antigsn, employing agglutination techniques, precipitin reaotiona, 
and mouse-protection teste. 
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The M antigen was diiiiiOll&trated to be of a protein nature (Lancetield, 
1928) and was shown to be a heat.-etable substance (Lancefield, 1928; 
Lancetield and Dolt~, 1946). That the l( preparations are largely nucleo-
protei.'l was dei!IO,lstrated by Zittle (1939), who later succeeded in separ-
ating the protein and nucleic acid components b.1 ammonium sulfate pre-
cipitation and contiroaed this with electrophoretic studies (Zittle, 1939, 
1942; Zittle and Seibert, 1942). 
Lancetield and Ferlnlann (1952) separated the nucleic acid component 
from the M protein with ribonuclease and accomplished fUrther purifica-
tion or the protein b.1 .fractionation with 81111110nium sulfate. ll.'lectro-
phoretic an..:cysis showed still an inh01110geneity of ~~~aterial, but 110st 
or the extraneous impurities had been r81110ved. Their isolated protein 
retained the 110st characteristic iunlmological properties of type-specific 
substancea: (a) the ability to induce formation of type-specific anti-
bodies and (b) the ability to absorb protective antibodies induced b.1 
iunlmization with h01110logous intact streptococci. Sonic oscillation was 
found to release the M protein and other macro1110lecular componente of 
a type 6 Streptococcus hemglytisus (Slade and Hess, 1955). A strongly 
positiYe type-specit1c precipitin teat tor M protein was obtained on the 
cell-tree extracts r.rom 2 hours or longer oscillation periods. 
'nle type-specific antigen has been shown to be highly susceptible 
to the action of proteol.;rtic enzymes whether it is present as a part of 
the cell or in cell-tree extracts (Lancet1eld, 1943,; Lancet1eld and Dole, 
1946). Trypsin, chymoteypsin and pepsin were found to be equal in effect. 
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Upon tJ'aater to treah broth oontainins no enS1J118e, en~treated cella 
11181'8 tOI&IId. to regain their abllity to produce the M substance. 'lbia 
indicated that the enzyJ~~~ta did not interfere ld.th a vital fUnction ot 
the cells. l\lrthe1Wn'e1 eni,JIII8-tnated streptococci tailed to aagluti-
nate in ant.i~ aera, and. en~treated vaccines ta1led to atillul.ate the 
production ot M antibodies in rabbits. 
Elliott (1945) reported the presence ot a proteolytic enQ~H (pro-
teinase), in 101141 cultures ot poup A atreptococci, which destroyed the 
serological reactirlt;r ot the X entigen ot ~ogoua and heterologous 
t.ypee. He d ... avated a reciprocal relationship betwen thi• proteinase 
and the M protein and ottered this u an explanation tor the inabllity ot 
1101111 strains to be typed. Also, as etated by Elliott, it has oecaeional.lT 
been observed that p:roteinue and 8IUll IIIIIOUllta ot the 1\Ype-apecitic pro-
tein !Ui'l be present at the uae tiae, indicatins tbat a balance betwen 
these tw oOIIpODellta baa been reached. Olarte (1948) indicated tbat six 
011t ol al.ft'811 IP"'UP A cultures studied produced M in their e»lture fil-
trates equal in ugnit.ude, aa cl-atrated by precipitin teats, to the 
IIIIIOIUlt in the oel.ls. 'lhe r tning tift strains all yielded low quanti-
ties ot the M protein in their filtrates, but good yields resulted in 
the cell extraota. 'lhe poaalble Nlationebip ot these tindinsa to Elliott's 
proteinase is obrl011a. 
P1'7t.• and Jablon (195S) reported serological inactivation ot the M 
protein by pl•a-'Mpn activated by atreptok1naae. (Neither substance 
alone would produoe inaot1vat1on). 'l.'he7 also contirlaed the tact that pepsin 
and t.rJpa1n inacti<rate the X antipn; OJ78talllne ribcllucleaae and lyeo-
S1M _.. ld.thou.t etteot. 
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Morris and Seaatone (1955) presented additional data IJhowing that 
trypsin, ch1motrypsin, and papain inactivate the M protein with no ap-
parent effect on the capeular structure. That the activity of the type-
specific subetance resides in a protein is shown by the !act that ita 
serological reactivity 1B deetroye4 b7 proteinaees. 
It is generall;r accepted that the M protein is locate4 ma1nlJr, it 
I 
not entirely, in the cell walla of group A streptococci. Lancetield 
(194.3) statee, "Since it is doubt1111 wbether eniQ"Ill8e present in the ex-
ternal enviromaent tm~r penetrate into living cells, it ~ be aeeumed 
that the M protein is located at the periphery of the cell." After 
1118chan1cal disruption of streptococcal cella, the M antigen remains as-
sociated with the cell vall (Salton, 1952). F\lrth8!'1110re, Salton obtained 
strong type-epecific reactions with extracts prepared !rom cell wells and 
reported that treatment or cell well preparations with trypsin removed 
and destroyed the M substance without affecting the content of the group 
c carboh1drate. 
Morrie and Seaetone (1955) preeente4 evidence indicating that the M 
protein is aeeociate4 with the streptococcal capeule ae wall ae being dis-
tribute4 throughout the cell surface. These ai.lthore showad that treat-
lllBI'It of a hea'fY suspension of young cells with hyaluronidase yielded M 
anti&en in the supernate detectable with specific antieel'UID. PUrtbBl'liiOre, 
if the supernate was treated with trypsin, it would no longer react with 
antiael'UID. No precipitates were seen when hyaluronidase utracte o! old 
cells ware tested with h01110logoua antiserum. 
The coqpoaition and antigenic properties or cell walla of group A 
hBIIIOlytiC streptococci have been atudied by Barkulis and Ekstedt (1955). 
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The cell walla were broken on the Mickle Disintegrator and the walla 
obtained 'b7 centrifugation. Results showed the cell walla to consti-
tute approximately 2.5 percent of llhola cella on a dry weight basis. The 
C polywaccharide constituted 3o-3.5 percent of the walla, and the remain-
ing 6.5-70 percent was found to be made up of protein. The cell walla 
had a 9 • .5-10 percent nitrogen content as contrasted to 12-13.5 percent 
for whole cella and contained the IIIIIJor portion of the M antigen of the 
llhole cell. Treatment of the walla with trypsin resulted in a weight 
loea of 40-4.5 percent, and the nitrogen content wu reduced to 7-7 • .5 
percent. 'lhe M antigen was lost during this procedure. Ianunization 
studies with rabbits showed the cell walla to stimulate anti-M titrea 
in the S81118 range as titras obtained 'b7 '-m1zing with whole cella. 
Generally, the latter elicited a IIOIUIIIhat higher antibody response. 
Wiener, Zittle, and Mudd (1942) and Lancefield and Dole (1946) com-
pared the antigenicity of the M proteiD in a call-free extract to ita 
antigenicity as a part of the intact call. Both groups concluded that 
the typa-apeo1!1c substance was poorly antigenic in solution. 
Relation to pathogenicity 
Lanoa!ield and Perlm.ann (1952) point out the close relationship of 
the M substance and potential virulence, and state that it is the only 
one of the streptococcal antigens in llhich this connection is de!1nital.y 
established. Evidence establishing the M antigen as an iJDportant strep-
tococcal virulence factor wq be 1111111!1l8l"iaed as followe 1 
(l) Mouse-virulent and phagocytoaia-reeistant strains generally 
contain the M antigen. 
(2) Serial 110uaa passage of strains relatively avirulent for mice 
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and having a low M content results 1n an increase 1n mouse Yi.rlllence 
1188ociated with a rise in the M content. 
(3) Digestion of the M substance of phagocytosis-resistant strains 
with proteolytic ens;ymes or its neutralization with h01110logous antiaerwa 
results in an increased susceptibility to phagocytosis. 
(4) Mice are protected a,sainst virulent streptococcal strains with 
h01110logous anti-M serum (passive protection test). 
(5) Active i.m!!lunization with suitable streptococcal strains affords 
tTPS-specitic protection and ~t;r. 
'nle ability of certain streptococci to resist ingestion by phago-
cyte& was noted aa early aa 1898 b;y Marchand. He showed that phagoeytosie-
resistant streptococci retained this characteristic even after being killed 
by heat or eeYeral chemical agents. Marchand aleo demonstrated that sus-
pendil18 phagoeytosia-rellistant strains in the culture fiuid of susceptible 
streptococci did not render the resistant cells susceptible, nor did sue-
pending susceptible strains in the culture nuid of resistant strepto-
cocci render these cells resistant. Marchand concluded that resistance 
was an attribute of the cocci th.,elves and not of 80IIle substance pres-
ent in the nuid portion of the cultures. 
Todd (1927) contimed Marchand's view and indicated that strepto-
cocci resietant to phagocytosis retained this property after being killed 
by heat (60°c. for 1 hour). In view or present knowledge it 88811111 likely 
that these investigators were dealing with the heat-stable, type-specific 
M antigen. 
Recently, further evidence of a heat-stable, phagocytosis-inhibitory 
agent 1n streptococcal cells baa been .f\lrnished by Wiley and Wilson (1954, 
)8 
1956). As stated by the"', the hot acid extraction procedure routinely 
eruployed .for preparation of the M antigen, and the c01111110n method for 
using heat killed vaccines as an antigen in the preparation of type-
specific sera make it clear that the M antigen is a highly heat-stable 
material. '!hey further d8!110lletrated that phagocytosis-resistant strep-
tococcal cells retain this characteristic after being killed by 111ercury 
arc irradiation. 
Todd (1927) and Todd and Lancefield (1928) reported that hemolytic 
streptococci .freshly isolated tram a pathogenic lesion form character-
istic matt (M) colonies and have the power of multiplication in normal 
hWII!Ill blood. Furthermore, as shown by them, mouse-virulent strains are 
rich in the 14 protein (although not all matt strains are liiOUse-virulent); 
strains degraded to the glossy, non-K containing variants are relatively 
avirulent for mice, 
Olarte (1948) con.firllled the relationahip between the presence of 
the M antigen and mouse virulence and also demonstrated that strains 
which "excreted" the type-specific substance into the culture fluid were 
avirulent for mice. 
Rothbard (1945) presented evidence to indicate that bacteriostatic-
susceptible variants produce less M protein than do the parent resistant 
strains. More recently, a study has been done with streptococcal cul-
tures obtained during the acute, convalescent, and carrier stages tram 
patients suffering tram streptococcal respiratory infections, (Rothbard 
and Watson, 1948), From this wrk it appears that in the course of group 
A streptococcal infections in man, variant strains often appear gradually 
over a period of weeks during the convalescence and carrier stage. 'lhasa 
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variants are characterized by a decreased capacity to synthesize the M 
antigen and a decreased resistance to bacteriostasis b,y nor.al human blood, 
'!be authors were able to otter no positive explanation for the variation 
in these strains. 'lbey did state that it was not related to the produc-
tion of tY:PB-specific antibodies b,y the host, nor was it dependent on 
' 
the production, by the variants, of Elliott• s proteolytic enzyme, 'lbey aleo 
lllllj'lhaaized that the JM,jority of strains do not lose their ability to synthe-
size the M protein for relatively lo~periods alter the onset of infection 
and are, therefore, potentially dangel'Gils pathogans. 
Po:cy.orphonuclear neutrophUs and 110noc;ytes in an exudate obtained 
!rom the peritoneal cavity of lllice infected with encapsulated glossy vari-
ants were llhow to be actively phagocytosing the streptococci, but ~ rarely 
were the encapsulated matt variants taken up by the phagoc;ytes, (Rothbard 
1948). '!be gloaey variants were relatively avirulent; the matt variants 
were high4r virulent. .Rothbard stated that no strain tested in his labora-
tory and llhown to lack M antigen baa ever bean isolated !ro111 a patient in 
the acute phaee of streptococcal infection. 
Serial mouse paasage of a glosq variant which baa retained some of 
ita l1 oontent has been shown to revert ocoaaionally to its original uaatt 
tol'!ll (Todd and Lancefiald, 1928) • Klliott (194.5) confil'!lled this b,y report-
ing that following III01Uie paesage two strains tested which were only slightly 
lethal and non-M producing reverted to a virulent, M-produoing stage. 
S1nd.lar results on the et!ect of mouse passage were found b,y Lancetield 
and Dole (1946) and by Rothbard and Watson (1948). '!bey reooTSred degraded 
glossy variants tram patients in the oon7elescent phase of streptococcal 
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infection. These strains were characterized by' a decrease in their M 
content and a decrease in their susceptibility to bacteriostasis. MOuse 
passage was successful in restoring both of these properties. Wiley 
and Wilson (1956) stated that serial 110use passage of strains relativel¥ 
avirul.ent for mice and low in M substance often causes an increase in 
110use virulence a.sociated with an increased M content. 
Considerable evidence has been cited on the susceptibility of the 
M antigen to proteolytic enzymes and the aesociation between the ability 
of the M protein and the ability of the streptococci to resist phagocy-
tosis. It 1110uld follow, therefore, that had the investigators studying 
the proteol7tic enQ!Iles tested the en~treated cells in a phagocytosis 
system, they would have found the resistant cells to beCOIIIe decidedly 
110re susceptible. Morris and Seaetone (1955) offer data on this point. 
They demonstrated that treatment of phagocytosis-resistant group A 
streptococci with trypsin resulted in an increaeed uptake of these or-
ganiiiiiB by normal human blood. S1ailar results were obtained with chymo-
trypsin and papain. Trypsin was found to have no effect on the capsular 
structure of these cells. No enhancement of phagocytosis was observed 
when trypsin was added to !• £2!!, type I pneUIIOcoccus, group C strepto-
coccus, or.§. aureus. The therapeutic effect of trypsin and the effect 
of exposing streptococcal cells to trypsin before infecting mice, were 
tested. There was no difference in the 110rtallty rate of mice infected 
with enzyme-treated suspensions, as compared to controls. Lancetield (194.3) 
similarly reported that enzyme-treated streptococci were no less virulent 
for mice than the controls. She bsliSYed this to be due to the fact that 
the calls llllltiplled rapidly and produced M protein in the peritoneal cavity. 
4l 
In 1927 Todd obserYed that rlrul.ent treshl.Jr isolated hemolytio 
streptococci from human cases of streptococcal septicemia multiplied 
rapidly in normal human blood, but if lllllllli quantities of a patient's 
serum were added to nornaal. human blood, multiplication of the h01110lo-
goua cocci was prevented, and the blood had considerable bactericidal 
action. He demonstrated that this result was due to an alteration of 
the cocci by the serum i., 110me unknown wq. Todd suggested that the 
phenomenon waa the result of an attenuating action of the serum on the 
virulence of the cocci, since attenuated broth cultures can be prepared 
from virulent cultures by exposing the cocci to the action of the hoiiOlo-
goua serum. It is apparent now that Todd had demonstrated bacteriostatic 
type-specific antibodies ag41nat the M antigen. Todd's studies were 
confil'llled by Hare (19.31), who d11110nstrated that phagocytosis-resistant 
streptococci lost their resistance when they were in contact with the 
patient t e h01110logoue eeru:a. Hare repor1;ed this mecheniBIIl of altered re-
sistance to be due to the presence of a heat-stable opsonin. 
'nle presence of bacteriostatic antibodiee in the sera of patients 
recovering trom streptococcal pharyngitis baa been pointed out. (Kuttner 
and Lenert, 1944; Rothbard, 1945). These antibodies were shown to be 
type-specific and to persist, in some cases, aa long as a year after in-
fection. Furthel'lllOre, absorption of these bacteriostatic sera with 
homologous organisms resulted in a reduction or complete loss of the 
bacterioeWic action. 'Ibis did not occur when the sera were absorbed 
with heterologous,types. 
Wiener, Z1ttle, 3l'ld Mudd (1942) noted that precipitation of strong 
mouse-protective antisera resulted in a strong decrease in the protective 
action of the antieerwa. An antieerwa that protected against 10 MLD 
of homologous streptocooc:$., would no longer protect against 1 MLD. 
Rothbard (1948) and Morris and Seaatone (1955) tu.miehed data in-
dicating that matt phagocytosie-resietant straina of streptococci be-
came eusceptible to phagocytosis in the presence of homologous anti-M 
HZ'WIIo 
The paesi.e protection of.mice against virulent streptococcal strains 
with homologous antiserwa..,.. d~trated by Lancefield and Todd (1928). 
The,r showed that sera obtained by illmunization with matt variants con-
tained anti-If antibodies and protected mice against infection with homol-
ogous strains, 'lllbereae sera obtained by injection with glossy variants 
did not contain anti-M antibodies d8BIOlletrable by precipitin teats and 
afforded no protection. Type-specific antibodies were removed frolll sera 
by absorption with homologous matt orsani811111, but 'lftll'e unaffected by ab-
sorption with ho1110logoue glose;r variants. 
L;rons and Ward (1935) stated that an anti-eSZ'\IIR 'lllbich apecificaJ.lT 
protects mice against virulent variants contains specific opsonin. Thq 
euggested that the specific opsonin and Lancefield's anti-M precipitin 
were identical. Hirst and Lancetl.eld (1939), Lancefield (1940), and 
Lanoetl.eld and Dole (1946) confil'Md earller work on the presence of 
type-specific antibodies in the eera of rabbits iarnunized with strepto-
cocci that were paasivel;r transferrable and protected mice against in-
fection with homologous organi .... 
Act1.e :lsunit;r in mice has been produced by vaccination with matt 
organi811111 and rendered these an1mals resistant to subsequent infection 
with homologous virulent organiBII81 but vaccination with glosq variants 
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established no active ~ty (Lanoatield and Todd, 1928), Hirst and 
Lanoatield (1939) and WU (~941) also produced an active 1-.m1t.J- in 
mice with ro-t strains or group A h8110}Tt1c streptococci. WU turther 
reported that highly Yirulant straine produced a greater degree or 1111-
IIIWlit.J-; strains o! low IIOUse virulence evoked a weaker i.mmunit.J- or con-
tarred no 1nnuni t;y at all. 
Sw:U't and Hodge (1936) described the occurrence ot type-apacitic 
anti-K pracipitins in aara or patients following streptococcal infec-
tions. Pr<s their data, it cannot be det81"11ined ldlether these patients 
posaaoaed - degree or 1-.mit;y qainat homologous infections. 
Type-specific protection and 1JW~n1t;y in 1110r1ke;ya was produced fol-
lowing intranasal inoculation with group A streptococci b;y Watson, 
Rothbcod, and Swift (1946). Thq induced the carrier state in Kacaca 
!!!latta monkey~~. 'lbq could not brpl.mt the h0110logoua t7Pe ot organ-
baa tor several JIDDtha and, -t11111a, even tor a ;year or 1110re. lllplan-
tation with a heterologou.a tn>e, h-.r was aaail,y accomplished. A 
close correlation between resiatanoa and anti-M titre was established. 
Carrier states could not be induced with gloaa;y variants; the an1ula 
tailed to ahov antibody responaas and were auaoeptible to implantation 
w1 th utt variants homologous to the glosq types. These authors stated 
(unpublished observations) that following naaopharyngeel. infection with 
group A streptococci, the llllljority o! humane develop circulating t7Pe-
apecific antibodies which, in certain instances, have bean d8110natrable 
tor peria:! s aa long aa l to 2 ;years following infection. 
The investigations reported have established a close correlation 
betWIM!l the t7Pe-apecitic K antigen and virulence. The obaarvation that 
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the utt, IDOUse•virulent, end the llllltt.-attenuated, avirulent encapsulated 
variants possess equal &IDOUntB ot the M protein imposes limitations and 
makes it clear that additional unknown factors are involved in strepto-
coccal virulence (Lencetield, l94Q-l94l; Rothbard, 1948; Wiley and Wilson, 
1956). However, unless the strain elaborates the K antigen, it is not 
virulent tor either JDOUBII or man. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCmlJRES 
Preparation ot the M protein 
The hydrochloric acid extraction method of Lancetield (1928) was 
slightly JDOdi.fied in this investigation. Initial.l7, the streptococci were 
gro~«~ in Todd-Hewitt fresh meat infusion broth (Switt, 1948). Pryts and 
Jablon (1954) used Ditco brain-heart intuaion broth and reported high 
;rields ot M protein. The COIIBII81'cial dehydrated pr:oduct was subatituted 
in the preparation ot the maJority ot the samples ot M protein in order 
to eliminate the laborious task ot uld.ll8 the treeh infusion. The mediUII 
was sterilized in 2SO ml. centrifuge bottles and inoculated with heaT,?" 
24-hour euspenaione of the streptococcus strain selected as the source or-
ganilllll, The TOlume of t>roth inoculated varied trom one to six litera 
and depended upon the yield ot K substance desired, 
The uterial waa incubated tor 18 hours at 37° c.; the cella were 
collected by centrifugation and washed with 0.5 percent sterile saline, 
To the cella was added N/20 HCl (in 0,85 percent sal.ine). The suspension 
wae placed in a boilill8 water bath and allowed to remain tor lO minutes 
with occasional shaking. It was then cooled and centrifuged, and the 
supernatant poured ott. Further extraction was repeated· two or three 
tiaes 110re end the aupematante colllbined, Ten llll. ot the HCl was used 
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per liter for the tiNt tw extractions, and the volume reduced in halt 
tor subsequent extractions. The clear acid extract was neutralized with 
lN N&OH against a 0.01 percent phenol red solution until a slight pink 
color persisted. The alight precipitate which formed was removed b7 centri-
fugation. At this stage the extract contains the group c as well ae the 
type-apecitic M antipil. In order to accomplish r81110'1'al of the C polysac-
charide, three to four volw.a of 9S percent ethyl alcohol, together with 
crystals of aodiUIII acetate (about 20 gnlll. Per liter), were added to the 
enract and the solution re.trigeratecl overnicht. This resulted in· the 
tol'll&tion of a he&T,Y prec1pitate tlbicla contained moat ot the nucleopro-
tein-. 'the precipitate wu washed tour tiDes with 0.9 percent saline (20, 
10, 10 1111.) lll¥1 the W!lehinga COIIbiDed. Be-precipitation ot the M protein 
was etteoted again b7 the addition ot three volwaes ot 9S percent eth;rl 
alcohol lll¥1 the washings twioe repeated with saline. Alternate precipi-
tation .md saline wuh1ng were repeated tw or three 1110re times using a 
Bll&ller 'I'Olume of aaline lll¥1 waah1ng eaq- once each time until moat of 
the preoipita\e wu readi.lT soluble in saline. 'the t1nal preaipitate wu 
I'HWipended in a ..U. 1'0l.UIII8 of 0.9 percent aal.ine (2 to S llll.), the vol-
ume depending on the UIOUilt lll¥1 oonoentration ot the K substance desired. 
'the ooncentratioll ot K protein in a N~Q>le wu determined b7 the 
ooloroaaet.rio lllioro-Kjal.dabl method of Woq (1923). 
Anti::)( l'!bbit !1!!'1111 
Olw lot of a streptococcal group A, type l4 antiserwa wae kindly sup-
plied by Dr. Elaine L. Updyke of the COI!!!!Im1cable Disease Center, Chamblee, 
Gerogia and was claaeitied as "aoderate" with respect to its ability to 
agglutinate a homolog011a organilllll. 
Additional t1Pe 14 antiaerua waa prepaped aa outllnecl by Dr. Upd7ke 
(195.5). This conalatecl ot lnoculatlng rabbits (IUI'ginal. vein), with a 
t1Pe 14 heat-ld.llecl vaccine thzoee tilllea a week on aucceaaive da,ya tOl' a 
six week pel"iod with fOUl' dqa bet- injection ael"iea. Animals lftiMI 
blecl a tew 410'8 atter the last injection, and the 88l'Wa strongly aaluti• 
natecl group A cella. Slnce thil antlalll'lllll waa to be uaecl only aa a nega-
tive contl"ol against t;rpe 1 atreptococcal. calls, it waa absorbed with 
t;rpe 1 cella (l wl.Wll8 ot packed calla to three volWll8e ot serua) 'IUltil 
aalutlnation ot the t1J1e l cella no 1Gng81' ooCUI'l'Od. A positive 1168lut1-
nation teat naultecl with the abao1"bed aerwa &Zid t;ppe 14 calla. 
Sllcie ydutJ.nation 
Two looptula ot antlael'WI &Zid two looptula ot the call auapendon 
lftiMI placecl 1n the center ot a clNn OOY8l' glass and a hancing-dl'op prep.. 
aration !Qide. The allde waa l'Ockecl gentlT alld exwn1necl tor clllllping under 
lOOl and 4301 m,snitloatlon. 
Phagoo:toail taalf 
Tbe prooedUl'e employeeS is the , ... aa that cieacrlbecl 1n Part I. .Ad• 
c11tional tubes WWl'8 lnclucied 1n wbicb M extract vas eubatitutecl tor nllne. 
Since Hanke (1940) polntecl out the llisinterpretation that can reault troa 
chqea 1n the Ml.atlve m.bera of bactel"ia aad nautrophila, and alnee 
it is quite possible that the bactel"ioidal action ot blood can vary troa 
410' to ciq, aal1ne controls were repeated with each aeries and obaervacl 
ettecta were alwqa OOlllpared to controls run aball.taneoual,y. Blood trom 
three appareat.:J¥ heal~ !IIILlea was uaec1 1n the axperlMnta reported 1n 
this section. 
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The percentage of active neutrophile and the number of cocci ingested 
by fifty neutrophil& waa detel'lllined. The streptococcal strain used aa 
teet organiem, the strain of serologic type of streptococcus which served 
aa the source of M protein, and the concentration of M protein are stated 
with each experiment. 
Metbo4 of testing the influence of products on the course of cheek 
pouch infections and on IIIOU8e T1r9lenoe 
Standardised auspensions of the organiaae were prepared aa previousl.T 
described. Aliquot portions were removed, centrifuged, and the saline 
poured ott. A "control" suspension waa prepared by resuspending the or-
gani8118 in saline and a "test" suspension prepared in the sse manner eub-
stituting the product under etudy for saline. Thus, by injecting equal 
volumes of control and teet suepeneions into control and teet animals, 
the an1111als were challenged with the same doeee. 
This procedure was followed throughout the various sections of this 
thesie. 
Toxicity of the M protein tor the hameter cheek pouch 
Moderate concentrations ( O,OSO to 0.055 mg. N/ml.) and high concen-
trations (0.150 to O,l55'mg, H/ml.) of the M extract were applied topi-
callT to aingle Jlelllbrane preparatione. Four an1111als were tested with 
each concentration. During the tw to three hour observation period, 
no changes in blood flow were noted, 
Two groupe, each consisting ot six anilllals, received intrapouch in-
jections of DID<lerate ·cr high concentrations of the extract. The cheek 
pouches were everted tor e,Yam1nation at ~ntervals of six hours, twelve 
hours, one dq, ttoO dqa, and tour d6ire attar injection, 'nle M protein 
did not incite a host reaction in .anT caae. 
Infiuence ot the M protein on the phagocvtosis ot streptococci 
Table 7 is a 11U11111&1'7 ot the rei!Ul.te of six individual tests performed 
with hlllll8ter blood. In all six cases a decrease in the nwnber or active 
neutrophile rei!Ul.ted with an average value of twanty-two percent (P > 0,01). 
Four ot the six show that there was also a marked decrease in the total 
number of cocci that ware ingested by titty neutrophile. 'nle difference 
in the average values obtained by counting intracellular cocci is atatieti-
cally valid (P"> 0,05). The large variation in the controls is due to the 
!act that the six figures reported do not constitute a group of testa done 
simultaneously. 'nlerefore, there is a variation in the leukocJrte-bacter-
ial cell ratio, as wall as probable differences in the ability of the 
phagocyte& of different bloods to ingest bacteria. 
Streptococci in the presence of added M substance were rendered leas 
susceptible to phagocytosis by hUIIIIUl neutrophils also (Table 8). 'nle 
eighteen percent decrease in the nUIIIber of active neutrophile, and the 
decrease in the nUI!lber of cocci inBested are statistically valid (P> 0,005, 
?'70,005). Additional controls were included in which several drops of 
95 percent ethyl alcohol were added to the saline to eliminate the possi-
bility of the observed effects being due to a slight carry-over of alcohol 
in the preparation of the type-specific ax:tract. No difference resulted 
in the two control groups. 
The effect of v&r71ng the concentration of the M protein was deter-
mined (Table 9) by starting with a concentration of lf antigen, approxi-
mately three tillles greater than previoualy used, and setting up twofold 
IIIVUJ!IICI! C1l II P~Km:lll CJI PHAGOCY'l'OSIS Of H<MJLOOOU9 Sinnococci ar twmU IBU'!"JK)fflll 
~ CUIITBWI ... PBOmJI' 95 
• Aotin Intracellular • Actin . lnW.Oellal&r 
Nwtrophilo o~oi ·-I'Ophilo -1 
54 lJo6l 3lo ~ 
68 86S 56 1189 
st.rep, 195 44 359 30 ,. 
7~ l.lSio so 376 
so ~ 26 175 
60 1030 24 358 
58.3 891>.3 36.7 w.1 A- 't 10,3 t386.o tl2.1 1:)24.8 
•o.050 "' o.oss Ill• 1/al, 
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TAII.I 9 
11!1.\TIOIISIIP B!TIIEI!J II Pllli'EIN COIICENT!IATION Alll IIIIIBITICII 1:1 
I'IIAGOC!TOSIS 1:1 HOJ«)LOGOUS STII!P'fOCCCCI Br IIUIIAN IEVT!Ili'IIILS 
' ACTIVE IIEIJTJIOPIIILS 
SALINB "JJ I'IWTEIN 195 
COII'IIIOLS 
•-luted 1-2 dilutim 1-4 dilUtion 1-1 dilut.im 
110 20 62 ~ '10 
78 32 51, 68 62 
strep.l95 88 34 56 88 10 
90 21, 1,1, 38 90 
86 32 78 1,8 92 
71, 50 52 76 
"' 
·-
82.7 t5.7 32.v t9.5 57.7 tlD.5 62,0 tl7,0 76.0 tll.9 
P't 0,005 P9 0,005 no.aas PC0,05 
p ...r .... to -t.iot.ioal ftlid1\T ot ditt- :La _.....,. ot .. u • 
.....VOpblla - ..U... oCIIMol IIIII a part.l.oulor ~. 
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serial dilutiona, The data show a titt;r-one percent decrease in t.he llUIIber 
of active neut.rophlls with the concent.rat.ed extract and a significant de-
creaee through a one to tour dllut.ion. 
Chart. 2 is a graphic repreeent.at.ion of Table 9, and shews the pro-
gressive loss in pot.enc;y or the extract. as it is diluted. 
'nlus tar, the enhancement. of t.he abilit.;y of streptococci to resist 
phagoc;ytcsis in t.he presence of the M substance has been demonetrat.ed in 
a s;ret.em in which the t.;ype-speci!ic antigen and the etrept.ococcal. cells 
are h01110logoue. 
Eram1nat.ion Of Table 10 shcWII that. bot.h the homologous and het.er-
ologous type-epecitic antigene are able t.o influence the eueceptibilit;y 
or et.reptococcal cells t.o phagoc;ytcsie and to about the same degree, 
'nle abllit.y or staphylococci to reeiet ingeet.ion by leukoc;ytes ap-
peared t.o be unaltered by theM prot.ein (Table 11), Only one or the tive 
seriee showed an inhibit.ory influence, In the last tour series in which 
no difference was found in the percentage ot active neutrophile as coJap&red 
to t.he· controls, controls and teet.s were also included with streptococci, 
and a reduction in the llUIIber of active neutrophile reeulted corresponding 
t.o t.he decreased values obtained in Table 8, There is no possibility, 
t.herefore, that t.he extracts used were not "potent", 
Table 12 indicates that treatment of etrept.ococcal. calls with a het.er-
ologoue M prot.ein reeulted in enough ot the type-specific antigen being 
adsorbed on the heterologoue cells t.o render them agglutinable by an 
antiserum heterologous t.o the cells but hCIIIOlogoue to the adsorbed M, 
\-1'1 th an organi8111. or a different genus, namely Escherichia .!:!!l!• thie was 
not the case, (Staphylococci were tried, but could not be used llince 
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TAIU 10 
IHPLUEIICI OF I! PROTEIN ON PIIAGOCYTOSIS OF 
lll'l'IIIOl.OOOS STREPTOCCX:CI BY II1JMAN NEUTROPIIILS 
% ACTIVE NEUTROPHILS 
SALINE CONTROLS *M PROTEIN 
82 26 
Strep, #95 plus M #95 90 26 
(Homologoue) 66 18 
9~ 18 
Average 83~0 :!:10, 7 22.0 t4.0 
82 28 
Strap. #95 plus H-Tl4 90 6 
(Heterologous) 66 28 
94 20 
Average ~3.0 :!:10. 7 2C.5 t8.4 
84 46 
Strep. #95 plus Y.-Tl: 96 64 
(Heterologous) 98 44 
94 48 
Average 93.0 t5. 7 50.5 t7.9 
98 48 
Strep. Tl-5 plus M-Tl4 88 44 
(Heterologoue) 96 52 
100 36 
Average 95.5 t4.6 45.0 t 5.~ 
* 0,150 to 0,155 rng,_ N/rnl. 
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TABIZ 11 
IIIFUD!NCE C. "X Plllr&IN 01 PIIAOOC!'I'OSill C. 
STAPIIYIDCOCCI BY HUIIAI .u'rlllPIIILS 
" AC!IVB III!IJTlllPIIIUI 
SALI.: II Plllr&IN 195 
COift'lllUI 
82 62 
92 72 
88 '10 86 54 ,_ 
87.0 t3.6 61,.5 t?.l 
'lilt 
88 
98 92 
92 92 
,.,....,. 95.0 :t3.0 91.5 u.a 
'78 
"' 
U~14 82 ~ 88 10 
"' 
86 • 
,.,....,. 77,0 UO,/o 71.0 :tU./o eo.ou.J 
68 
= zg • '10 
• ~ 
,_,. 71,5 t a.a 
..., *'·' 
TABII12 
lalarRA1'ICII ~ ADIIOIIPfiCII ~ X Pm!ID 
C11 JmSJI)I.ClQCUS sr•nococcAL C1W1 
TIIA- Allri-IDIII 
.,.,. !1 - • (!14) fiiiiM - 20 -. AaWI (!14) 
-p. Tl• 8IUM at ,., c.. -l'l- AaWI (!14) 
I'Np. 'fl • X (r~) 111114---- -"*' I'Np. 'f1 • I tf~) 
-.. a ... •••· oaue 
--J, IOU 
-. (!14) ........... Sa au. AaWI (!14) 
... _ 
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-
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this organilllll tended to agglutinate spontaneously). 
Addition of anti-Jill eerum. to tubes containing homologous M protein 
did not negate the inhibitoey influence of the M aubetance, but resulted 
in a l'ltill 1\trther decrease in the number of neutrophils containing eoec1 
(Table 13). 'l'reataent of the cella with the M extract and removal of the 
extract with aubsequent addition of hollologous ant.i-M serum resulted in 
no inhibition ot phagocrtosie, although enough of the M protein l'elll&ined 
adsorbed on the T14 cells to bring about a fifteen percent decrease 
(P>O.Ol) in active neutrophile. In the Tl4 series the anti-M serum not 
only neutralised the adsorbed M, but also reacted with the h01110logoue M 
native to the cell, rendering these cr>lls more susceptible to phagocytosis 
than the controls (twenty-one percent increase in active neutrophile; 
P> 0.005}. Results of the Tl series indicate that notenough of the M 
protein remained adsorbed on the cell surface art.er treatment to decrease 
the susceptibili~ of these cells to Pha&ocrtoeis. 
Inf!unce of the M protein on tl!• course ot etreptoooceal cheek 
POUch tntectipns 
The experlunt was designed to test W!ether the inhibitoey action ,!!1 
vitro ot the M substance on the phaaoqtoeis of streptooocci would be 
naanifeat under conditions .!n .!1!2• Two criteria were est&bllsbedJ (l) 
reoovery of the organilllllll t'rom the pouch, and (2) gross reactions to the 
infection. 
Twleve animals were divided into t- equal groupe designated "con-
trols" end "tests"; the pouches of the controla were injected with 0.05 1111. 
of a standardized suspension of streptococci (Strain #95); the testa re-
ceived the same number of organ1au suspended in an equal volume of homol-
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ogous M extract. Cheek pouchea wre examined at inteM'als of six hours, 
one da;y, two d~, tour da;ys, and eight da;ys after being infected. On 
the · buia or previous controle tour and eight dq infection stases seemed 
the optimwu ones to show a poeaible differential in the persistence or 
viable streptococci between the tl«) groups. Thus, pouches wure aspirated 
at theae two stages. 
The results of the controls are included in Part I (Table 1). A 
colllparieon or Table l and Table 14 llhowa no significant difference With the 
two groups. It would appear that sinoe the streptococci injected in the 
M extract could not be reccYered f'rOJa intected pouches tor a longer period 
ot time than the controls, the reeistance of these organisu to the host's 
phagocytic defenses wu not enhanced. 
Iptlnence of the H protein on the yirulmce ot streptgcocci tor mice 
Table 15 is a compilation of two experiments. In the first experi-
aent ten llice wre inJected intraperitoneal.ly with 0.25 ml. ot a saline 
suspension of streptococci (Strain #95); ten test anilllal.s received the 
same dose suspended in homologous M extract. The experiaent wu repeated 
with a total of twunt;y-tour additional llice. Test aniuls in both experi-
lllllnts llhowd a taster death rate u well a11 an increued percentage of 
deaths within a ten-dq period. 
Chart 3 is a graphic representation of the data in Table 15 and demon-
strates the marked difference in the virulence of the saline suspensions 
and the M antigen suspensions. 
4. DISCUSSION 
PreYious investigators haYe, tor the 1110st part, studied the role of 
the M protein in the Yirulence of group A atreptocccci by negative aethoda, 
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The;r have removed or neutralized this antigen and studied the altered 
cella. The present work deale with a study or the M antigen iteelt and 
confims many of the obeel"f'atione of others. 
Relativelf high concentrations of the M antigen are not toxic tor the 
cheek poullh or the hamater. The extracts produce no iDinediate vascular 
responses, nor do the;r incite 8ll7 eigne of an inflaaaatory reaction over 
a period ot several dqs. Lancefield and Perllllann (1952) stated that the 
M protein has no primary toxicity; they do not present any experimental 
data on this point. 
The data presented here clearlf show that the addition ot M protein 
confers resistance to phagocytosis to streptococci that are normal.l.y 81111-
ceptible to ingestion by hamster or human neutrophile. The concentration 
ot M protein detendnee the degree of inhibition as d81110nstrated by aerial 
dUutione or thie uterial; the eubetance is equallf effective against 
homoloj!pus or heterologous streptococci. 
Three possible mechaniSIIIS lllight account tor the phagoc;ytoais-1nh1bi-
tory action of the M protein1 
(1) direct action on the pol)'IIIOrphonuclear leukocytes interfering 
with their phagocytic activity. 
(2) adsorption of M protein on the streptococcal cell surface render-
ing these cella lees eusceptible to phagocytosis, perhaps by an alteration 
ot the call surface. 
(J) interference w1 th eerwa opeonine (sensitizing antibodies). 
The M antigen wu shown not to intertera with the phagocytosis ot 
staphylococci in tour outat' five testa. Thus, the inhibitory action ot 
thie substance ie not due to a direct 0 poieon1ng" action on the leukocytes. 
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'l'hA adsorption experiaent indicates that the H antigen is adsorbed 
on heterologous streptococci, but noton !• coli, as dEIIIIIOnstrated by ag-
glutination teats. 
Treatment of hoiiiOlogous and heterologous atreptococci with the M 
antigen indicates that a sufficient GIOIInt of thie IIIB.terial remains ad-
sorbed on the hoqologoue cella to render them less eueceptible to inges-
tion by neutrophile. This effect is counteracted by the addition of 
ho1110logoue anti-M serum. In the case of the heterologous celle, however, 
it ~ be that Ill\ IIIIIOU!lt of M antigen reiiiB.ina on these cells insufficient 
to produce inhibition ot phagocytosis and yet sufficient to render these 
cella aggl.utinable by an antiuerwa homologous to the M ax:tract. 'l'his 
does not ~ that adsorption of the M antigen 1'l'all the ax:tract is es-
sential for the antigen to produce a pbagocytoeie-inhibitory effect. 
'l'he presence of the M antigen and bOIIIOlogoue anti-M serwa results in 
a greater inhibition of phagoa;rtoeia rather than an increase in phagoc7tic 
activit)'. 'l'his appears to be due to the fol'lll&tion of a precipitate Which 
can be ingested itself, and thus offers competition for the streptococci. 
Cromwell and Centeno (1929) reported a vacuolization of leukoa;rtes in bloods 
to whioh were added antigen-antibodT precipitates. 'l'he vacuolization did 
not appear if the precipitate was reaJOYed and only the supemate added; 
if the li&Bhed precipitate was added, the vacuoles appeared, 
Rothbard (1945) studied the decrease of bacteriostatic activity 
by blockage of the leukoa;rtes. He reported that the addition of homolo-
goua M extract to the blood of patients with streptococcal infection• had 
a definite antagonistic action on bacterioatasis, when the anti-M anti-
bodiea ware of sufficient titre in the patient's serum to be demonstrable 
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by pncipitin testa. '!'he group-specific C carbohydrate was also found 
to have an antagonistic action on bacteriostasis when it formed a precipi-
tate with the serwn used in the teat. F\lrthet'IIIOre, pnformed precipitates 
were found to interfere with bacteriostasis; the supernatant fiuid in lGJ.oh 
one of the precipitates was !omed did not inhibit bacteriostasis. Large 
cytoplasmic vacuoles containing precipitates were found in polymorpho-
nuclear neutrophile and l'lll:)nocytes treated with antigen-antibody mixtures, 
and such engorged cells failed to ingest streptococci in h01110logous sel'UIIl. 
Blood cells treated in the same llUI!lller, except that the antigen-antibody 
mixtures formed no precipitate, contained no vacuoles, and these cells 
were able to phagocytize the bacteria. Rothbard stated, "As a result of 
non-eelectivo saturation of their phagocytic capacity in the bacteriostatic 
B7Btems containing both streptococci and precipitate, the limited number 
of leukocytes phagoa,ytized only a fraction of the streptococci! conse-
quontly, the remaindsr were able to llllltiply." The reporte just cited 
(Cromwell and Centeno, (1929)1 Rothbard, 194S) are offered as a possible 
explanation !or the greater inhibition of phagocytosis when anti-M serum 
is added to honiologoua M antigen in the present work. 
Rothbard found, in this Sa!I\S study, that the type-specific M substance 
in the absence of precipitate did not interfere with normal bacteriostasis. 
'!'hie suggests that the antigenic OOIIIJ)Onent itsel.f' causes no interference 
and is opposed to the data presented here. Rothbard employed Lancefield's 
hydrochloric acid extraction procedure (Lance1'1eld, 1928a) !or preparing 
the M uterial1 but did not state the concentrations used. 'l'he extracts 
were prep&Nd from the bacterial sediaent of lSOO ml. of culture and die-
solYed in 12 ml. of physiological saline. Moat of the extracts, in the 
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present study, were prepared !rom the bacterial sediment of six liters 
of culture material and were dissolved in 2 to 5 ml. of ealine, From 
the data presentee! here on tho inhibitory effect of serial dilutione of 
the type-specific substance, it appears that Rothbard 1 s extracts were 
outside the range of "effective" concentration, 
Also, it does not seem likely that the inhibitory effect of the M 
protein demonstrated 1n thie dissertation is the result of an interaction 
between the M antigen and anti-M antibodies as evidence b~ the following: 
(1) 'llle M protein had an inhibitory action on phagocytosis by ham-
ster neutrophile, Most of the hamsters used in this experiment had not 
been emplo~ed in previous experiments. 
(2) 'lllree volunteers were emplO"Jed as blood donore, and tw dif-
ferent ~erological types of H antigen were prepared, A total of four dif-
ferent COillbinations of M antigen and blood were tested, iJone of these 
volunteers have a history of recent etreptococcal. infections, It seema 
unlikely that thia random selection of antigens and bloods \«>uld have re-
sulted in a ho1110logous system in all oases, 
(3) In Part I (Table 6 ) a phliiocytoais experiment is reported using 
the blood of one of the volunteere 1\lrther bled in this section and a 
phagocytosis-reeietant type 1 strain. 'lllat antibodies against this type 
were not present ie shown by the fact that the organiSiliB remained rela-
tively insusceptible to phagocytosis, 'llls blood of the same individual 
and a type .1 extract were employed in one of the lil!iioeytoeie experiaante 
with the M substance, It ia evident that the resulting observed inhibi-
tion was not due to a precipitate resulting from an antigen-antibody re-
action, 
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(4) In the adsorption experiment no agglutination was found result-
ing hom the interaction of serum obtained fl'OIIl one of the three donol'8 
and one of the streptococcal strains frequently used as a source of M 
antigen. 
It appears that J.a .!1!2 the M protein ie not able to enhance a local 
cheek pouch infection, but it does JI.IU'Icedly increase the 1110use-virulence 
of a matt-attenuated strain. No definite explanati'm for the variance be-
tween these two expariraents is offered. A number of variables, however, 
are present in comparing the two aystelu. In the case of the 1110use a 
syatead.c infection ia involved, and the criterion for studying the intl.u-
enoe of the M anti&en ill death of the animal. In the case of the hamster 
the infection is local, and the criteria are persistence of recoverable 
streptococci and gross reactions to the foreign organi8188. It is clear 
that in the 1110uee, streptococci spread rapidly from the peritoneal cavity, 
while in the cheek pouch they are restricted largely to the area of in• 
jection. Jl\lrthsr1110re• it is well recognised that conditione vary for the 
d81110nstration of virulence in different epecies. 
On the basis of the studies JUde J.a vitro it ee811111 likely that the 
increased !lOUse-virulence is the result of an increased resistance of 
the streptococci to phscocytosis. 
An investi&ation, eiDd.lar to this study, was conducted by Rosenow 
in 1907. He reported that a sodium chloride extract of virulent pn_.. 
cocci depressed the phagocytosis of pnewaococci aliiiOst ccmpletely, but 
did not alter the phagocytosis of staphylococci or streptococci; avirulent 
extract inhibited only slightly. Rosenow tanned tile extract 11virulin8 
and diii!IDnatrated that avirulent pnewaoooooi auepended for twenty-four . 
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hours 1n Yirulin and then waahed 1n salt solution, became relatively in-
susceptible to phagocytosis. He presented an experiment 1n which guinea-
pig #1 was inoculated with avirulent pneumococci suspended in sodium chlor-
ide solution for twenty-four hours; guinea-pig #2 received avirulent pneu-
IIIOcocci suspended 1n virulin for twenty-four hours; guinea-pig #3 received 
the same culture suspended 1n virulin !or twenty-four hours and then waahed. 
Guinea pig #1 was well three dqe later, pig #2 died on the third de,y; 
pig 113 died at tour de,ys. The experi.Dient was repeated with rabbite and 
gave sil11lar results. Rosenow states, "The extraction or autolysis of 
virulent pn8U1110cocci 1n sodium chloride solution, brings into the solu-
tion a substance or group of substances ~ch inhibits the action of pnau-
IJIOcocco-opsonin; avirulent pneUDIOcoooi take up this substance and now be-
ooae.not only resistant to phagocytosis, but exhibit also to some degree 
the property of an1JIIal virulenceJ after extraction of the substance aviru-
lent pn8U1110cooci acquire the power to absorb pneUDIOcocco-opsonin. 11 
Sia (1926) published sindlar views. He described the antiphagoeytic 
property of pn8U1110cocoal type-specific carbohydrate on the phagocytosis 
of h0110logous pn8U1110coocim normal rabbit or oat serum-leukocyte mixtures. 
The author was unable to explain the interference, but presented evidence 
that leukocytes were not injured b,y the soluble substance. It is probable 
that Rosenow's "virulin" is identical with the type-specific soluble carbo-
hydrate of pn8U1110cocci. Ward and lilldere (1933) confil'IIISd the blocking 
action of the specific soluble carbohydrate of pn8U1110cocci in preventing 
the sensitization or "opsoninization11o! the bacteria. 
By analogy with the investigations on pneumococci, the data presented 
here suggest that the M antigen of group A streptococci is taken up trora 
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an extract by h0110logoue or heterologous streptococci and interferes with 
the opsoninization of' theee organiBJU rendering them 1110re virulent. Such 
an action would not necessarily depend on the M antigen being adsorbed 
on the streptococcal cell eurf'ace, 
This ooncept of the mechaniem of' action of the M antigen under the 
axperiaental conditione employed, can equally well be applied to the 
virulence function of the M antigen of virulent etraine or hBRIOlytic 
group A etreptoco.cci under natural conditione. 
B. STREPTOKINASE AND S'l'BEPTODORMJ\SE 
1. IUNIEW OF '1m: LITERATURE 
Strepto!dnye 
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H1atorip1 hM\smund, end nat.un of the fibrinolytic reac»on 
In 1933 Tillett and Gamer unexpeotedl,y found that broth eulturea ot 
h_,l¥tic atreptocoooi ware able to p~te rapid lysia of .fibrin clota 
of nol'lllll h- blood. Thq had added. 0.5 ml. ot a Clllture of hemol.7tio 
atreptocooci trellhlT iaolated t.l'om a patient with aCilte meniDgitia to a 
few tenths ml. of oxalated nol'lll&l. human plaama. Upon the addition of 
oal.ci'WII chloride the mixture coagulated. Later, however, the contents ot 
the tube were .t'ound to be liquid. This waa the first desaonatration of a 
tibr1no1Jt1c subatance elaborated bf streptococcal cells. 
Gamer and Tillett (1934) indicated that their tibrinolJtio principle 
wu excreted bf living, growing atreptococcal. cella u desaonatrated bf the 
.fibrinolJtic activit;r of sterile filtrates of these cells. The;r prepared 
parti~ purified preparations ot the .tibrlnolJtic substance b;r alcoholic 
precipitation of culture .filtrate• and reported the material to be com-
pletely deetro;red b;r tl')'pein or papain. JiUrthel'IIIOre, the;r found that 
tibrlnol;rein mq resiet heating to 100° c. for 6 minutes. Christensen 
(1954) expresese the opinion that "al:tho118h no other definite nidence is 
available, the obaer¥"&tion that tl')'Jlein deetro;rs the activity of .fibrinoly-
sin pointe to the probability of ita being a protein." 
Tillett (1938) clusi.tied .fibrinolysin as belonging to tbe group desig-
nated "constitutive" en~s ~ich·do not require the presence of specific 
substrate for their production. 
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Since the early reports or Daatre {1836) and others it has been known 
that blood usual.ly contains an inactive pl."Oteolytic enZJ'Illll which can be 
activated .!!!. vivo .and ill rltl."O by a nlllllber of 111ethods to a fibrinolytic 
substance. Denys and de Marboix, about 1900, were apparently the first 
to note that expoiiiU'B to obloJ."O!ora would lll&l'kedly hasten the spontaneous 
lyeis of fibrin clots. Delezenne and Ponraki (1903) confirmed thie ob-
eenation and extended this work to show that addition of fresh serum to 
the ohlorofo~treated serum resulted in decreased proteolyVic activity, 
indicating the presence of an inhibitor of the protease in intact eerum. 
Milstone (1941) reported that a lytic !actor in human blood is essen-
tial for the lysis of fibrin by streptococcal fibrinolysin. He demonstrated 
that the progressive purification or thrombin and fibrinogen rendered the 
clots fo:rwd by them lees susceptible to fibrinolysis. I! euglobulin preJ>-
arations derived from noraal human serum were added to the purified throm-
bin-fibrinogen clot, the susceptibility or these clots to lysis was re-
stored. . This traction, therefore, vas considered to contain a lytic factor. 
Milstone• e results fUrther showed that the lytic !actor and fibrinolysin 
together caused a rapid liquefaction ot human clote prepared from purified 
thro!lbin and fibrinogen, whereas neither substance alone could dissolve 
the clot. It either "crude" fibrinogen or 11Cl'Ude11 thrombin was ueed, the 
clots would dissolve in the presence of fibrinolysin without the addition 
of the lytic factor because eCIDII!!I of thia factor was present in the cNde 
preparations. 
Tagon, ,n,!! (1942) reported that they had ieolated a euglobulin 
component from noraal human ee!'llll, 8 globulin substance", which atter treat-
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ment with chlorofo~ possessed both fibrinogenolytic and fibrinolytic 
properties and also was capable of digesting casein, gelatin, and hemo-
globin. 'lhe relation between chlorofo~ and the globulin substance to 
streptococcal fibrinolysin and Milstone's lytic factor is apparent. Kaplan 
(1944) llhowed that the lytic factor was activated by chlorofo~, as well 
as by fibrinolysin, to a proteolytic uterial as indicated by its action 
on gelatin, hemoglobin, or fibrin. Chlorofom, fibrinolysin, lytic factor, 
or globulin substance alone were inactin against theae substrates. He 
conoluded that the function of fibrinolysin involved the activation of a 
serwa t17Ptase· trom an inert precursor. 
Christensen (1945) eaaentiall.y contil"'IIBd the findings of Hilstone by 
reporting that tibrinolysin depends on two components, one of which is a 
proen3YIJ1e (plaeminogen) present as an inactive proteolytic factor in blood 
and the second an activating factor produced by streptococci. He presented 
the following hypothesis of etreptococoal. fibrinolysis: "Lysin factor ie 
an inactive proteolytic eniQ'IIIIt or 'Z1J10Sen' in serum which is activated 
by a kinase, streptococcal fibrinolysin. Addition of fibrinolysin to a 
solution containing lysin factor results 1n the catalytic conversion of 
the l.vein factor to an active proteolytic enzyme, which is able to cause 
tibrinolyisis of fibrin clots or proteolysis of other proteins such as 
casein or gelatin. Demonstration of the action of streptococcal fibrin-
olysin and lysin factor on substrates other than fibrin or fibrinogen 
makes it obvious that the specific designation 1 fibrinolysin 1 for this 
component of streptococcal culture filtrates is not accurate." Christensen 
suggested the te~ •etreptold.naae11 • 'lhie view of the activity of strepto-
kinase is currently held. 'lb .. eniQ'IIIIt 1n the euglobulin traction has been 
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Bhown to have a proteolytic activity sini:Uar to, but not identical with, 
trypsin (Cbristenaen, MacLeod, 1945, Kaplan, 1946). 
Tillett and Garner (193.3) in their report on the .fibrinolysis of 
hlliiUill plllo8l!la clots b;r culture filtrates of streptococci, also indicated 
that rabbit plaSJll& clots and fibrinogen clots were completely resistant 
to six hunlan and three animal strains of streptococci. 'lhe fo!'IIIBr were 
act:l.vs against human plaSJll& clots and the latter inactive against human 
plaSJll& clots. They further found that if one of the clot conetiuents, 
either fibrinogen or thrombin, was fro!ll a hWWl source liquefaction of the 
clot wt~uld occur. . In a later study (Gamer, Tillett, 1934) it was found 
> 
that human tibrfnogen lost its capacity to form fibrLn after brief incu-
bation with fibrinolysin, whereas rabbit fibrinogen retained the propertT 
o.f trane!ol"'ll&tion into fibrin, even after prolonged exposure to fibrino:Q-
sin. 
Many contl.icting observations referable to the susceptibility of ani• 
111&1 fibrins to fibrinolysis have been reported since the early investiga-
tions ot Tillett and Gamer. Madison and Reich (1934) found rabbit, guinea-
pig, rat, domost:l.o fowl, horse, cow, goat, sheep, dog, and cat plasma clots 
were all negative against three hU!llan and two veterinary strains ot .§. 
h!JIOlyt!cus. Twenty hUillan plaemaa al'ld twelvs rhellUs 11101l¥BY plasm.u were 
tested and lysed b;r the three human straine, but not by the animal strains. 
Rhesus fibrin dissolved lese promptly or lees completely than did human 
fibrin. Madison (1934) 111rther tested twelve pathogenic equine strabe of 
helliDlytio streptococci against the aore susceptible fibrinogen-thrombin 
clots or horse, man, hog, omt, and rabbit. Dissolution or only the horse 
fibrins resulted. 'l'hree strains ot h81l10lytic streptococci obtained from 
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cases o:t septicemia in bogs were found to be biiblT active against bUII&Il 
fibrin and negatiYe againet fibrin ot the other animal epeciea. 
Planet (1935) reported a bwlan etreptococcal strain lysed fibrin clots 
ot tin di:r:terent hUII&Il plaamaa, but was inactin against twenty-two ~rae 
plllltllaB. J14u1ne strains caused Ya.rring degrees o:t zyeis ot equine fibrin, 
but were negative againat bUII&Il fibrin. Yen (1935) prepared concentrated 
extracts ot streptokinue trom hemolytic streptococci isolated from patients 
and tasted the euaoeptibility o:t fibrinogen-thrombin clots otluman, guinea-
pig, and rabbit. HUII&Il plaaaa clots ware J.Taed in three to fiYe lllinutea, 
rabbit clots in l.)O to 180 lllinutaa, and guinea-pig clots were not zysed 
BYen attar twent;r-tOIU' bOIU'II incubation. Yen concluded that quantitative 
:tactore were important since the rabbit fibrin clot was not resistant to 
high concentrations ot :tibrinolyain. 
He1110lytic streptococci derbed from 110nkeys were tested tor their 
fibrinolytic aoti'lity against hWHn and .onkey fibrin (Seegal, Heller, 
Jabl.onow1t11, 1936). Huraan fibrin was lTaed 110re regularJ.T and rapidly 
than was the hOIIIOlogous ll0nk8f fibr1n. 'lbe genetic relationships here 
otter interesting speculation. 
Le Mar and Gunderson (1940) studied the fibrinolytic activity of forty 
bwlan and seYen nterinar;r strains againet oxal.atad plaamaa from horses, 
cattle, sheep, dogs, swine, rabbits, guinea-pigs, pigeons, and ducks. 'lbq 
found that increasing the period ot incubation ot the cultures to ninety-
au. hour a increased the lytic power of 110st of the strains. HU11181l strepto-
cocci were shown to be 110re actively lytic than the veterinary strains, 
and ninety-six hour cultures attacked the fibrin ot all the species to 
801118 degree. Hulllan fibrin waa l.Taed 110re readil.T and more completely by 
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human etreptococci than were the other fibrine. This apparent species-
apecificit;r did not hold true vith other homologous fibrin and streptococ-
cal combinatione. Each group of veterinaey etrains attacked human fibrins 
aore quickl;r and co~~pletel;r than it did its own hoiiiOlogoue fibrin. 
Madison (1935) confirmed the earlier obserntion of Tillett and 
Gamer (1933) that if either one of the fibrinosen-throinbin constituente 
of a rabbit clot wae fromahll!lall eource, the clot was rendered eusceptible 
to l;reis. He obtained fibrinogen and thrombin tram eleven different epe-
cies, including 14&111 and teeted th1111 qainst a hU14&11 etreptococcal etrain. 
The results showed that diesolution occurred in all caeee when either the 
fibrinogen or thrombin wae of human derivation regardless of the source 
or the other components. No dieeolution resulted llhen neither constituent 
wae or hwaan origin. FUrthei'IIIOre, l,yaie wae 1110re rapid when the hU14&11 
COIIIJlOnent wae fibrinogen. Mllstone (1941) silllil.arl,y de~~~onstrated the ef-
fect or a human plasma constituent on ineueceptible fibrin clots or the 
rabbit. Hie work indicated that rabbit pl&llll& wae not liquefied by strep-
tokinase unleae human lytic !actor wae added to the syat1111. Addition ot 
concentrated lytic !actor caueed no liquefaction. lluJIIan lytic factor did 
not l,yee rabbit clots except in the preeence of tibrinol;ysin. Additional 
experimentation d11110natrated that a l-50 dilution ot hU14&11 serwa in the 
presence or fibrinolysin brought about lysis of rabbit clots in thirt;r 
lllinutes, whereas undiluted rabbit s8l'IIDl wae ineffective. The lytic 
acti vi t;r wae found to be largely aeeociated vi th the euglobulin factor 1 
and ita activit;r was destroyed by heating the serwa. 
The relative ineueceptibility or en1aal fibrins to fibrinolysin was 
aaawaed to be due to species difference in the fibrin itself. The tindinis 
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of various investigators showing that anilllal fibrins wure susceptible to 
streptococcal fibrinol,ysin if either the fibrinogen or thrombin was derived 
f'rolll a human source, were interpreted by M1lstone aa indicating a detic1eno,y 
of IIU.itable lysin factor in the pla&~~~a of reeistant species. Christensen 
(1945), hownr, confil'llll8d the earlier findings of Yen (1935) by reporting 
the susceptibility of rabbit fibrin clots to high concentrations of fibrin-
olysin. He de1110nstrated that an inhibitor of the proteolytic enzyuae waa 
present in rabM,t ser\11111 and if rabbit aeru~~~ wae added to hl.UIIan fibrin 
clots, a prolongation of lysis time resulted. Kaplan (1946) de1110nstrated 
an anti-protease which acts by inhibiting the proteaae system. The sera 
of various an1••le wre tested and found to have high levels of anti-pro-
tease. Kaplan suggests tpat the resistance of aniDial plas1118 clots ie due 
to this rather than a fibrin speciticit;y of streptokinase. 
Additional evidence referable to the tact that rabbit fibrin clots 
are not t~~all;r insusceptible to streptococcal fibrinolysis was turnished 
by Johnson and Tillett (1952). They induced blood clots in the ears of 
rabbits with a sclerosing agent and reported that intravenous infusion of 
high concentrations of streptokinase wae effective in l,ysing the clots in 
twnty-three out of twnt.y-fin rabbits. A striking tall in plaBIIIinogen 
and a IIIOderate tall in seZ'UIII inhibitor and fibrinogen An !!!!! were reported 
accOiliJ)liiV'ing the development of an active lytic system. The average quan-
tity of streptokinase necessary to bring abalt clot dissolution was found 
to be about 40,000 unite per kilogram per hour. Clots were lysed three 
to seven hours after the start of streptokinaae infusion. The unusual.l.J' 
large doses of streptokinase, along with streptodornase and other unknown 
substances, proved. toxic and resulted in the death of eight anilllals. 
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Recentl.T, Christensen (1954) expressed the following view regarding 
the ability of streptokinase to activate the proteol.Ttic system of species 
other than lllllll: "lt appears, therefore, that other species than lllllll also 
have an ensyme, analogous to plalllllinogen, which can be activated by strep-
tokinase. rio data are available to detel'llline whether or not streptokinaae 
is as efficient an activator of anilllal plasminogen as it is of hW11811. plas-
ndnogen. It should be kept in lllind in this connection, that while other 
speciee apparently possess a much lower plaamdnogen concentration than 
does lll&ll1 their inhibitor level is u high, Therefore, in these other 
species inhibitor interference with the activator mechanism would probably 
be 1110re pronounced than is the case with the h11111an system." 
Tillett (1938) BWIIIII&rized the findings reported by n11111erous investi-
gators bearing on the relationship between streptokinase production and 
Lancetield 1 s serological grou.ps, Tllo hundred and eighty out of 285 group 
A strains were positive; oone of approximatel.T 125 strains belonging to 
groups B, D, E, F were tibrinol.Ttic; 54 of 57 hW11811. or 1110nk117 group C 
strains were tibrinol.Ttic, and none of 11 group C strains isolated from. 
!lilk were fibrinolytic; 7 out ot 79 h\llll&ll group G strains were fibrinol.Ttic. 
More recently, the CO!IIIIission on Acute Respiratory Diseaees (1947) reported 
that in a study ot 766 strains tibrinol.Tsin waa produced by strains trom 
groups A, C, and G, and a tfiW strains ot B and F. Group A straim1 produced 
more streptokinase than the other groups on the average. 
fuU.ation to pathogenicity 
The role ot streptokinase in the pathogenicity of streptococci has 
been investigated largel;y through attempts to correlate the production of 
streptokinase ,!!! vitro with the dieeaas source and virulence of a particu-
lar strain. 
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Madiaon (19.34) reported that 94 percent of 32 .§:. he11101Jtioua atraina 
isolated from internal human tissues wre l.Tt.io. T:Ulett (1935) oont11'118d 
thia observation and reported a detinite relationship between the oapaoi~ 
of a strain to attack human fibrin and ita pathogenicity. He fOWid that 
strains traa severe, spreading infections often possessed aaximal l.Tt.ic 
potency, whereas strains from lllilder disorders tended to be weaker. Daok, 
Woolpert, and Hoyne (1935) studied .303 scarlet fever cases and found that 
genarall¥ strains traa patients with ocm,pllcated cases were 1110re activeJ.T 
f1brinol7t.ic than strains from uncOIIIpl.icated cases. Additional evidence 
bearing on this relationship has been reported by other workers (Stewart, 
1936; Evans, 1936, 1937; Tunniclitf, 19.36). 
Tillett (19.38) aw1111arbed the above findings and indicated that of 
1299 strains of he110l7t.ic streptococci isolated from various disease 
sources, 899 or 69 percent wre sotiveq t1br1nol.Tt.ic. In the greatest 
number or reporte, howver, the incidence of t1br1nol.Tt.ic activity by the 
pathogenic strains vas greater than 90 percent. 
More recently 1 efforts to conf1rlll the relationship between the pro-
duction of streptokinase .!!l vitro and virlllence have not been aucceas.tul. 
'!be COIIIIission on Acute Reapirator,y Diseases (1947) reported that the 
t1brinol.Tt.ic capacity was not necesaaril.T related to the disease-producing 
capacity of the organia. Rantz and Boisvert (1948) expressed ailll1lar 
vieva on the basis of their findings. Sherwood, Russell, Bo'IIIIIIIUl, and ott 
(1952) found no correlation between the capacity of a atrain to produce 
atreptokinaee and the LD 50 dose for llice. T:Ulett (1938) stated, "Find-
·inga indicate that although the production of t1br1noqain by he1101Tt.ic 
atreptococci DllliY frequently accompany the presence of experimental indices 
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of pathogenicit7, the relationship is not an inseparable one." 
Attempts have been made to aaoertain the specific role of the strep-
tokinase-plasainogen STstem in dieease since the phenomenon of strepto-
coccal fibrinolysin was first noted. As cited earlier, Dennis and Derberian 
(1934) studied the fixation of streptooocci and staphylococci in the skin 
of the rabbit. 'lbey IIBintained that the delay in fixation of streptococci 
was not a llle8111U"e of the irritating capacities of these organi9111S as advo-
cated bT Mankin, but rather that streptococci produced two substances, one of 
which waa fibrinolytic whlle the other acted to inhibit fibrin formation. 
These investigators showed that when St!pbrlococcus aureus was used as an 
irritant, both Streptococows heaoW!!!!s and Streptococcus viridans de-
layed the fixation of tr,rpan blue at the intla~~~~~&tory site. Dennis (1936) 
used aleuronat as an irritant and promptly induced fixation of tr,rpan blue 
at the site. In the presence of hemolytic streptococci, however, fixation 
was delayed tor at least·twenty-tour hours. Dennie and Berberian (1934) 
point out the possible significance of this finding in the dissemination 
ot streptococci 1'rall a portal of entry under natural conditions. Tillett 
and Garner (1934) also emphasized the possible relation of fibrinolysin to 
pathogenicity b.y acting on the fibrin barrier. 
Mankin (1934) suggested that the lytic action on fibrin clots .!!! vitro 
,~ possibly account for the behavoir of streptococci in human infection, 
but on}Jr as an acceesory factor eince Tillett and Garner's own observa-
tions ehowed the lytic effect !ailed to take place with rabbit plasma. 
Menkin maintains that a 1110re 1\mdamental property o!he1110lytic strepto-
cocci, which holds true for both human and rodent infection is responaible 
for the delqed fixation of streptococci. (It is important here to recall, 
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however, the obserntions ot Yen in 1935 and Johnson in 1952 on the sus-
csptibilit;y ot rabbit clots to fibrinolysis using high concentrates of 
streptokinase). 
Dennis (1936) reported that intlammator,y tixation was promptly in-
duced in acute local streptococcal intlammation in the pre~ence of a 
polrtalent streptococcal antisal"WII, "Streptoserin", in contrast to the 
marked del!Q' in tixation in the presence of no:mal. sel'Uill. This ~~Uggested 
that the factor produced b7 _l!. h!!!Ol.zticus which is responsible for the 
active suppression of the local intl-tor.r barrier is entigenic and 
read11;y neutralized b7 antiserua. This is consistent with DIOre recent 
findill88 on the antigenicit;y of etreptoldnaae. 
The presence of fibrinolytic activit;y in 30 out of 48 epeci.mens of 
purulent exudates obtained traa patients with various beta hiiDIOlytic strep-
tococcal infections waa described b7 Neter ( 1939). This confinled the 
earlier rindill8s of Tillett (1938), who reported fibrinolysin in empyeaa 
tluids from which hiiDIOlytic streptococci were recovered. 
Tillett (1949-1950) stated that "the conditions of chronic infection, 
traditionally referred to ae the walJ.1ns-off process by which the spread 
of infection is preiiWRed to be restrained to a local area, often serves 
as a matter of tact, in a reverse faehion as a protection tor the bacteria.• 
Switt (1948) &Nggested that the presence ot the''proteolytic ens;vae 
plasmin in a patient's blood might conceivably induce demonstrable lesions 
in his tissues; but no known pathogenic 1"ancticn has been definitely asso-
ciated with streptokinase." 
!trept.odornaee 
Tillett, Sherr,y, and Christensen (1948) in a study of the action ot 
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atl"eptoldnase in patients noted that their aub&tantially purified fibrin-
olytic aubstance caused a rapid and striking change in the peysical quali-
ties of eltUdatee both 1a vitro and within the pleural cavities of patients 
auffering from Tal"ious .fo1"!1111 of purulent and fibrinous pleuriBT• It be-
came apparent that the nucleoprotein component of the exudates, as well 
as the fibrin, vas being altered by the streptococcal material. Studies 
revealed that hemolytic etreptococci produce a potent de~ibonuclease 
which is demonstrable as a secretory or excretory product in the fluid 
medium in which the organiema are cultivated. Thus, the effect of the 
streptococcal preparation was found to be dual in action, the purulent 
material containing two aubetratee, de~boee nucleoprotein and fibrin, 
and the etreptoococi ;yielding two aubetances, each acting eillul.taneouely 
in a specific catalytic or en~tic manner. lbese workers demonstrated 
that deiiOlcy'ribonuclease vas effective in pJ'OIIIOting the depclymerization 
of epecillene of purulent exudations troll patients, and vas also effective 
aaainet de~iboee nucleoprotein and des~boee nucleic acid as demon-
strated by ~~~~rked drape in the viecosit-7 or these materials. Deeox;yribo-
nuclease and streptokinase produced by the same strain were found to be 
different aubetancee. Heating a mixture or the two en1Q'1118e for one hour 
at 5(10 c. destl'07ed the nuclease, while the streptokinase activity remained 
unchanged. Furth8l"'IIre, deeox;yribonuclease was without fibrinolytic activ-
ity againllt human plasaa clots. Addition ot concentrates containing both 
enll)'llllle to s11111ples of whole eltUdates resulted in the rapid lysis of both 
:!'ibrin and des~boee nucleoprotein •. Sherry, Johnson, and Tillett (1949) 
advocated the te1'1ll "streptodornase" tor deeox;yribonuclease. They reported 
~rther observations of streptodornase on the depclymerization of the 
deeoxyribose nucleoprotein, which constitutes a considerable proportion 
of the solid aedi.Mnt of coarse purulent exudates, including grossly 
rleible changes of the coarse aedilllent to a thin llllky type of fiuid and 
a striking tall in rlscosity ot the specimen. EJtam1nation of the pleural 
exudate trom patients with empJema who had previously received local in-
jections ot the streptococcal concentrate, showed a strikingdecrease in 
the number of degenerated leukocytes and a rapid disappearance ot all 
extracellular de~ibose nucleoprotein. 
'l'he actions of streptokinase end etreptodornaae have been made use 
of therapeutically in the treatment of various conditions characterized 
by massive extravascular he1110rrbages. 'l'heM studies have yielded infor-
lll&tion on the systemic effects of streptokinase and streptodornaae. 'lbe 
ensym.ea produee no alteration in the red blood cell count, hemoglobin, 
platelet count, prothrombin time, and bleeding and clotting times. Liver 
tests and renal tunction tests taU to reVeal any 11igns of injury to thes11 
organs. A rapid ris11 and tall in the number of neutrophile in circulating 
blood that runs its course in two to three da,ys doe11 occur, howuver. Enzyme 
concentrates have not been found to affect living leukocytes with respect 
to viability, capacity to take vital stains, 1110tility, phagocytosill activ-
ity, or capacity to llletabolise glucose. Tillett (1949-1950) 11tates that 
"Although direct microscopic studies have not been made in fixed tissues 
exposed to concentrates, no evidence of damage to living tissues has been 
observed b;y direct examination of treated areas available for inspection, 
or by indirect clinical indications traa the hidden areas. n 
Few studies have been done on the capacity of the various groups ot 
streptococci to elaborate streptodornase. McCarty (1948) studied thirty-
six strains of group A streptococci and found all strains to elaborate 
the enS)'IIe during their growth in liquid culture. T:l.llett (1949-1950) 
reported that thus tar streptodornase production was li.mi ted to beta hiiiiiD-
lytic streptococci. Furthermore, WheneYer streptokinase was present, 
streptodornase was demonstrable, but streptodornase was more wide:cy dis-
tributed 111110ng the Lancetield groups. Group B strains produce strepto-
dornase, but do not. produce streptokinase. Brown (1950) found that or 
267 cultures representing 24 species or streptococci all or the group A 
strains produced streptodornase,about one-fourth of the group B cultures 
were positiw tor streptodornase, 1110at or the group C strains were posi-
tive, and some of the strains ot the F, G1 and L groups produced the 
enzyme. 
Sildlar:cy, Bernheimer and Ruttier (1951) reported that all ot 7 
group A strains elaborated streptodornase; of 4 B atr~<ins 2 were positive 
and 2 n&gative; of 15 strains belonging to groups D, E, F, G, H, L, and M, 
on:cy the D produced 1110re than traces or the enzyrae; 7 ot 8 group C strains 
were positive. 
The literature contains no reports based on the role of streptodor-
nase in the pathogenicity of the streptococci. McCarty (1948) expressed 
the following opinion: "Nothing is known at present concerning the poa-
eiblo role ot nucleaees (deso~ibose nuclease and ribonnclease) in the 
mdtipllcation or streptococci in the tissues of the host, and it has not 
been deterldned Whether antibodies Which inhibit the enZJ'!IIfle are formed 
following streptococcal infections. Because of the nature of their action, 
. it 888l!UI unlike:cy that either or the nucleaees is capable or d8lllag1ng 
living cells, and their action J!! !!!2 is probab:cy limited to the break• 
down or nucleic acids released by tieaue cells that have been destroyed by 
other agents." 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PBOO.BDURES 
Material! 
Varic:lue (Lederle), a cOIIbination of at least 201 000 unite of stl'llp-
tokinue md at least 501000 units of 1treptodornue per vial wae used 
throughout the111 experiments. 'l'be dry product was resuspended in 2 Ill. of 
sterile 0,9 percent saline, gi.Ying a concentration of 10,000 unite of 
streptokinase and 2,500 units of 1t1'11ptodornase per Ill. It waa neceeaary 
to lllllpl.oy a OOIIIbination of theH tw enii1JIIIs, eince no ~~~tthod is avail-
able to obtllin stl'llptold.naae witibout stl'llptodornue, although the latter 
cen be obteined without 1treptokinue. 
Streptodornaae was supplied throu&h tibe senerosity of the Lederle 
Laboratoriea in concentration• of 100,000 unite per vial, High concen-
trations of thil enl)'llll were used not onl¥ to study the effect of this 
substance itaelf, but also to delineate which of the two ensymes in the 
varic:lue was responaible tor the ob1erYed effects. The concentration• 
ot atreptodomase emplO)"ed wUl be gi.Ten in the experillenta. 
librinolzt.ic teat 
'l'be original 11111thod of Tillett and Gamer (1933) was followed: In 
~erological tube• 0.2 111. of oxal.ated plaaaa was diluted with 0,8 al.. ot 
Ph7aiological 1sl1ne. To thia waa added 0.5 lll.. of the broth culture 
supernatant, and tibe oontent1 of the tube llixed. 0.35 Ill. ot a 0.25 per-
oent aolution of calciwa ohloric:le wu added, the tubes placed in a 3,0 c. 
watorbath, and examined at frequent interYals noting the tillle of coap-
latioa and d1aaolut101'1. Ccaplete diasolution or liquefaction of the clot 
wa1 taken aa the tilllll llhen all eridence of fibrin bad disappeared, and the 
contenta of the tube were liquid. 
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Toxicity of atreptokinaee and atreptodornue for the bauter gheek 
pouch 
Varidaae waa applied topically to single 1118111brane preparations. An 
increase of leukocytes along the walla of venulea was noted 1.5-25 ndnutea 
after application of the enZJIIMIIIo A gradual increase in the leukocytic 
paY8111811t of the walla, leading to 00111plete occlusion in the amall.er ven-
ulee and a confinaant of flow to narrow channels in the larger venul.es, 
wu obsei'V'ed, These findings persisted during the 2-3 hour obeei'V'ation 
period. Arterioles, on the other hand, showed no such changes, A few 
petechiae were frequently obsei'V'ed approximately 1-2 hours after applica-
tion of the solution, These obaei'V'ed results paralleled very closely the 
findings reported on the topical application of streptococcal cella to 
single membranes, Diapedesis was not obsei'V'ed1 nor was it promoted by 
addition ot hwaan plaaa to the varidaae, 
Streptodornase in concentrations of 50,000 and 1001000 unite per Ill,, 
waa applied topically to single anbl'ane preparations and produced no ob-
servable changes in blood veeaela or blood flow. 
Injections of 0.1 Ill, of varidaae into the cheek pouch incited alight, 
localilled toxic reaction•• Six boura after the injection a very 8111&1.1 anci 
ditf\11118 lesion, approxi.m&tely 1 -· in diameter, was noted (Figure 9). 
Several petechiae were usually seen ~lately surrounding the lesion. 
No change in the alight local reaction wu observed through two d~~¥~~ 1 and 
by the third or fourth dq, onl;r a trace of the toxic effects remained. 
Edema or general redness of the pouch wu never observed; the reaction wu 
strictly local, The lesion showed no evidence of suppuration, nor did it 
tend to increase in abe, High power examination of injected pouches at 
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the eix hour etaae frequently showed JlaDT 8111&l.l emboli, principally in 
the venulee. Oocaeionally, evidence ot leuko~ic accumulation in the 
venulee was observed. By the next dq theee high power findings were 
eeldoa seen. 
Combinations ot va.ridaee and human plasma were injected into the 
pouch, ae well ae plasma alone. The combination ot the ho substances 
reeul ted in a generalized foreign protein r$action. characterized by 
ed8111& and erythema in addition to the ellght li>oal reaction incited by 
varidase alone. Injections ot pliUIII& alone, however, also resulted in 
edanaa and erythema to about the eae degree. The edema and erythema were 
ueually gone by the second dq. 
Streptodornase was injected into pouches in concentrations ranging 
trom SO,OOO to 100,000 unite per ml. and produced no toxic lll&llifestations. 
The observations reported in thie section were made on at least six, 
and usually 1110re, anilllal.s in each experiment. 
Intluence of human Pl.&BIII& on the sueceptibllity ot animal.i'ibrin to 
streptococcal tibrino1Ysie 
The results ot this experiment ere BWlllllll'ized in Table 16. The tind-
inge Uluetrate that IIIOUH, hamster, and rabbit fibrins were insusceptible 
to streptococcal tibrinolyeie emplo7ing the standard &IIIOIUlte of etrepto-
coccal culture. When, however, hWIIUI. plasma wac added to these IIT&teme, 
the lytic activit.Jr was enhanced to the degree that hamster and 1110use clots 
were not even torraed.. The rabbit pluma did clot, but was subsequently 
lysed. When high concentrations ot streptokinase were employed ( va.ridaee -
10,000 units per ml.), clots were first formed and then lyeed without the 
addition ot human plaema. It both human plaama and high concentrations 
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TAILI 16 
I11FLUD1CK OF IIUIIAii PUSM Ill SUBCI!I'I'iBILn'f OF AIIIIIAL FIIIIIIiS '1'1.' STillll't'OOOCCAL FIIIIIOOL!SIII 
'lllLOMBOFIIIIMliii!S 
CI.OmiD LISIIO 
0.2 Ill. 0.5 .:&.. o.s Ill. 0.35 Ill. TillE filii 
-pla.a oaline *strop. 19S .._t.e calci• cblor1de 10' 24' 
.. 
-pla.a oall.ne Varidaoe caleb• chloride no clot 
-pla- oallne Strep. I9S .apemate calciu. Chloride 6' 18 hn. 
-pla.a -pla.a strep. t'IS -\a calci-. chloride no clot 
-pla.a oaline Varlda• calclta cbl.oricle 7' 3S' 
-pla.a -pla- YaridaM oalcl\111 chloride 110 clot 
-pla.a -.u. St.rep. I9S -t· cal.c1Wl chloride 6' lB hro. 
I twpla- -pla.a Strop. 19S -rnato calc1U11 chlor1d.e no clot 
2 ... pta_. oaline Ya..WU. calclua chloride 7' 16° 
b , .. pJ.u-. -pla- Ya..WU. calc1• chloride no clot 
,.,,,u pla.a 
-
strop. I'IS .. pornat.e cal.ol• chloride 6 lB hro. 
..:olott plala -~ strop.19S -t· calclua chloride 6' 1-2 hro. 
..:olott pla.a -.u. Y...WU. calol• chloride a' 1-:2 hN. 
.-st pla.a 
----
Yarldue oalol.la oblorldo liD clot 
~ 
TkBLI 16 (-.) 
'fllUJII or RI'AI8TS 
0.2 111. o.s Ill. o. s Ill. 0.3S Ill. 
-pla- ..u. Brot.h oalci,.. cblorido 
-P- -pla- Brot.il oal~l- chlorido 
~-pla- -~ Brot.h caleb• chlcrido 
-~~~ -~ Brot.h C&].ei~ chloride 
-~ ..u. "st~H cale1UII chloricle 
·--~ 
•10,.000 -.\II •u:"ctf•• por 111.1 2,500 -· otro~oo por 111. 
a s.ooo .-Ito poP Ill. 
I ClDM'liiO 
TDB 
12' 
a' 
10' 
a' 
12' 
L!SI110 
Till! 
111 hro. 
111 hro. 
18 hro. 
18 bn. 
111 bro. 
00 
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of streptokinase ware added, clot forraation wae completely inhibited. 
Controls showed that human plasma was not spontaneously lysed unless 
streptokinase ·was added, nor was buman plasma by itself effective in 
bringing about dissolution of mouse, hamater, or rabbit plasma clots. 
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It ~d appear that the pl&IIIU of the three species tested are aua-
ceptible to lysis by high concentrations of fibrinolysin. Mouse and ham-
ster plaama contain 1110re lytic factor or plaeminogen than does rabbit 
plaaaaa as shown by their greater susceptibility to lysis. This is turther 
indicated by the observation that the addition of 1110re lytic factor, in 
the rom of human plaama, to the mouse and hamater systltlll resulted in a 
complete inhibition of the clot in the preaence of the culture fibrino-
lysin, whereas in the human and rabbit syst .. s, a clot wae initially 
fomed. 
Infiuencs of streptokinaee and •tr&ptodornaee on the course of 
streptococcal cheek pouch intect;on. 
Cheek pouches or control aniliBl.s were injected with 0.1 ml. of a sa-
line suspension or streptococcal cella (strain Tl); teet animals were 
similarly injected with streptococci suspended in aliquot portions of 
varidase and human plaama. The ooncantration or calls was adjusted eo 
that although a greater volume of suspension was injected than in previous 
experilllante, the 8111118 nWIIber or cells was introduced. (Previous controls 
showed the increased volU111.8 to h&Te no effect). Comparison of Table 17 
to Table 4 reveals no dirterences in the toxicity or the varidaae-plUIIIA 
suspension as corapared to the saline suspension. FUrthermore, recovery 
ot the organ18111B frolll the pouches at the tour and six d&J' stages demon-
strates that a combination or varidaee and hUlll8ll pl881118 did not render the 
infecting organiBIIs either more virulent or more invasive. By the fourth 
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d~ the etl'eptococci 1118re fairly well localized 1n both greupe. Addition 
of varidaae and plaama. separately to etl'eptococcal suspensions likewise 
produced no alteration 1n the taxicit;r, virulence, or invasiveness of 
these organ18llle ae compared to saline controls. 
Streptodornase suspensions (50,000 unite per ml.) of streptococci 
wel'e also tested. This enQ'1118 vu found to have no influence on the taxi-
city, virulence, or invasiveness of the infecting organi111118. 
Intluenoe of streptokinase and streptodornase on the virulence 
of streptooocoi tor .toe 
Table 18 (Experilunt #1) shows the marked increase 1n virulence brought 
about b;r suspending streptococci 1n hiiiiiBn pl&lllla and varidaae. The dif-
ference is lllllllifeet not onl¥ by a t1tty percent increase 1n deaths after 
tend~, but also by an incl'eaaed death rate. 
The experiment was repeated (Table 18, Experiment /}2) including addi-
tional. groupe. When both varidaae and hiiiiiBn plasma were used to suspend 
the organilllll8 (Experilaent #1 and 1/2), the total vol11111e or 0.45 ml. injected 
per animal consisted of 0.25 ml. ot varidase and 0.2 ml. of plasma. When 
either one of these substances was used individually, (lilxperilaent #2), the 
total vol11111e was made up to 0.45 ml. with 0.9 percent saline. Ttui addition 
ot varidaaa and plasma, or pla8111& alone, resulted 1n an almost equal in-
CJ'eaae 1n the llWiber of deaths aa oolll,l)ared to IIBline controls. Varidaae 
or high concentrations of streptodornase injected simultaneously with the 
etreptococoi did not enhance the virulence of the organiBIIIII1 nor did these 
substances b;r theqaelves exhibit any toxic manifestations 1n the concentra-
tions employed for the mouse. Chart 4 is a graphic representation of the 
data 1n Table 18, Experimant #2. 
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4• DISCUSSION 
Experiments with varidase have shown this substa.nce to be slightly 
toxic .for the hamster cheek pouch. The toxic effects are manifested onl7 
at the site of injection and are characterized by a leukocytic pavement 
in the venules, slight local petechial formation, a.nd the development of 
a small, dif:f'llse lesion which persist. tor two to three dqe. That these 
toxic e.t'.t'ects are the result of the streptokinase component of the vari-
dase is apparent, since concentrations o.t' streptodornase well above the 
concentration of this enzyme in the varidase solution produces no toxic 
effects whether applied topically or injected into the cheek pouch. 
Johnson (19.50) reported that injections of streptokinase and strepto-
dornase into patients resulted in a Pl'OIIIPt outpouring of leukocytes lllhich 
usually reached IJI&Jd"''m twenty-tour hours after injection. In the present 
experiments leukocytes were seen to acCUJIIUl.ate markedly along the walls 
of venules as alreadT indicated, but diapedesis was not observed. It is 
possible that diapedesis ndght have occurred in later stages, but was not 
seen due to the limitations of high-power examination of "intact" (other 
than single-lllembrane) prep.;.rations at these stllges. 
The test of fibrinolysis lllllde ,!e vitro confirms the work of others 
cited previously, on the relative insusceptibility of anilllal fibrins to 
standard amounts of streptokinase (0.5 ail.. of an 18-24 hour culture) unlese 
human lytic factor in some form is added, in which case lysis readily occurs. 
However, if high concentrations of streptokinase (varidase) are employed, 
lysis readily occurs without the addition of human lytic !actor. This is 
in agreement with the findings of Madison (1934-1935), Yen (1935) and 
Johnson (1952). If both hUIII&Il plaiiiiiS and high concentrations o! strepto-
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kinase al'e uHd in a !ibrino~o 117atem, clot fol'lll!i.tion is oompletely" 
inhibited. These findings suggest that 1101118 lytic taotor, or plasndnogen, 
ia present in the blood of the three animal species tested, but in quanti-
tie• insufficient to bring about lysis of their fibrin clots when activated 
by standard amounts ot streptococcal fibrinolysin. Fibrinolysis of BlOUSe, 
hilliSter, and rabbit plasma clots can be effected by the addition of huraan 
plasma and etandard amounts of streptokinase 1 or by employing high con-
centrations of streptokinase. Rabbit plasma appearsto contain less plas-
ndnogen than does IIIOUSB or hilliSter plasala. Furthel"'IIre1 this investiga-
tion is bali8Yed to be the first report in which the susceptibllit;r of 
h1111111ter fibrin to streptococcal fibrinolysis has been studied. 
Local streptoooccal. infections in the hamster cheek pouch are not en-
hanced, under the experimental conditions employed, in termB of the viru-
lence, invasiveness, or toxicity of the cocci by the addition of varidase, 
huraan plasma, a combination of varidaae and hUDUill plasma, or high concen-
trations of streptodorn&lle. 
The virulence of streptococci injected intraperitoneall;r into the 
BlOUse is enhanced when either human plaema alone, or in conjunction with 
varidaee, is injected simultaneously with the cocci, whereas varidase by 
itself doee not significantly alter the virulence ot the organiams. High 
concentrations of streptodornase are also without effect on mouse-viru-
lence, 
In view or the experiments pertol'llllld .ill vitro it seiiiiiB plausible that 
the siDultaneous injection ot streptococci and hWIWI plasma results in the 
activation or the plasndnogen in the human plasma and the relatively 8lll.al.l 
111110unt of plaeminogen in the exudated IIIOUSe plasma to the actiVe proteo-
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lJ'tic plasndn, The plasmin then increases the invasiveness or the strep-
tococci by interfering with the fibrin plugging of the lymphatics and 
allowing a greater systemic disseud.nation of the organilllll8 via the lymph-
atics, If both streptokinase ( varidaae) and hwna.n plasma are injected 
with the infecting organis11111 the virulence is increased, as compared to 
the saline controls, but to approximately the same degree as results wen 
only pliUIIII& is added, 'l'hia ma;y be due to either or both of two !actors: 
(l) 'l'he added streptokinase serves onl.7 aa an excees since the quantity 
of plaandnogen available to be activated is limited (2) It more plaamin 
is formed·ey the addition of streptokinase, the host defenses l1l&y bring 
about its destruction before its I!WIXiDial. tibrinolJt.ic street has had 
opportunity to take place. When varidaae alone is injected with the 
streptococci, the amount of plasmin formed is not sufficient to enhance 
the virulence of the organiSDIB. 
'l'hat combinations of varidaae and hulllan plasma, or eithar substance 
alone, did not enhance the pathogeniait7 of streptococci in local cheek 
pouch infections is not surprising, since, aa reported in Parti, fibrin 
pla;ys no part in the early localisation of these infections, It ~ be 
that the amount of plasminogen in the exudate which foZ'IIIII early in these 
local pouch infections is activated by the streptokinase elaborated by 
the cocci and is sufficient in itself to inhibit completely the formation 
of a fibrin barrier, 'l'his view is in accord with that offered b7 Dennis 
and Berberian ( 193~ 
Although the elaboration of streptokinase l1l&y not be essential tor 
streptococci to be pathogenic, it is suggested that its elaboration tur-
ther increases their pathogenicity by enhancing their ability to dissem-
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inate from the site of introduction. 
Streptodornase is not a contributing factor in the pathogenicity of 
streptococci, at least as shown under these experimental conditions. 
C. S TREP'l'OLYSIN 0 
1. R!.VIliW OF THE LITERATURE 
Hiatorical baakground and characterization 
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The laking of red blood corpuscles by streptococcal culture fiuide 
was first deraonetrated by Marmorek (1895). He believed that there was a 
relationship between virulenoe and hemolytic activity. Besredka (1901) 
succeeded in getting filtrates of streptococci which were strongly hemo-
lytic for the red corpuscles of IIIIIV animals by growing a highly virulent 
streptococcal strcrl.n in heated rabbit serum and passing the culture through 
a Chllllberland filter, Ruediger (1907) adopted Beeredka1s procedure and 
unsuccesstul.l.y att8111pted to prepare a specific antiserum against this sub-
stance by immunizing rabbits and a horse. 
The early investigators were of the opinion that streptococcal hemo-
lysin was produced only in the presence of serum and that the substance 
obtained was extremely labile and non-antigenic. Neill and Mallory (1926), 
however. reported that a heraolysin could be produced in serum-free aedia. 
FUrthBl"'IIIre• they found that the "spontaneous deterioration• of the strep-
tolysin consisted in the conversion ot the originally active lysin to a 
hemolytical.ly inactive oxidation product, The process was found to be a 
reversible one, and the activity of the lysin was restored on reduction, 
Todd (1932) attributed the reports of others on the non-antigenicity 
of heraolysin as being due to the serum used in the preparation of this 
substance. He presented evidence to show that streptolysin prepared 
without serum is an active antigen. 
The work of Todd (1934, l93B) was a significant advance in interprK-
ing e0111e of the earlier confiicting reports on the antigenicity and serum 
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extractabilit;r of streptococcal hemolysin. Todd (1934) indicated that there 
existed both an oxygen-labile streptol;rein and an oxygen-stable streptoly-
sin~ The :former was characterized by its production in serum-free broth, 
its antigenicit;r, its reversible oxidation and reduction, and its ability 
to bs neutralbecl by antistreptolysin. Thus, it was apparent (Todd, 1938) 
that in the presence of serum group A hemolytic streptococci produce two 
distinct varieties of streptol;rein as indicated by the :fact that they were 
neutralized in vitro by separate antibodies. These were designated as 
streptol;rsin "0• {Oxygen-sensitive) and streptolysin 11511 (serum-extract-
able). Although serum broth contaillll both 0 and s, filtrates from glucose 
broth contain only 0, Todd (1938) further demonstrated that antibodies 
to both streptolysin& were fo~ .nan living cultures of group A hemolytic 
streptococci were used as an inoculation source, On the other hand, it 
filtrates were injected1 onl;r an increase in antistreptolysin 0 titre re-
sulted, indicating that streptolysin S is not antigenic when separated 
from the streptococcal cells, Thus, the non-antigenicity of serum strep-
tolysin was not due to inhibition by the serum as previously thought 
(Todd, 19.32) but rather that the streptol;rein under consideration was 
streptolyetn S, 
Todd (19.32, 1934) :reported th"&t the antihemolyein which neutralizes 
serum-tree streptolysin (streptolysin 0) is species-specific, but not type-
specific. FUrther investigation (Tc4d1 1939) b;y neutralization experiments 
,!q vitro with group A antistreptolysin 0 demonstrated that streptolysin 0 
was fomed by strains belonging to groups A, C, (human) and G, whereas it 
was not :formed by B, C, (animal), D, E, H, and K, 
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Bernheilller {1948) places streptolysin 0 as a mcber ot a class of 
ila.mologioally related oxygen-labile haaolysins. Other members of the 
class are pn8111110lysin, tetanolysin, and the theta toxin of ClostridiUBI 
welchU. These 1111bstances differ .troa clasaical exotoxins (toxins ot 
tetanus, botulinus, and diptheria) in that their visible effects are not 
preceded by a latent period ot appreciable duration. He calls them "rapid-
ly acting" bacterial toxins. Bernheiur (1954) wggests that streptolysin 
0 1a formed autoaatically as a nonsequence ot growth, and that its pro-
duction does not require the presence ot extra-nutritional factors. FUr-
thel'IIIOre, 1t is tomed in !!:!2, in naturally occurring as well as in experi-
mentally induced infections. 
The cheMical nature ot streptolysin 0 was found to be characteristic 
of proteins (SJqthe and Harris, 1940) and reported as thermolabile, non-
dialyzable, antigenic 1 readily destroyed by proteolytic ensymes 1 and acti-
vated by SH compounds. Bernheillllr (1954) expressed the opinion that strep-
tolysin 0 is yet to be obtained in a pure state. 
In spite of the many observations on the.!!:! vitro lysis of red blood 
cells by the various hemolysins, little work has been done regarding the 
mechan18111 of the lytic effect. Hodge and Swift. (1933) suggested that 
streptolysin 0 has a dual action .!!:! rltro. In the first phase it cOIIbines 
with antibody in llllltiple proportionsf in the second phase it acts as an 
indicator, 'lllich makes itself lll&rlifest by lysing eeythroc;rtes, The com-
bining action was found to be independent of the state of oxidation or 
reduction, whereas the lytic effect vas dependent on the degree or re-
duction. These investigators proposed, therefore, that streptolysin 0 
be standardized on the basis of its combining ability, rather than on 
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ita ability to hemolyze red blood cella, Bemheimer (1948) states that 
the hemolysin of C1oatrig1ura upticwa ~te in two st~es, the first of 
lllhich is an irreversible alteration or erythrocytes. In the second phase 
the altered cells undergo swelling until they burst. According to him, 
the he.alytic action of streptolysin 0 appe&Pe to be fundamentally dif-
ferent; the stage or swelling is either lacking or lasts tor such a short 
time that it escapes obserYation, 
ibe inhibition of hemolysin& bf substances other than antibodiee was 
reported by Berliner and Schoenheimer (1938). ibey found that OJQ"gen-
labile heJIIOlysina in the reduced or active eta.te were inhibited .by choles-
terol and related COIIIpounds, Howard, Wellace, and Wright (l9.53a) eseen-
tielly confirmed this work. Since the serwa of humans, rabbits, and other 
an1mals does not inhibit etreptolysin 0 unless specific antibody ill present 
in spite of their high cholesterol content, it follows that none of the 
cholesterol in normal eerwa ie in a state in lllhich it can combine with the 
hemolysin, 
Howard and Wallace (l953b) studied the comparative reeietances of red 
cells of various species to he.alysie by streptolysin 0 and saponin, Using 
the rabbit as a reference species, they determined the highest dilution of 
streptolysin 0 and saponin that produced ~ percent hemolysis and re-
garded this dilution as containing one h81110lytic unit (H,U.), ibe cells 
of the rabbit, human, guinea-pig, dog, rat, hamster. ox. pig• cat, and 
horse wre ell resistant to about the same degree to either streptolysin 0 
or saponin, Mouse cells wre markedly 1110re resistant to the action of 
streptolysin 0; at a concentration of thirty-two H,U, only ten percent 
h81110lysis ooaurred. ibere was, however. little ditrerence in the resis-
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tance of IIIOUee cella to saponin aa 00111pared to rabbit erythrocytes, Mouse 
cells were reported previously as being highly reaistant to pn8W110l;ysin 
and the h-.:~4'ein of Clostridium welohii (Cohen, ~ .!J:, 1942; Oakley, 
1943). Howard and Wallace (l953)indicate that 4'eis by streptolysin 0 
depends ult:!Jaately on a complex formation with cholesterol in the red cell 
envelope, and yet, IIOU&e red blood cells do not differ appreciably in the 
cholesterol content of their red blood cellll as 0011pared to the rabbit •. 
They offered two explanations for the lack of correlation between choles-
terol content and susceptibility to 4'eie: (1) choleeterol·in eoae species 
1e 1110re acceaeible to l;rsin than it 1e in mouse cells; and (2) in the IIIOUse 
a higher proportion of cholesterol u;y be in esterified form. Howard and 
Wallace (1953c) further reported that the lethal dose or strepto4'ein 0 
for lilies waa about thirty times greater than the lethal dose for the rab-
bit or the guinea-pig. This waa ccnfinlled by Bernheimer (1954), 
Relation to Rtthogenicity 
The designation of etrepto4'ein 0 aa a hemolysin ie, in s0111e 'lfiV'S1 
misleading since this substance poseeeeee toxicity for other calla and tie-
sues as well as tor erythrocytes, In spite of the demonstrations of the 
toxicity of streptolysin 0 to be cited here, no definite role for this sub-
stance in the pathogenesis of streptococcal infections under natural con-
ditione has been arrived at, Todd and Lancefield (1928) stated that no 
relationship appears to exist bet-en virulence and toxigenicity, 
Todd (1935) inoculated mice with attenuated cultures of group A 
streptococci mixed with active streptolysin 0. No evidence was obtained 
to llhow that etrepto4'ein 0 aided the invasion of tissues by the attenuated 
culture, Antistreptolysin 0 waa found to protect mice against death or 
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hemoglobinuria caused by streptolysin o. Post-1110rtem examination revealed 
that intravascular heJIIDl.ysis was not the cause of death resulting f'rom 
streptolysin 0 (Todd, 1938). Streptolysin 0 has a critical dose .for.mice 
when injected intravenously above 'IObich the mice die within a .few minutes 
and balow llhich they survive (Barnard and Todd, 1940). Before death, the 
animals exhibit panting respiration, 1111.scular spallll81 an exudate of blood-
tinged troth f'rom the nose and throat, and in 80118 cases, hemoglobinuria. 
Post-JIIDrtsm exandnation revealed no parenchymatous lesions and no visible 
intravascular hemolysis. The mice were found to die o! general venous 
engorgement and pulmonary congestion, Streptolysin S on the other hand, 
produced degeneration of parenchymatous organs and a general laking of 
blood throughout the bod7, 
Harris (1942) doss not agree with Todd that the lethal effect of 
broth t.lltrates, or substances obtained tram these filtrates, is due to 
a heJIIDlysin. He states that many plvsiological.ly potent substances are 
present in broth !iltrates of hemolytic streptococci. He distinguishes 
betwe<-n a lethal agent and streptolysin 0, Harris demonstrated that treat-
ment o! broth concentrates with an excess o! antistreptolysin o, cholest-
erol, or heat destroyed the heJIIDlytic activity of the 11111.terial1 but did 
not alter the minimal lethal dose. Howard and Wallace (1953) re-investi-
gated this problem, and their attempts to dissociate hemolytic and lethal 
powers by heat, cholesterol absorption, neutralization with antistrepto-
lysin, tr;rpllinization, or dialysis were unsucoesstul. Howard and Wallace 
(1953) fUrther corroborated the findings o! Bamard and Todd (1940) by re-
porting that mice, and also rabbits and guinea-pigs, given lethal doses 
of streptolysin 0 showed venous congestion, but no intravascular hemolyais. 
'" 
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Att.empt.a t.o correlate h8110lya!n procluct.i.on and virulence have been UD-
wccaasflll •. ott and Shenood (1950) studied the ettecta ot culture wpema-
t.anu, t.Utrat.es, and whole calla tl'oa nineteen strains representing nine 
Lencetield groups on the heart rate and blood pressul'8 in rabbit. a lllice. 
No correlation was found betwen Lancetield groupe, h.olTain production, or 
virtll.ence and the cardiovascular response produced in the an11Jiuls. She:rwood 
~aell, Bolaan, and Ott (1952) wre not able to correlate the LD 50 dose 
tor aice with strepto:cy.in 0 production or other rlru.l.ence !actors. Li 
(l9SS) obael"Yed the diaaociat.ion ot b_,lytic streptococci !ll vitro cbarao-
terised by a progreaei'f'B lcaa ot ability to produoe streptol1'sin o. No 
correlation bet.wen dieaociation and rlru.l.ence could be shown. 
l.a«ercrants (l9S4) inftsti&ated intranacmlar h1111101¥aia in rabbits 
by 1118&IIUI'i.ng the 00 content of the apired air. His work was baaed on 
the U81111ption, ae aho1m by othara, that it h~aie ooCUl"l'ed, there ~ 
be a riae in CO content, aixlce CO ia tol'Md troa ha.>globin during ita de- · 
COIIIJlOBition to billrl.lbin. The ruulta indicated that CO production wu 
increased to anl;r a alight degee durin& infections ldth h.-l,yt.io atrepto-
cooci and was not aulticient to explain the e;vapt.oma and death ot 80118 ot 
the an1uJa. 1.a«erorants concl.wled that b~aie does not pl.q an impor-
tant part in infection with tte.ol.;rtic streptococci. Cartwright and Wintrcbe 
(1952), in a l'fiTiew on the an..S.a ot intection, apreased a siailar view. 
Bemheilllar and Cant.oni {l94S) han studied the effect of atrapto].yain 
0 on the belated tl'og' a heart. Their 110rk show that a aingl.e ad•1ni at.ra-
tion ot the aaterial. on the heart canaea no change. When, however, the 
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first dose of streptol7sin 0 is removed and the heart washed with Ringer's 
solution and then treated again with streptolysin o, the heart quickl.y 
stope beating. If a>re than the BIIIOUI1t of streptolysin 0 in the 8WI of 
the two doses was added in one application, no cardiac arrest occurred. 
It was postulated that the tiret "sensitizing" dose releasee from the 
heart (and thereby deprives it of) a JJUbstance inhibitory to the toxin. 
Washing the heart with Ringer's removes this substance and leaves the 
heart weceptible to the toxin. Bemheimer and Cantoni (1947) extended 
the investigations to mice and found that after a single sublethal dose 
of streptol7sin 01 . the animals developed a resistance to a subsequent 
lethal dose of this substance. The resistance wae found to develop three 
to six hours after injection of the streptolysin 0 and to persist for 
abou.t thirty hours. They presented sound reasons to Uluetrate that the 
resistance was not due to antitoxic 1-n't.T· The suggestion wae offered 
that the first sublethal dose of the toxin caused the animals to become 
refractory to subsequent lethal doses because of the release of an in-
hibitor and its presence in the circulation. The relationship of these 
experiments to the pathogeneais of streptococcal infections is obscure, 
but broadens the Jmowledge of possible 8>des of action of streptolysin 0. 
2. EXPE~TAL PROCEDURES 
Material 
Streptol7sin 0 (Difco) was resuspended in diatUled water. Because 
of the oxygen lability of this product, once the contents of a vial were 
put into solution, the toxin was used within two hours and any exceas 
discarded. 
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'!be following experi111enta were perfol'lled uaing technique& previoua]Jr 
outlined 1n other eeotions: (l) taxicit;r for the hamster cheek pouch, 
(2) influence on phagoc;rtosie, (3) influence on the virulence and/or 
invatJiveness of streptococcal cheek pouch infections, and (4) influence 
on the virulence of streptocooci tor mice. 
3. RESULTS 
Toodcit:r of etreptol.zein 0 for the h8111Bter cheek pouch 
Topical application or strepto]Jrein 0 (10 c.u. per ml.) resulted 1n 
a.ltaost inrnediate dilation or both venules and arterioles. Many small 
vessels not previously seen dilated to the extent where the;r became visible 
giving the affected area a tine network of increased vascularit;r. (Fig-
ures 10 and ll). In approxilllatel.7 five to ten minutes stasis occurred 
in the lllllal.l and ~~ediWR-sized venule& and arterioles. In the larger vee-
sale sluggiehnees or, occasional.l;r, etaeis resulted. No initial leuko-
cytic pavement or evidence of thJ'OIIIboeie in theee vessels was noted. 
Moreover, the effect waa rapid]Jr reversible. If the toxin was washed off 
with Ringer's solution, ianediate improvement of flow was observed; re-
application or the toxin again rellulted in stasis and sluggishness. Ap-
proxilllately twent;r to thirt;r minutes after application of etrepto]Jrsin 0, 
petechial hBIIIDrrbages were seen to fol"'ll, principal]Jr at venous anastomoses. 
At the end of the two to three hour observation period stasis and rolug-
gishness were still present, and the pouchee exhibited considerable edema, 
general vasodilation, and petechiae. 
It the concentration of the tox1n was reduced to half its original 
value (5 c.u. per Ill.), the obeerved etfects were essentially the same, 
although they ususl]Jr appeared somewhat less intense. 
F1gure 10. Single Mllbrane prepvatiOD before application 
or atreptoJ.7ain o. 3X 
F1gure U, s .. prepl.l'ation tb1rty llinuiea after topical 
appllcatiOD or atreptol.yain 0, Veaeela dilated. 
3X 
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Injection ofQ.l ml. (10 c.u. per ml..) of streptolysin 0 into the 
cheek pouch proc:luced strong toxic ertects (Table 19). Upon injection 
dilation of the blood vessels and an opening-up of llllillY fine vessels was 
noted al.lllost islediately within the bleb. When examined six hours later, 
the pouches exhibited edema, erythll!llll, and petechiae. The vascularity 
o! the pouch was considera.bly increucri; petechiae were mainly about the 
site of injection, but scattered petechiae or ll!llall lakes were frequently 
seen in other areas (Figures 12 and JJ). At the site of injection a 
8lll&l.l, flat, irregularly shaped lesion wu present. Considerable etasia 
and sluggishness was observed throughout the pouch as well as apparently 
normal now. High power exand.nation showed no evidence of leukocytic 
accumulation in the venUles or arterioles. 
By the next dq (one day after injection), the edema. had decreased, 
pouches showed a IIIU'ked erythema, and petechiae had beCOille confluent, now 
appearing as 811&11 hemorrhagic lakes about the lesion. The lesions were 
well-circumscribed and lllightly raised. They were not as sort as lesions 
resUlting from infections with streptococci; dissection revealed their 
interior to be composed of little pus and mainly consisted of a white, 
tough, fibrous ~~&terial, probably fibrous connective tissue. H111110stasis 
and lll.uggiahness wars present to about the S&llle degree as in the previous 
stage. 
On the second d~, the taxic manifestations appeared generally de-
creased. Ed- was gone, erythema and hiiBIOrrhage were decreased, and the 
vascular pattem appeared 1110rs normal.. Some stasis and sluggishness of 
!low were still observed but considerably reduced. 
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F1gul'e 12. Cheek pouch pre-injeat.ion of etrept0qe1n 0. 
3X 
P1fiUI'8 13 • S&JM pouch Bix hOUl"'J after inject.ion of etrep-
tol.7e1n o. Veaeele dilated and hemorrbacic area 
at bottom right.. 3X 
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BetliiHD the third and eighth dq 1 nidencee of toxicity greduaJ.l¥ 
dieappe&Nd. By the fourth da,y1 practicaJ.l¥ all eigne of eluggillbne88 
and etaeie wre gone, and onl.T traoea of the leeion rea&ined. 
When the concentration of the toxin wu reduced to S c.u. per ml.. 
and injected, eaeential.l¥ the - toxic manifeatationa developed, i.e., 
edema, el')'tb~~~~~&, ha.~J."rhace, etaeie and eluggiebneea. HoWIIYIIr1 onlT verr 
alight, indeterminate leaione or no leeiona at all wre preeant at the site 
of :l.njeotion. Furthel'D)re, the toxic ettecte were lees 1ntenee and ueuaJ.l¥ 
by the third dq all erldence of tox:ioit:r hed dieappe&Nd. 
Intluence of etnptolle11! 0 09 !be phagoczt.oeia of streptococci 
'!'able. 20 show the results ot a ph&&oqtoaie aperiaent in tibioh 
O.lS Ill. ot atreptol7ain 0 (S c.u. per Ill.) wu elided to tubes containing 
streptococci and hwaan tibole blood. '1'he toxin wu found to have no effect 
on the phaaoc;ytoaie of streptococci b:r human neutrophUa ae COIIIpared to 
!ntlueng of etreptoluin 0 op the couree of at.reptococga,l ohee!s 
pouqb 1nfeaY,OQI 
Streptococci (Strain 195-H) wre suspended in streptolysin 0 {10 c.u. 
/ 
per Ill.) and 0.1 Ill. ot suspension i.njeoted into the pouches ot "teat• 
anillllle. '!he reeultina infections wre .exaained and 0011p&Nd at intervale. 
'lbe data are -.arieed in Tables 2l and 3. Cheek pouches ot teat ani male 
exhibited a greater redness becirm1ng at six bOW's. Pouches ot theee ani .. 
mala were 1111ch I!IOl'8 highly vuoulariaed than the controls through the 
tCIIU'th clq. Moreover, h111110rrhacio lelc:ea wre •re pronounced in the teet 
an1w a, and leaione developed li01'e rapic:ll,y and were eubeeq,uentl;r larger 
u GOIIIpal'ed to the controls. Hi&h powr ex8ndnat1on showed coneiderable 
stuis and aluggiabneee ot blood tlow in pouches injected with both atrep-
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tolyain 0 and streptococci lasting through the fourth dq. In all the 
teet animals necrosis was seen on the surface of the lesions on the fourth 
day after infection. By the sixth day the lesions were largely necrotic 
and foul-lllll8ll.ine, and large pieces of necrotic tissue were hanging loose. 
In two animals the necrotic 1118.11S had been sloughed ott, leaving a crater 
in place of the lesion. On the eighth da;y, in all but one animal, the 
necrotic masses had been sloughed off, leaving scar tissue and a crater 
or hole. Twelve da;ye after infection practically all signa or toxicity 
and infection had disappeared and repair of the injured tissue -s well 
under way. Necrosis was never seen in flll7 of the pouches infected with 
the saline suspension. 
Recovery of the organisma was attempted at six days and eight da.ys. 
This was difficult in the teat Loimala because of the necrosis at the site 
of the lesion, and material aspirated from this quadrant .f'requent:y yielded 
what appeared to be Pswdoli!Onae &eruBinosa, but no streptococci. On the 
eighth dlli!' IIIOderate munbers (plus two) of streptococci were recovered .from 
the lower lett quadrant of the onlJr animal which still showed a lesion. 
In contrast, control animals yielded streptococci .f'r0111 the lower lett 
quadrant, and occasionally from outlying quadrants, through the eighth da;y. 
InAufPO! ot streptplrain 0 on the rirulence of streptococci for mice 
Table 22 is a compUation of data obtained from twc experiments. In 
the first experiment twenty-four mice were divided into two groups of 
twelve each. The "teat" groupe received 0.25 ml. of a suspension of strep-
tococci (Strain #95) in streptolysin 0 (10 c.u. per ml.), whereas the 'lcon-
trol" group received a comparable salina suspension. At the end of the 
tenth d111i1, thirty-three percent of the teat animals and forty-two percent 
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of the controle were dead. The experilllent was repeated in the same man-
ner with a total of 22 additional Idee except that the streptolysin 0 
concentration was doubled (20 c.u. per ml..). At the end of ten days, 
fitty percent of the controls were dead as c0111pared to sixty percent of 
the test aniaaals. Although the total number of fatalities in each group 
at the end ot ten d~s was approximately equal, it appears that the test 
animals died at a taster rate than the controls, This is lllOre read~ 
seen by examination of Chart S. 
4, DISCUSSION 
Direct ldcroscopic obserY&tion ot the hameter cheek pouch d811l0n-
strates that streptolyein 0 is a highly toxic eubetance. Ita toxic ef-
fects are characterized by edema, veeodUation, h811l0rrhage, and helllO-
atasis, These obeerYationa of toxicity are qualitatively eillilar to those 
incited by injection of streptococcal cells and suggest that the toxic 
manifestations of streptococcal cheek pouch infections are due, at least 
in part, to the elaboration of this substance by the llicro-organiame. 
When concentrated streptolysin 0 is injected the toxic effects deYelop 
readily, whereas injection of washed etreptococcal cella requires a per-
iod of growth and multiplication of the cella before sufficient quanti-
ties of streptolysin 0 areelaborated to exert grossly visible effects. 
The findings reported here regarding the effects of streptolysin 0 
on blood flow are particularly significant in view of the findings of 
others (Todd, 1938, Barnard and Todd, 1940) that mice injected with lethal 
doses of streptolysin 0 die of venous congestion and pulmonary edema, 
The rapid development of stasis and sluggishness in the blood vessels 
of the cheek pouch upon topical application of streptolysin 0 to the ex-
ll9 
posed vessels suggest an osmotic effect of this toxin leading to hemo-
concentration. 'lhl.s is further aupportad by the observation that when the 
toxin is washed off by Ringer's solution, the now rapid4' returns to nor-
111&1. 
Interpretation of the infiuenca of streptolysin 0 on local strepto-
coccal cheek pouch infection& is difficult because of an apparant}Jr para--
doxical effect. While the toxioitT ot strepto}Jrain 0 increases the d111J188e 
to the cheek pouch and incites a greater boat reaction, the ultimata re-
sult h a 1110ra rapid removal ot the infecting organiBIIIS. Thus, it would 
seetl that the anilll&l as a whole ia better protected against the possibil-
ity of systemic infection at the expense of a limited area of tissue. The 
situation is analogous to MenkL~'s (1938) interpretation that staphylococci 
in general produce little systemic effect owing to their intense local in-
jurious reaction, whereas streptococci produce general effects on the or-
ganilllll as a whole because of their comparative}Jr Dlil.d local reaction. 
The virulence of streptococci tor the IIM)Use iB not enhanced by addi-
tion of streptolysin 0, as evidenced by the same nwnber ot IIM)rtalities as in 
the controls, at the end of ten da;ys. However, there does appear to be a 
taster death rate in the snilll&la receiving the strepto}Jrsin 0-streptococ-
cal cell suspension. It 111q be that the anilll&ls that succWIIbed did so at 
a taster rate aa a result of injured tissue and the release of tissue 
break-down products. Todd (1935) injected mice with attenuated strepto-
coccal cultures mixed with active atrepto}Jrain 0 and found no evidence 
that the atrepto}Jrsin aided the invaaion of the tissues by the attenuated 
culture. The relation of Todd's work to the present investiga~ion is not 
clear, since the strepto}Jrain 0 used by Todd was not standardized. 
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nte reports of Howard and Wallace (1953) and Bernheimer (1954) that 
the 1110use is approximately thirty times more Nsistant to the lethal action 
of streptolysin 0 than the rabbit or ~inea-pig, ~1dicates that strepto-
lysin 0 'lllq plq a greater role in the pathogenicity ot experimental strep-
tococcal infections in man or in laboratory animals other than the mouse. 
In conclusion, the results indicate that streptolysin 0 is a strongly 
toxic substance and is responsible tor many ot the gross toxic manifesta-
tions resulting in local cheek pouch infections. Thb mq also be true 
in naturally occurring infections in man, Streptolysin 0 does not enhance 
the virulence or invasivenes• of streptococci under the experimental con-
ditions Slllployed. The 11uggestion is offered that streptolysin 0 mq en-
hance the pathogenicity oi streptococci, tor species other than the 1110use, 
~ reason ot its toxicity if the micro-organisms exhibit virulence and/or 
invasiveness ~ reason of other "virulence" factors. 
D. ERY'n!ROOENIC 'roXIN 
1. RJWIEW OF 'J.'HE LI'l'BRA'lU!m 
Historical. backsroun4 and gh&racteriytion 
l2l 
'1'he history of the erythrogenic toxin parallele the establiehment ot 
Strepmocoue h!!I!!!Ol.ytioue as the causative agent of scarlet !ever. Al-
though the early researchers were not dealing with the toxin itnlt, they 
were observing the ability of this substance to produce the scarlatinAl 
rash. In the early 1900's many experimental studies appeared in the lit-
erature describing varioue groups of pathogenic 1111cro-organ111l1181 protozoa, 
and "ultra-lllicroscopic" viruses as etiological agents ot scarlet !ever. 
During these early years the SIIIPhasis varied trom time to tilllle as to which 
of the various groups of organiSIIS was the causative agent of scarlet rever 
(Doches, 1925). The constant relationship ot !!• he1110l,ytious to ecarlet 
fever cases was becollling increasingly significant. Crook, as early as 1895, 
reported the presence of streptococci in the blood and organs ot 1nd1Yidu-
als dying or scarlet fever. 
The first successfUl attempt to produoe scarlet rever in human sub-
jects wae reported by Dick and Dick (1924). HCIIIIOl.ytic streptococci were 
isolated tram a scarlet rever patient and swabbed on the tonsils of two 
volunteers. One showed a true positive skin test to the til trate of this 
organi11111, and t.he other exhibited a negative skin test. On the second 
d~ scarlet fever developed in the positive subject, while the negative 
subject remained loll\lll. Using the tiltrat.e trom the same streptococcal 
strain, Dick and Dick (1924) performd skin tests on 153 people. Sevent;y-
t.wo individuals had no histoey or scarlet lever and 41.6 percent of this 
group exhibited a strongly positive or a positive response. In a group of 
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65 people convalescing fro• scarlet fever, all exhibited negative or only 
slightly poeitive reactions. Sixteen subjects had a previous history of 
ecarlet fever, and fifteen of the• developed no reaction to the intrader-
111&1. injection of the filtrate. Furthe!"'IIDre, the investigators reported 
that if serwa tro. a patient recovering from scarlet fever wae mdxed with 
the streptococcal t1ltrate, the filtrate failed to evoke a reaction in a 
susceptible person. 
In the same year that the Dicks produced scarlet fever in a human, 
Dochez and Shei'IJI8ll (1924) produced the dieease in a dog with a scarlatinal 
type of .2• heJIIOlYticus, but could not repeat this. '.!hey (Dochez and Shenaan) 
did find, howavsr, that a condition resembling scarlet fever could be pro-
duced in hogs and guinea-pigs, particularly the latter. '.!he aniMls showed 
a transient erytheuaatous fiush on the second and third d~. Monkeys, rats, 
rabbits, and mce appeared insusceptible to this condition. Dochez and 
Sh81'111&n (1924) successfully 1mmwlized a horse with a scarlatinal strain 
and obtained an antiserwa which blanched the scarlatinal rash, but not 
other erythematous rashes. AdMinistration of the antiserwa during the 
course of the disease caused .arked abatement of the rash, 
'.!he evidence implicating a type of .2• he11101Yticus as the cause of 
scarlet fever waa IIUlllllled up by Dochez (1925). He stated that "the evi-
dence leaves little room to doubt that Streptocogcus scarlatinae is the 
principal and probably the only etiological agent of scarlet fever." 
Following the establi~t of certain strains of he1110lytic strepto-
cocci u the cause of scarlet fever, the erythrogenic or Dick toxin be-
came widely used as an immunizing agent and as a test for the susceptibility 
to scarlet tever, NU1118rous observations of cutaneous tests were soon re-
ported, however, that did not conform with a simple toxin-antitoxin re-
action. Joe (1925) observed that eome individuals exhibited a negative 
Dick teat before or at the beginning of scarlet fever. Other subjects 
showed a positive Dick test during or even after convalescence despite 
the demonstrations of antitoxin in the blood o:f these patients. Mixtures 
of toxin and hwaan or equine antitoxin ma,y appear .fully neutralized when 
tested in the skin of one susceptible individual, whereas in another of 
no greater susceptibility no evidence of neu~zation whatsoever was 
apparent. Hooker and Follensby (19281 1934) presented evidence to show 
that the erythrogenic toxin produced by various strains of group A hemo-
lytic streptococci was not a single '•'"nological eubstance, but rather 
certain scarlatinal streptococcus tiltrates contained two actively immuno-
logical substances designated "A" and "B". Toxin A was not found to dif-
fer tram toxins produced by other strains of scarlatinal streptococci. 
Toxin B was active in only a few individuals who ,.,re negative to A and 
differed !rom A in that it wss thermolabile, less stable in storage, and 
11101"8 easily dialyzed by lower concentrations of ammonium sulfate or eodiWII 
chloride. A single toxigenic strain ma,y produce A or B, or both, or nei-
ther. This demonstration of different erythrogenic toxins explained the 
discrepancies cited above by assuming that multiple antigenic toxins exist 
(Hooker and Follensby, 1934}. 
A method for the isolation and concentration of erythrogenjctaxin was 
reported by Stock (1939). This substance contained 101 0001 000 skin test 
doses per mg, but had chemical properties similar to non-erythrogenic trac-
tions from non-scarlatinal strains. l'Urther studies (Stock, 1942; Stock 
and Verney, 1952) on the purification and concentration of the toxin indi-
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cated that a heat-coagulable protein1 present only in the toxic tractions, 
was actually the specific scarlet fever toxin. The active protein con-
tained about 2001 0001 000 skin tut doses per mg. The toxin was about fifty 
percent I'll" in the beat preparations and relatively heat stable. 
A ffiW reports are available llbich indicate that t;he er~'throgenic toxin 
produced by different strains of streptococci varies qualitatively. Wade-
worth and Coffey (1935) found 77 percent of a large number of heJII)lytic 
strains tested to be neutralized by a Bingle antitoxin, whereas 23 percent 
were not neutralized. Coffey (1938) found that about 80 percent of eeve:z-
al hundred strains produced a toxin which was neutralized by a single anti-
toxic se1'UI1l. Moet of the remaining toxins were neutralized by antisera 
obtained against one or the other of two additional strains. The toxins 
from a l!1llall minority of strains were neutral.izable by a combination of 
these three sera. Swift (1952) states that there are at least five dif-
ferent erythrogenic toxins. This explains the fact that some individuals 
hare repeated attacks of scarlet fever. 
Moat group A strains hSYB been found to elaborate erythrogenic toxin. 
In one stud;r of 78 strains distributed almost equally a1110ngst groUJll A, C, 
and G, all of the group A etrains ;yielded toxins capable of producing def-
inite erythematous reactions in the akin of Dick positive individuals. 
None of the group C or G strains produced poeitive results, (Davis and 
Guzdar, 1936). Coffey (1938) found 83.7 parcent of group A strains studied 
to be toxigenic. 
Relation to pathogenicity 
In the past fifteen years coqparatively little work on the erythro-
genic toxin has been reported. Thils 1a probably due to the fact that the 
toxin is specifically concerned with a disease entity in man. and does not 
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appear to be gener~ concerned with the biological attribute ot virulence, 
Another factor which undoubtedly contributes to thie situation is the de-
cline in the m:lt'talit;:r rate ot scarlet tner as a result o! effective ch_.. 
therap;:r (RII!!I!M!'lkaap anc1 Dingle, 1948~. However, lind.tec1 inferences can be 
made on the basis ot the reports available. 
FUtrates o! broth cultures ot certain scarlatinal streptococcal 
strains have been found to be lethal when 1njsctec1 intravenously into rab-
bits (Parish and Okell, 1927; Pulvert&tt, 1928). Protection could be con-
ferred it sufficient etreptococcal antitoxin was injected a tew hours before 
challenging the animals with a lethal dose. Mice 1njectec1 intravenousl,y 
with one-firth a dose lethal tor rabbits wre nner ill. In Yiew o! pres-
ent knowledge it seel!l8 likely that the filtrate and antiserum usec1 in these 
studies contained antigens and antibodies respectively in addition to the 
erythrogenic toxin component. 
Erythrogenic toxin does not render streptococcal cells more resistant 
to phagocytosis b7 neutrophile. Todd (1927) statec1 that "streptococcus 
toxin has - poisonous action on blood which is neutralizec1 b7 antitoxin, 
but the effect is very feeble and the toxin must be usec1 in high concentra-
tion." l!.vans (1931) reported that streptococcal skin test toxin has no at-
teet on the phagocytic actirtt;:r ot leukocytes. 
"''ad11110rth and Corte;:r (1929) and Cottq (1938) found no correlation 
betwen the toxigenic actirtt;:r ot streptococcal strains as testec1 intracu-
taneously on rabbits, and Tirulence !or lilies. · The,y state, howver, that 
Tirulence or toxicit;:r tor one ani.m.al. species is net necessarily indicative 
or these actirtties tor another. 
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The ~thesis that a patient's 'inability to neutralize the er,ythro-
genic toxin of h..,]ytic streptococci facilitates the iJlyasion of tissues 
by the organiSJU was tested and not IJUbstantiated (Kenny and Colebrook, 
19.37). Skin teats performed on pregnant f81Rales revealed no difference 
1n the incidence of puerperal fever between Dick positive and Dick nega-
tin individuals. FUrthel'IIOre, streptococcal infections were found to 
attack Dick positin and negative pregnant -en in about the same propor-
tion as non-pregnant positive and negative individuals. Coburn and Pauli 
(19.35) reported that active iEunization of a group of nurses with strep-
tococcus toxin did not reduce the incidence of streptococcal infections 
over a fw years. 
Same investigators consider scarlet fever to be an allergic response 
to the er;vtbrogenic toxin elaborated by certain streptococcal strains dur-
ing an infection. Dochez and Sherraan (1925) demonstrated that guinea-pigs 
which ehowed no responee to the intradermal injection of filtrates of a 
acarlatinal streptococcus could be sensitised to give a reaction by subcu-
taneous injection of filtrate, subcutaneous injection of the living or ldl-
led culture, or by intracutanecus injection of killed culture. After a 
IIOllth, animals were still sensitized to the filtrate. Dochez and Stevens 
(1927) observed cutaneous allergic reactions in rabbits immunized with 
filtrates fl'OIII eeysipelaa strains of streptococci. They conclll!iad that 
the raah of scarlet fever and the Dick reaction were allergic phenomena 
to products of Streptococcus scarlatinae. 
In the studies just cited the investigators wre dealing with a lllulti-
plicity of antigens present in the filtrates as well as in the broth capable 
of eenBitizing susceptible animals. Boroff (1951) found four purified scar-
latinal toxins obtained traa different strains to possess allergenic prop-
erties. He inJected tw rabbits aubcutaneously llith fifty skin test doses 
of toxin on three aucceesive dqs. The material was introduced into dif-
ferent sites. Reactions were weak following the first injection; the sec-
ond injection produced strong and larger reactions, and the third resulted 
in a still slightly l!ll)re increased reaction. The experiment wae repeated 
us:Utg five skin teet doses, and relatively the same results occurred. The 
allergenic property wae found to be c0111110n to all four toxins. After a 
single injection of one, the reaction to each of the heterologous toxins 
was markedly increased. No reaction was observed when either the M pro-
tein, egg alburoin, or Shigella ctysenteriae toxin was used for the second 
injection. Reactions were greatly reduced or eliminated when the erythro-
genic toxin was inactivated by heat or neutralized by specific antitoxin. 
That the erythrogenic toxin produces the generalized erythematoua 
raeh of acarlet fever which defines this infection as a disthtct disease 
entity is well agreed. The following ia quoted f:r(JII Anderaon 1s Pathologr 
published in 1949: 
"The marked hyperemia and resultant red coloration of the 
skin ia· a maniteatation of toxic injury (aton;r and dilata-
tion) of vascular endothelium. That it ia but an effect 
of h1Perem1a can be readily demonstrated by pressing on 
the skin with a glass slide or the bottom of a dri.nld.ng 
glass; the redneas pi'OIIIJltly blanch sa upon such preaaure. 
Upon death, too, the h1Peremia disappeara, so that little 
of the characteristic skin reaction persista. 'lbere ill 
edema of the akin as well, and particularly around hair 
follicles, there are focal aggregations of lymphocytes 
and I!II)Qooytas. Within the epidermis itself, in the mid-
dle lqers, there acCU!IIIllatea intl~~~~~~~&tory exudate and an 
accelerated keratinization at this level, pseudokeratosis. 
It is because of this that desquamation occurs somewhere 
between the fifth to twenty..fifth dq; the outer lqers 
of skin separate .t':r0111 the intel"IM!Cliate zone which bas be-
come keratinized. The tongue usually participates in this 
reaction too. During the tirst few da,ys it presents a 
0 strawberr,y" appearance because of the erythematous pap-. 
illae which project !rom a grq-ooated background. When 
peeling OCCIUJ'S1 it beOOillea beety red and glistening." 
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Fax: and lihaer (1938) reported tour instances of purpura following non-
fatal oases of scarlet !ever and expressed the view that purpura ocCIUJ'e 
rarely in scarlet !ever, Colarizi (1935) recorded abnol'IIIILl.l.y low capil-
lary resistance in thirty scarlet fever oaeee. This was confirmed b,v 
Brown (1940) llho measured capillary resistance on the forearm using a 
negative pressure device, The average capillar,y resistance of 100 indi-
viduale with scarlet fever was low at the onset and showed an increase 
during convalescence. The most toxic patients showed the lowest capillary 
resistance, and the most llllU'ked desqu8111ation vas associated with the low-
est capillary resistance, 
In discussing the significance of the eeythrogenic tax:in in dieease, 
Strwaia (1939) expreeeed the following opinion, "Granted then that most 
investigators agree on this point (:1-mization with Dick tax:in confers 
resistance to scarlet !ever to a person previously susceptible) consider-
able disagreBIIBllt nevertheleaa exists ae to whether active 1...,mization 
against scarlet fever protects against erythrogenic tax:in onl.T, or wether 
it also increases resistance to the invasiveness of the streptococcus and 
to other IIIIIIU!estations o! the infection," More recently, Jennings (195.3) 
stated, "In spite of evidence that er,ythrogenic toxin pla,ya a .fUndamental 
role in mortality, complications, and the histological changes brought 
about b,v scarlet fever, the liiBchaniiiiiiB of the action o! the tax:in, its 
significance in disease processes and its relation to the eoonom;y of the 
streptococcus itself remains unknown," 
2. EXP..>B.IHiillTAL PROCEDURES 
Erxthrogepic toxin 
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Scarlet tfll!ler streptococcus toxin (W;reth) wae used as the source ot 
this l!l&terial.. One skin teet dose (s.T.D.) was contained in 0.1 1111. of 
toxin. 
The effects of this toxin on the cheek pouch, on the couree ot strep-
tococcal cheek pouch infections, and on JIOUee virUlence was studied ae in 
previous experiments. In addition attellipte were made to sensitize ham-
sters to this lllllterial. • 
.3. RESULTS 
TOxicity for the hamster cbeek pouch 
The toxin was applied topicallT to eight single membrane pouch prep-
arations and observed under high power examination tor two to three hours 
and proved to incite no visible reaction during the period of observation. 
The erythrogenic toxin vas injected into the cheek pouch and directly 
into the blood stream in doses of one or four s. T.D. At least five ani-
mals were used 1n each group. Pouches were observed for approxi!l.ate~ 
two hours after the injection and checked at frequent intervals through 
ten dqs. Again, n•.) evidence of toxicity wae observed. 
In an effort to weaken the blood veaael walla, O.l Ill. of hyaluroni-
dase (250, SOO and 750 viscosit7 unite per 1111.) wu injected into the 
pouch a few hours before or concond.tantl,y with the toxin. Such treatment 
did not render the cheek pouch susceptible to visible inj~ by the toxin, 
nor did mixtures of the toxin and human plasma incite vasodilation greater 
than that resulting !rem the pla81118. alone. 
Iprtwmge of the ervthroganiq W'n on the course of streptococcal 
ghee!c pouch infectiont 
Streptococcal. cells (#95-H) were suspended in l ml., of toxin and 
0,1 ml. of this suspension injected into cheek pouchea (Table 23), Con-
trola were aillliluly injected with saline suspensions of these organ:IIJIIIB 
(Table 3). Ji)xAI!!ination of Tables 3 and 23 reveals that the er,yt.hrogenic 
toxin did not enhance the virulence, inYuivenesa, or toodcity of the in-
fecting streptococci. 
InAuance of tb• •rvt.hrocenig tm1 n on the yinllence of atJ:eptgcoqci 
tor mice 
A group of eighteen mice were injected with 0,25 or 0,5 ml. of strep-
tococci (1'95) suspended in erythrogenic toodn, (The concentration of cells 
was adjusted so that the same nwaber of cells was injected in either vol-
wae). Twenty-two mice were similarly injected with the organi8ltl5 suspended 
in saline, 1'able 24 and Chart 6 de1110nstrate that the erythrogenic toodn 
did not increase the death rate or percentage or DIOrtalities as compiU'Bd 
to the saline controls. 
A\tmpts to indUCt h:ypersensitirttz to er;ythrogenic ~9!1p in hM't,ere 
On the baaia of reports previously cited in the literature, several 
different methods were tried to render the hamster nypersensitive to the 
erythrogenic toxin (Table 25), The NY5 streptococcal strain, a strain 
considered to be a potent toxin producer, was used to attempt sensitiza-
tion of the ani.mala in the groups indicated. None of the methods outlined 
in the table produced a state of h;yperaensitivity to the Dick toxin in 
h1111111tera. 
4, DISCUSSION 
The experiment• indicate that the erythrogenic toxin, in the concen-
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TABLE 24 
INFLUENCE OF ERYTH!!CGENIC TOXI!l ON 
THE VIRULENCE OF STREPTOCOCCI FOR KICE 
STREPTOCOCCUS #95 
*sUSFENSIUN INJECTED DEATHS 
01 02 02 02 02 
Streptococci suspended 01. 06 08 s s 
i:1 saline 
s s s s s 
s s s s 
02 02 02 04 05 
Streptococci suspended 
in lSr,ythrogenic toxin 
(10 to 20 skin test 
s s s s s 
doses per ml.) s s s s s 
Erythrogenic toxin 
(10 skin test doses s s s s s 
per ml.) 
* 0.25 ml. injected intraperitoneallJ' 
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% DEATHS 
05 
s 
s 
41 
08 
s :3:3 
s 
s 0 
80 
., 
'10 
65 
60 
" 
• 50 j 45 
! /IJ 
I : 
1 25 
~ 20 
15 
lO 
5 
DIPIIDZ C. Cllif&i•** 1C !OIDI C*_M YIIIJiaa 
C. sti&i'fOClOWI 1'01 IIIC& 
-•lln• napenaioo St.rep. 195 
-~o t.cad.n llll&peMion 
St.rep. 195 
l 2 4 5 6 7 8 
Dq8 after ill,leotioo 
0.25 Ill. lDJeoted lntNperitonalq into Moll -M 
*lO to 20 lldn teat doNa per Ill. 
9 
lJJ 
10 
TAll& 2J 
11. Im.\CARIWC llioi.ET!.,.; t'l..U..ioD II! J:.'TIW\AJCII IJ(.Jm'I'I~N (4 animals) 
l. ln\ .... l'lllM ln.: .. """ or \oxln 
a. ln\ra~ l.nJeo\1011 t4 \olll.n 4, 10, Anll 20 do~· lotor 
C. ~ IIIJ.E'I'IIAI WI'!!! CUICViii!EIIT PWCH IKm:'I'IQN (4 ani.Mh) 
l. - w .. tlll w1 ~" etrept.ocoocl (m) 
2. ln\ra~ 1n,joo\1on ot \oxln ln\o 1ntea\lll pollCh Anll •no-1" 
-" 2, 41 and 10 dye 11\lr 
11. SUB:UrAICIWli .Dioi!ICTIU: IIIDI Cl·:lCUIIIIilll'l' SUIIlUT~S INFI!CTIQN (3 animolo) 
1. Sldn t4 ...,k int- w1\h etrept.ocoooi (l;rs) 
2. _ ... 1n,lea\loa ot \oxln near w .. \111 lito), 6, and 12 
dye llt.er 
B. Ili!IUCAII):UC IIIJICTICN IIIDI Ct&UIUIENT SU8:UTAIO!CUS IIIFII:TICN (3 aniale) 
1. Sldn ot bock lntea\111 wi\11 etrept.oaoooi (m) 
2. ~l'lllM lnJ .. \loa ot toxl.n 2, 6, an<1 l2 do,yo lltor 
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trations employed, exerts no visible manifestations of taxicit7 on the 
blood vessels or connective tiesue of the hamster cheek pouch whether it 
is applied topicall7 on the blood vessels, injected directl7 into the 
blood stream, or injected into the cheek pouch. 'lhe addition ot eyalur-
onidase to the toxin does not bring about aey visible evidences of taxi-
city, nor does the addition of human plasma to the toxin result in hem-
orrhagic areae. Fox and Enzer (1938) stated that purpura seldom occurs 
in scarlet !ever, ,'lhe Schultz-Charlton blanching phenODienon indicates 
that vaeodilation and not bBliOrrhage accounts for the scarlatinal raeh, 
'!'hat the erythrogenic toxin ie concerned only with the· production o! 
a red rash in susceptible hUIII&Ils and does not contribute to the virulence 
or invaeiYenees of the streptococcal cell is generall7 agreed ·b;r IJI)St in-
vestigators (Todd, 1927; Evane, 19.31; Coburn and Pauli, 19.35; Kenny and 
Colebrook, 19.37). 'lhe present experiJJients IJUbstantiate this view. The 
presence of erythrogenic toxin does not increase the virulence, invasive-
ness, or toxicit;r o! the streptococci. 
Uaing the procedures adopted b;r others previously cited, attempts to 
sensitize the hSIUter to er;rtbrogenio toxin were unBUcceestul.. Lymphatic 
drainage of the cheek pouch mq not be sufficient !or enough of the antigen 
to be absorbed s;ret811d.call7. 'lhe !act that pouches can be reinfected with 
the same streptococcal strain without aey apparent difference as compared to 
' pouches infected for the first tirae bears on this point, 
'lhe present experiJients dBliOnatrate that the erythrogenic toxin does 
1.36 
not contribute to the pathogenicitT of streptococci for the hamster or 
the IIIOUse. 
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E. S'!'Ri>PTOCOCCAL HYALURONIC ACID AND HYALURONIDASE 
1. Rh"Vll."W OF T!lli LITmtA'lURE 
Hi&torical backsro!u!d and characterisation 
( 1. ) H,yal uronic Acid ( capiiUl.ar CO!IpO!len t) 
In 19.37 Kendall .!!!: ,!! first isolated hyaluronic acid .from the cap-
eulee ot group A 1111.1co1d, heaolytic streptococci. 'lbia work '11&11 later 
confirmed b7 Hirst (1941). Seaatone (19.39) isolated a similar compound 
from group C h_,l.ytic streptococci or an1mal. origin and related the 
aise and pel'lliatence of capsules in 701U18 cultures to this polyaaccharide. 
Hyaluronic acid ia the only known surface constituent of group A 
atreptococci which ia nonantigenic. It .fUnctions neither aa an antigen 
ncr a haptene (Lancetield, 194<>-41). Kendall and co-workers (19.37) pointed 
out that hyaluronic acid ia the onJ¥ known caee, besides that of glycogen, 
ot the tol'llllltion or the. - polyllaccharide b7 the infecting micro-organ-
i- and the anillal bodT· Lancetield (194Q-41) and Swift (1952) expressed 
the opinion that the wide distribution ot byaluronic acid in an1mal. tie-
sues explains ita lack o! antigenicity. 
'lbe 1111coid capsular polyaaccharide, hyaluronic acid, haa been shown 
to be composed o! equimolar quantities o! N-acetyl-glucosamine and glu-
curonic acid (Meyer, 1947). 'lbere ia general agremaent that streptococcal 
hyaJ..uronatea trom group A and group C streptococci are the a11111e, and also 
identical with thou o! aniaal origin, althoUgh there 1a no wq ot deter-
mining whether the preciee orientation ot the macromolecules is identical 
(Lancetield, 1954). 
( 2.) fb:~t1uJwddan 
l'lurm-Re7n&la (1928, 1929) reported that viral inteotiona in rabbits 
were oonlliderabl:y enhanced ,men the virile wae injected into the akin along 
with equeous extracts of rabbit, guinea-pia, or rat testicle. 'lbat the 
effect of the extraot wae axer\ed on t.he boat tianes and not on the virwl 
wae deiiOMtrat.ed 'lty finding that enhano-t of the infection also took 
place it the aldn wae prepared with the axtraot &eYaral d~ before in-
Jecting the virl.ls into the saae area. l'urthel'IIOre, the virus iaolat.ed 
troiR enhanced leaiona did not show lfliT alteration in ita in1'ectivity. 
SiiiiUar obnrYations were eoon reported 'bT IIIIMroua other im'estigatore 
using "spreading tutors" obtained troa inYaain bacteria, snake nn .. ,
and poieonCJUs insecta, u well aa testicular extracts. 
lfqer ,n.!!, (1936) reported an 11DSJM present in ntol:yeatea of pneu-
IIIOCOOCUa and in extract& .floom the iris, ciliary bodT and spleen of rab-
bits 111\ioh h7drol:yzed hyaluronic acid obtained tram various 1JOUJ'C)eB. In 
1940, lfqer .!1.!1. found byaluronidan in the aupemates of cultures of 
h-.ol:ytic streptocoooi. No correlation between all then ent~~~~~ea and the 
spreading factor ot Dur-Re7nals wae establiahed until 1940 wen Chain 
and Duthie identified ._ of the aprelldin& taotora with the hyaluroni-
d&les, and deaaribed the. phenDMnon of spreading in an1llal tianea aa an 
ensymat.ic effect on the 1\Yaluronic acid of the COMective tiane. 
Tbe degredatian of 1\Yaluronic aoid b7 hyaluronidaae hu been reviewed 
by Duran-RQDals (1942 W. atates t.hat the reaction occurs 1n at leut three 
pbaaea. In the tiret. t.here 11 a destruction ot the ability of IIIUOin to clot 
in the preaenoe ot acetic acid; in the aecond there is a drop in the viaooait)-
of b.YaJ.uronio acid without any tree aino-augar or reducing aubatancea being 
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detected; 1n the third phaae there ie a progreeeive liberation of reducing 
substances, llhioh reaches a •rn••• 1n 24-48 boure. The epreading factor 
aa en enz)'DIII baa been shown jn vitro to baTe a specific substrate. It 
attacks only hJ'al.uron1c acid or its sulfuric acid ester t:roa •sodenul. 
structures. Substances closelT ree•~ing these substrates such aa mucoi-
tin and chondroitin aul1\ir1c acid are not. attacked, The ch811li.cal an4 phJ'si-
cal propertiee or epreading factors h~mt been IIUIIIIIaZ'ized by Duran-Rs7n&J,.s 
(1942). 'Dleee ltU'bstancee bave been llbo1lt1 to be partially inactivated at 
6o0 c. end COIIpletelT inactivated at. locP c. 1'hq are proteins of h1&h 
lllcleeular wight and &N 1naot1vated 'b7 blood H1'UII .trOIII several speciee. 
1'he diet.ribat.ion of b7&J.uronidase-producing strain• IIIIOilg the sero-
loaical. aroupa and t.;rpea of et.reptooooo1 hu been 1nveati&ated to a li.Jd.ted 
extent. with 110M oontlioting rellulta. Moat ot the assqs llllide jn ntro 
tor b;r&l.uronidase production ban been carried out uaing the 1111c1n-clot 
prevention teahnique, the deoreaee 1n viacoait.,' of hJraluronic acid, or 
the inOI'eaee Of reducing subatancee 'Which reeulte llhen h7aJ.uron1daee at--
tacks its specific aubat.rste. Crovl.q (1944}, uaing the llllCin-clot tech-
nique, exUdned 376 etraina of "-l7t1c atreptocooc1 1aolated .trOIII hWIIIIIl 
BOilZ'CBa. A tot.&l. of 308 et.raina belonged to aroup A and represented 28 
aeroloaioal tn>e•• 01117 64 ot the group A atraina produced by&l.uronidaee 
and these wre all ot t;ypea 4 and 22 (7.2% and ~. reepeot1Ye1T). 1'h1rt;r-
tive of the .5.5 group C et.raine, and all 13 aroup G strains produced h7&l.-
uroa14aee. It lhould not be aesu.d, however, that only two types or aroup 
A at.reptoooooi produce b;ral.von1due ainoe 80118 or the other typee wre 
aoantil.T ll'l!preaented. 
The addition ot IIJraluronate to the culture mediwa has been ehOW!l to 
enhance the production ot hyaluronidase (McClean, l94l; Rogers, 1945). 
A group C and a group A strain ot streptoeoeci were each found to produce 
about 600 mu.cin-clot preventing units, When crude hyaluronate was added 
to the l1ediwa, however, each strain produced approxinlately 6ooo IIII.Cin-
clot preventing unite (Rogera, 1945). 
Pike etudied the hyaluronidaee production ot llO noncapsulated group A 
strains ot streptococci in a Jlledium containing added eyaluronic acid and 
found 55% of the atrains to reduce significantly the hyaluronic acid in 
24 hours. Additional strains were tound to produce the enzyme upon pro-
longed incubation. No data as to the "rological types of these strain e 
was given, Using the visCOllMitric technique, Russell and Shel"'Iod (1949) 
tested the hyaluronidaee production ot 28 group A strains, 9 group B, 
10 group c, 8 group D, 5 strains ot groupe E-K, and 9 ungroupad strains, 
The results &hewed 1f, of the group A strains, 44.5'/. ot the group B strains, 
and 20% ot t.he group C strains to produce bJraluronidaee, All other strains 
were negative, No correlation could be established between the amount ot 
ensyme produced and Lancetield groups. furthenaore, Russell and Shel"'Iod 
(1949) reported a great variation in the ability of the organi8lll to elab-
orate eyaluronidaee, even under caretull;y controlled conditione, These 
inveetigatore state that some of the conflicting reports on hyaluronidase 
productioo by he110lytic st.reptococci llUiiY be partially due to methode of 
filtration, They found that hyaluronidaee was not filtered through Seitz 
glass filters as effectively ae through sintered glass, 
Additional studies on the production of hyaluronidase by he1110lytic 
streptococci were reported by Di Caprio, Rantz, and Randall (1952). Us:lng 
the lllllcin-clot prevention test, they found 31% of 140 group A strains, 
all of the group C ( S strains), and all o! the group G ( 8 strains) pro-
duced the enzyme, 'lbese investigators fUrther demonstrated that group A 
streptococcal anti.hyaluron1dase was specific for group A hyaluronidase 
and did not neutralize the en~es from other groups. 
From the data presented here it would appear that hyaluronidase pro-
duction occurs lese frequently in group A streptococcal strains than in 
strains of groupe C and G. A 1110re exact interpretation is difficult be-
cause of the variability of assa;r techniques, filtration methods, periods 
of incubation, and t;rpss of cultur~ media. 
:t:fi~Mt hDl\!ro;lidaee prgductign and capsu1e (h:ya.luroo1c 
The fact that many strains o! streptococci exhibit capsules and yet 
aleo elaborate an enzyme llhich spaci!ioally acta to destroy the capsule 
has bean the subject of considerable investigation. McClean (1941) stated 
that capsules and hyaluronidase are lllltually exclusive, since the ensyme 
would prevent the devalopqent o! a capsula. He found that f'iltratea of 
encapsulated strains !ailed to spread in the skin o! a rabbit, nor did they 
hydrolyse hyaluronic acid. The capsules wre generally COIIIPosed of hyal-
uronic acid which was hydrolysed by h;raluronidasea from various sources 
with the resulting destruction of the capsules. The inclusion of hyal-
uronidase in the mediWII prevented the appearance of capsules in the strains 
which normally showed capsules. In a study of three encapsulated strains 
(McClean, 1941) two wre found to produce a trace o! hyaluronidase after 
twenty hours of incubation at 'Milich tima the capsules disappeared. Mo 
correlation was· found betwen the capacity of an organism to produce 
either a hyaluronic acid capsule or hyaluronidase and 8117 one Lance!1eld 
group. Strllins were !Oillld in groups A. and C showing both characteristics. 
Lancet1e1d (1940-U) states that ~~nooid strains of groups A. and c form 
hyaluronic acid, Crowley (1944) esaential.1y confimed the work of McClean 
(19U) by reporting that none of the capsulated strains studied produced 
hyaluronidase and hyaluronic acid concomitantly. 
Evidence that some organi8118 are "lh1e to produce both hyaluronic 
acid and hyaluronidase at the same tinle has been reported (Pike and Salem, 
1947; Pike, 1948, 1950) Hyaluronic acid was found to accu.mulate in the 
culture fluid u the cells became decapsulated, In 80me cases the hyal-
uronic acid subsequently diroppeared from the culture fluid, and in other 
cases it r~ed co~etant. Sterile filtrates were also found to decrease 
the hyaluronic acid content of the culture media, If, however, the fil-
trates were inactivated by heat, they did not bring about a reduction in 
hyalul'Oilic acid content, '!his indicated an enzymatic removal of hyaluronic 
acid, Pike (194S) states that the co-existence of tho enzyme and its sub-
strate ie possible in the same culture because the enzymes are not re-
leased from the cells until the capsules haw begun to leave the cells, 
and their hyaluronic acid is disoolved in the medilllll. '!he chief obstacle 
to the a&I!IUJIIPtion that capsule loss i8 due to hyaluronidase is that the 
concentration of hyaluronic acid remains constant in the media with 80JIIll 
strains, although these strains bays lost their ca,,.,sules in a few hours. 
In order to account for the etability of hyaluronic acid in such cases, 
it would be necesear.y to aaeume that en~e activity ceasee after diesolu-
tion of the capsules 1 Pike; 1948), Pike pointe out that hyaluronic acid 
and· hyaluronidase exist together in the skin. He also states that the 
hyaluronidase activity of capsulated strains is week, and it 1IJ doubtful. 
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whether sufficient amounts are <olaborat.ed to produce spreading in the 
The results of Q•tinn, ~ea.stone, and Weber (1953) are in connict with 
the findings of Pike, These workere folllld that 76% of the group A strains 
studied produced hyaluronic acid, and 1'7% produced the enzyme hyaluroni-
dase, The t-..:> were not produced siRiultanoously, :lnd when the enZJ'l'lfl waa 
produced by a hyaluronic acid strain, it could usually be detacted only 
after seven d~s incubation, There was no consistent correlation between 
serological type and form.ation of hyaluronic acid or hyaluronidase, 
Faber and Roeendal (1954) reported that 35 group A strains (26 dif-
ferent types) produc!ld both hyaluronic and hyaluronidase, Hyaluronic 
acid was mainly produced at the beginning and disappeared within varying 
periods of incubation. These workers expresoed the opinion that the pro-
duction of hyaluronic acid lr.r group A hemolytic streptococci is probably 
not a function or type, but of the strain itself and its growing condi-
tiona. 
The reports cited above indicate that the seemingly paradox-ical situ-· 
ation of the presence of an enzyme and its specific subsl-rate as a part 
of the cell structure in the same bacterium deserves further study. It 
is gener~ held, however, that it a streptococcal strain produces both 
hyaluronic acid and hyaluronidase, the cells are usually encapsulated in 
., 
a young culture and subsequently become decapsulate<t with continued inou-
bation, It seems likely that there would be a period of time before com-
plete decapsulation when h;;a.luronidase is being produced in small IIIIIOUllts 
and would be detected only by sensitive uthods, As pointed out previously, 
many of the discrepancies in the literature bearing on this subject are 
due to ditterencea in techniques, 
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Relation to patbomiaitz 
(l.) lfTaliU'Onic acid (oapRlar uterial.) 
Seaatone in 1934 obeernd that capwlar autolyeis o! atreptooocci 
vu uaociated with the appearance of epontan-• pbagoqtoeis in normal 
blood. W.vd and L;rone (1935) .uueeted that t.he l:'esistance of et.repto-
cooci to ph11fJ0eyto8ia 'ftaa parU.eJJ;y coanectetl with the capSW.e. '1'1\q did 
not believe the oapaule to be t.be eol.e factor, however, since the attenu• 
ated M Yariant which vu reecUJ7 phagoqt.ised poaaeseed a capaule india-
tinauiabable froa that of the M Yariant. It is nov generally qreetl that 
b;yal.ul"'nic acid ia the major COIIpODent of streptococcal cap!Nlee, and tbia 
implloatea b;yal.uronic acicl aa a 'Y1rul.ence factor. 
Group C atreptococcal. etraina 'Y1rul.ent tor guinea-pigs 11N1l"e found to 
produce larger capsules and 110re lll.l.copolyaaccharide than ncnpatbosenic 
atraina (Seaatone, 1939). Since t.hia obaerntion, experilunts h&Ye been 
conducted in which atreptococci h&Ye bean deoapaulated ja vitn by hTal.ur-
onidaae or in which b;yal.IU'Onid&ae baa bean injected intraper1tcneall.7 al.ona; 
with atreptococci into laboratoey animal a, and the virulence of the infec-
ting Ol'&llliama obHl"ftd. '1'1\a injection of b;yal.uronidaae alq with the 
bacterial calla ia oonaiderad to 'brine about t.he deoapiNlation of the 
cella i!l nw. 
Hirat, (l94l) aucceaahl17 protected lllica infected with group C en-
oapaulat.ed etl'ept.oaoooi 'b.r treataent with leech extract oontainin& b;yal.-
uronidaae, but a1-1lar treatunt did not protect mice againat 8J'OUP A 
streptooocoal infection•• McClean and Hale (1941) and McClean (1942) 
tailed to protect mica qainat either poup A or C atreptocooci 'b.r the 
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use of testicular extract. Blundell (1942) reported no definite protec-
tion against group A streptococcal :Infections in mice was observed, al-
though there was a gl."Bater mean survival time. 
Kaas and Seastone (1944) express the opinion that there is general 
agreement that the capsular pol.yaaccharide of group C streptococci is an 
important virulence factor, while the 88118 substance of group A organisms 
is considered oncy of minor inlportance as a virulence factor. These auth-
ors suggest the possibility that the capsular polysaccharide is more close-
ly related to the virulence of groups A and C streptococci than it would 
appear, particularly since other investigators (Seastone, 1934; Ward and 
Lyons, 1935) relate the capsule to phagocytosis resistance. Kass and 
Seastone (1944) demonstrated that hyaluronidase treatment of both group 
A and group C streptococcal cells results in an increase in the number of 
organisms ingested by neutrophile as well as an increase in the number of 
leukocytes showing intracellular streptococci. '!bey also demonstrated a 
st~1g protective effect against group A streptococcal infections in mice 
by suspending the infecting cells in hyaluronidase and giving repeated 
injections of this enz)'llleo The first injection was given two hours after 
the animals were treated, repeated at two hour intervals for the first 
twelve hours, repeated ever.r tour hours for the next thirty-six hours, 
and repeated ever,y twelve hours for the last forty-eight hours. Similar 
results were obtllined by this technique using a group A strain with which 
Hirst failed to demonstrate protection against using hyaluronidase. Kass 
and Seastone offered the suggestion that hyaluronidase protects more readi-
ly against group C infections because these infections develop more slowly 
and are fatal twelve to twenty-tour hours later than group A infections. 
'lltis gives the defense mechaniSillll against group C organisms an advantage 
and, therefore, larger 8lJIOUllts of hy>!luronidase are required to protect 
mice against infections with group A streptococci. 
'llte greater susceptibility of decapsulated str~:~ptococci to phagocy-
toeis was confirmed by Rothbard (1948). He also indicated that crude 
bovine testicular extract doss not illlpair the phagocytic tunctions of 
leukocytes, and turthel'BIOre, treatment of the cells with the testicular 
extract did not remove the M protein. 'lltus, it would appear that the 
greater sueoeptibili~ of decapsulated streptococci to phagocytosis was 
not due to a loss of M protein. Rothbard did find, however, .that removal 
of the K protein tram streptococcal cells rendered them considerably more 
susceptible to phagocytosis than did decapsulation. Morris and Seastone 
(1954) confirmed the findings of Rothbard (1948) and others by reporting 
that hyaluronidase treatment of streptococci resulted in an almost eight-
fold increase in the nWIIber of organillliiS ingested by leukocytes. 
'lbe procedure of lmlltiple injections of hyaluronidase (Kass and 
Seastone, 1944) was adopted by Rothbard. Ueing bovine testicular extract 
and group C streptococci, he protected mice completely against 1,000 M.L.D., 
end in some cases, against 100,000 M.L.D. 'I'he control group treated with 
heat inactivated en~e died aa rapidlT as the untreated controls. Re-
peated experiments with group A streptococci showed that if the infecting 
organilllliB were suspended in plain broth and the enzyme treatment started 
after two hours, there waa only a alight del~ in the rat£ of deaths. How-
ever, if the streptococci were diluted in hyaluronidase and no additional 
treatment given, some protuction was obtained. Dilution of the organiSliiS 
in hyaluronidase followed by multiple ensyme injections protected againat 
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10 M,L.D. with a marked dela;y in the t• of death as compared with un-
treated controls. 
Pike (1948) was unable to correlate the relationship between the 
amount::or eyaluronic acid produced in broth and the virulence for mice 
before or atter mouse passage. He expressed the belie!, however, that 
encapsulation and aeeoeiated eyaluronic acid production are determinants 
of viNlence 111110nget group A streptococci, ae indicated by the obsen:ed 
frequency of encapsulated strains in acute infections and also by the 
mouse-protection experilllents reported by others. 
(2.) streptococcal bleluronidae• 
"nle action of eyel.uronidaee on eyaluronie acid .!n vitrg leads t.o t'te 
consideration of the significance of this action .!n .!!!g when it is re-
called that eyeluronic acid is an :S.!IIportant constituent of the ground eulJ.. 
stance of connective tieeue. This viscous substance offers resistance 
to the penetration of foreign l!l&teriala, including b&lrt.eria and their 
products. Flellling (1946) considers spreading factors to be of cCJIIIP&rable 
importance to Jilagoeytic cells and antibodies. Although this may be true 
in certain bacterial intectione, the relationabip of hyaluronidase to the 
virulence or pathogenicity of streptococcal cells has not yet been ehown to 
be so oloee:Q' correlated. 
Duran-Reynal.s (19.3.3) reported fair agreement in thirteen of fourteen 
etraine of streptococci between the areas of dermal lesione produced by 
these strains in rabb1te and the areas or spreading o.r India ink injected 
together with the correeponding bacterial filtrate. He co11cluded that 
the degree of invasiveness was larsel.7 determined by the IIIIIDUilt of eprelld-
ing factor. 
!.(any investigations were reported following the early wrk of Duran-
Reynal.s (1928, 1933) dealing with the enhancement of local dermal infec-
tiona by spreadinR factors obtained from a wide variety of bacterial spe-
cies, testicular extracts, and snake venoms. The group of infectious 
• 
agents included bacterial organi8JII8 of varied pathogenicity and many dif-
ferent species of viruses. Duran-Reynals (194.2) expressed the view that 
"all infectious agents which are pathogenic for or propagated through 
the connective tissue, if injected in adequate amounts, have enhanced 
local, primary effects in tissues permeated by the spreading factor from 
any source. The spreading factor msy be injected either along with the 
agents of infection or through other routes." 
HoweY8r, more recent investigations do not generally tend to sub-
stantiate the view of Duran-Reynals. Crowley (1944) found no evidence 
that hyaluronidase-producing strains were associated with any particular 
t;r,;e of infection, nor was hyaluronidase production related to the viru-
lence of streptococci for man. Russell and Sherwood (1949) also reported 
no correlation between the 81110Unt of hyaluronidase produced .!!! vitro by a 
particular strain and the ability of that strain to spread in the chorio-
allantoic 1110mbrane of the embryonic chick. In a later study Sherwood, 
Ruesell, .!!: ,!! (1952) indicated a lack of correlation between hyaluroni-
due production ~ vitro and virulence for mouee, chick, or man. 
A study of the influence of eyaluronidase on the course of experi-
mental infections was reported by \'/arran (1950). He injected high con-
centrations of S1~reptococcus he~iqya or Staphylococcus aureus into 
the flanks of rabbit.. The controls received saline in the opposite 
flank, and the tests received high concentrations of partially purified 
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hyaluronidase. No enhancement of the infections was round, nor were the 
lesions general.ly larger. 
Sallman and Birkland (1950) presented evidence to show that hyalur-
onidaae is an important factor in the pathogenicity of h8111Dlytic strepto-
cocci for the chick embr.yo and suggested that this indicated a relation-
ship betlteen hyaluronidase production by streptococcal strains and viru-
lence for the human. The,y demonstrated a correlation between hyaluroni-
dase production,!!:! vitro and virulence for the chick embryo. Addition of 
hyaluronidase to the infecting streptococci caused an increase in egg 
mortality, particularly with strains that did not produce the enzyme ,!!:! 
vitro. The influence was exerted quantitatively varying with the amount 
ot enzytae produced. Guerra (1946) reported that eodiUlll salicylate re-
duced the spread of indicator syste~ in humans and rabbits injected in-
traderraally. Sall.man and Birkland (1950) essentially confirmed Guerra's 
observations by showing that sodiUlll salicylate reduced the mortality ot 
embryos infected with hemolytic streptococci whether or not hyaluronidase 
was added. Controls showed that sodiUlll salicylate had no detrim.ental 
action on tho streptococcal cells, and also high concentrativns of hyal-
uronidase (250 turbidity reducing units) injected into a series of twenty 
chick embr.yos produced no mortalities. In contrast to the findings of 
Crowley (1944) previously cited, Sallman and Birkland found that strepto-
coccal strains isolated from patients produced higher titers of hyaluroni-
dase than strains isolated from normal individuals, and the higher titers 
were associated with the more clinically severe infections. 
Duran-Re,ynale (1942) maintains the view that hyaluronidase production 
is an important factor contributing to the infectivity of bacterial agents. 
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He states, "On appraising the relative parts pla.yed by the spreading 
factor and by other bacterial weapons in the invasion of tissues one has 
to bear in mind that the effects of the latter are directed against bar-
riers (leukocytosis, formation of fibrin clot, etc.) which the invader 
itself has called forth, whereas the former acts on a pre-existing physio-
logical barrier, 'lbis places the spreading factor as probably the first 
weapon used by the bacteriWII against the organi81l1," Duran-Reynals also 
makes a distinction between virulence and invasiveness and considers them 
to be independent factors contributing to pathogenicity, He regards in-
vasiveness as the active dissemination of the micro-organisu from tL<.r 
portal of entry due to the elaboration of spreading factors by invasive 
bacterial strains, 
According to Duran-Reynals, enhancement of bacterial lesions by 
spreading factors will be observed under t>10 conditions, First, the con-
centration of infectious agent at the site of inoculation must be sufi-
ciently high so that the scattering effect of dispersion fails to reduce 
the infectious agent below a critical concentration. Second, the patho-
genic power of the injected bacteria must be sufficient so that U1e de-
fense activities of the host are insufficient to inactivate them even when 
widely separated in the tissues, Faber (1952) expressed similar viewe. 
In an attempt to explain the failure of many investigators to estab-
lish hyaluronidaoe as an important bacterial weapon, two possibilities 
are offered: (1) Much of the 110rk vas an effort to establish a corre-
lation between virulence or severity of the infection in man and hyaluroni-
dase production, However, virulence and invasiveness are not synonymous. 
(2) It is possible that the concentration of organis11111 employed in sore 
lSl 
ot the studies were below the "critical concentration", or the organi1111111 
we:r~t not ot Sllttioient pa.thogenioit-7 to aaintain their 1nteotive proper-
ties when dispersed. 
2. EXPI!:RIMI!NTAL PROCEDUR&S 
H.yal.uronid.ase 
· Alidase, a h!ghl.T puritied bl'8nd ot ~aluronidase (Searle Pharmaceutical 
Co.), wee resuspended 1n stel'il.a distilled water. Concentrations are ex-
pressed 1n 'risoosityr units snd >dll be st.ated 1n the experiments. 
Deoapsul.aticm ot atreptococ!!!l cel.l! 
Well-enoa.peulated streptocoeci (Strain Tl) were prepared b7 adding 
one part ot an aoti't•aiT grov1na twlve-houl' culture to nine parts ot tl'eeh 
broth and 1noubatinc 1n a water bath at 'J'fJ c. tor a.ppraxilllataly three 
houre (Rothbard, 1948). Decapeulation ot the~ cells wae acoom,pHsbed 
by addinc !100 Yiaoollit.7 W'li~ ot b,fal.Ul'ODidaae (l ml.) to the cells and 
incubating in the water ba.tb tor approxiaataly twentT minutes. 7be de-
capeul.ated oells we:r~t waahed and reauapencled 1n ll&l1ne. (Figures l4 and 15). 
Simllar auepensions 'WIJI'B prep&Ped eu'bstitqting 0.9 percent aodiUIII chloride 
aolution tor tbe I!Taluronidase. 5\l.spenaiona wre standardized b7 turbidit7 
lll8&8U1'8118nte. Plate counta from these standardized suspensions ehowed the• 
to contain approxillat.el.7 the .,_ Dllllbers ot organieu. 
Appraxiraately three hours before 1ntect1ng pouches (Strain Tl-s) 1 
an1ul a in the teat IJ'OUP were given an intra.pcuch injaci;ion ot eyal.uroni-
dasa (SO viacoaityr units 1n 0.1 Jd.). Controls were aia1lar]¥ treated 
with 0.9 percent saline. 
Figure 14. India iDk oapl\lle -ar ot streptococci. Cap-
aulee appear as "halo" around cella. X970 
Figure 15. India ink capaule lllH&J' ot atreptococoi. Cella 
deoapaulated with byaJ.Ul"'Didue. X970 
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r~uation of the effects of decapsulation or pre-treatment 
Pouches were aspirated as prerlousl7 described in Part I, and the 
+ degree of recovery of streptococci recorded on a plus five to a - scal.e. 
To determine the extent of dissemination tram the site of injection (lower 
left quadrant), the plus signs in the three other quadrants were totalled 
(± counted as 1/2). Also, the percentage of quadrants yielding strepto-
coccal cella, regardless of the ,amount, was detel'!llined. It vas telt that 
by these methods a rough index of the invasiveness of the streptococci, 
under the experimental conditions 1118j)loyed, could be determined. 
3. RESULTS 
Influence ot decapsulation of streptococcal cells on their invasive-
!!!!!!! 
The data are recorded in Table 26. Decapsulated cells were less able 
to disseminate tr0111 the site of injection as COI!lPared to the encapsulated 
organi111411. The results demonstrate that the number of organisms recovered 
from the outlying quadrants was reduced to almost half of the control value. 
Furthel"'IIIre1 2.3% less of the cheek pc.uch quadrants of the test ani!ltals 
yielded streptococci. 
Toxicity of hYaluronidase 
Hyaluronidase in concentration of 250 and 500 viscosity reducing units 
was applied topically to single-membrane po1;1ch preparations. Cheek pouchee 
ot four animals were injected with 0.1 ml. of hyaluronidase (,500 viscosity 
units per ml.). Whether applied topically to blood vessels or injected 
into the pouch, hyaluronidase produced no observable toxic effects. 
Influence of nzaluronidase on invasivenees o.f' streptococci 
Injection o.f' hyaluronidase into cheek pouches a few hours before in-
tecting these pouches served to render the connective tissue of this struc-
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ture 1110re permeable to the disselllination of the streptococcal cells 
(Table 27). Six hours and one dBiY after the infection about twice as 
!1llllV organisms, as compared to the controls, ware recovered from regions 
o.f' the pouch adjacent to the site of introduction of the cells. Also, 
in the hyaluronidase pre-treated anilllals, at both the six-hour and one-
day stage a greater percentage of quadrants contained viable streptococci. 
Lesions at the one day stage in test anilllals frequently appeared slightly 
1110re diffuse as compared to the controls. 
4. DISCUSSION 
'l.be results clearly indicate that the hyaluronic acid capsule and 
the enzyme hyaluronidase are able to infiuence the invasiveness of strep-
tococci in the h81118ter cheek pouch. In both cases, the ability of the 
bacterial cells to spread from their site of introduction to near-by areas 
has been determined. Decapsulated cells suffer· a loss in invasiveness. 
Treatment of tissue with hyaluronidase prior to injection of' streptococci 
enables the organisms to invade more efficiently. 
'l.be hyaluronic acid capsule has been shown by others to be a factor 
in detemining, to a limited extent, the resistance of' streptococcal cells 
to phagocytosis. In the present experiments it seems likely that these 
decapsulated cells are leas resistant to phagocytosis, and therefore, de-
capsulat8d cells that do reach outlying quadrants are more readily phago-
cytized. The !act that smears made from material aspirated from six-hour 
lesions reveal encapsulated cells is evidence that the original decapsu-
lated cells have multiplied to produce encapsulated progeny,. Thts fact, 
as well as the roughly quantitative technique of determining the extent 
of disselllination, probably account for the observation that the same num-
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bers of organi911111 are recaYered from the lower left pouch quadrants in 
both the control and test an:i.mals. Even a greater differential of dis-
semination between the encapsulated and decapsulated cells might have 
resulted had recovery of the organiSIIIII been done at a st~e earlier than 
six hours after injection of these cella, 
The increased invasiveness of streptococcal cells in pouches pre-
treated with hyaluronidase is asSUllled to be due to the enzymatic depol.y-
merization of the hyaluronic acid in the connective tissues of this struc-
ture. The observation that lesions in these pouches generally appeared 
to be more diffuse is in line with the greater dissemination of the micro-
organisms, Arendt (1955) reported that a combination of hyaluronidase 
and moccasin venom greatly increased the rate of petechial formation in 
the cheek pouch of the hamster &II compared to IIIOCcasin venom alone. He 
attributed this to the depolymerizing action of hyaluronidase on the 
hyaluronic acid of the connective tissue, and the resulting increased 
spread of the venom. 
The present experiments deNOnstrate that both the hyaluronic acid 
capsule and hyaluronidase are factors ~ich contribute to the invasiveness 
of the streptococcal cell. It is suggested, however, that these substances 
are probably not essential for the manifestation of pathogenicity. The 
extent to which they enhance the pathogenicity of the streptococcal cell 
is undoubtedly dependent on the presence of other "virulence" factors. 
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Group A streptococci cause a generalized inflammatory response and 
a relatively Ddld local suppurative inf.,ction when injected into the hlllll-
ster cheek pouch. In no cue did a systemic infection result. These 
organisms can be recovered from the resulting abscesses for as long as 
eight days, the actual time depending on the particular streptococcal 
strain. Aspiration of the organisms from the infected tissue demonstrates 
that no early localization of the streptococci takes place. Subsequent 
localization occurs on about the fourth day at which time a wall of colla-
gen fibers surrounds the abscesses. Fibrin appears to play no role in the 
early localization of these infections. 
MOuse-virulence studies show two streptococcal strains, with identi-
c:u colony morphology, to differ widely in their virulence for this ani-
mal. Serial passage of a relatively mouse-avirulent strain through the 
hamster cheek pouch increases the virulence of this strain for the mouse 
as well as for the pouch. 
The H protein has been shown by others to be largely responsible for 
the capacity of certain streptococcal strains to resist phagocytosis. Such 
studies have been conducted by negative methods, i.e., by blocking t.he M 
protein with homologous anti-M serum or destroying it enzymatically. The 
present experiments utilize the M protein directly and substantiate prev-
ious findings. Addition of this substance to phagocytosis-susceptible 
streptococci renders both homologous and heterologous cells relatively 
resistant to ingestion by human neutrophile. Suspensions of staphylococci 
with added l~ protein show no change in the phagocytosis of these organisms, 
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el1m'natinc the poaa1b1llt;y that the protective action of the utel'ial 
might be direc\17 on the leukoqt.e1. Addition of the M ~ract to •trep-
tocoooi greatly enhances the virulence of the1e Ddcro-organiBDIS when in-
jected intraperitoneally into Ddce, but does not appear to alter local etrep-
toooocal cheek pouch intectiona. Direct exmnin,ation of the pouch show 
the M protein to be non-toxic. 
Streptokinase is slightly toxic for the har:uster cheek pouch. Its 
toxioit;y is aanif'eated b;y the aocn••Jation of' leukoo;ytes in the venules, 
the develos-nt of a lllinut.e leaion at the a ita of injection ,pnd '.he !01'111&-
tion ot eft'eral petechiae about the lniorl. A generalized reactiC~n 1a 
not incited b;y this substance, and ita toxicb;y is probably ot no aian1ti-
cance. Streptokinaae readi.ly brin&• Ulout the dissolution ot a- pl-
clotal,n yitro, but will not lyse hauter, IIIOU8e1 or rabbit plaama olota 
unlesa ~ plaama or a high concentration of atreptokinaae is qplo;yed. 
St:reptokinaae and hlllllllll pl_, or~ pl- alone, llllll'kedly inoreuee 
tha v11'11lence or streptOcocci for Idee, whereas at.reptokinaae alone 11 
without etteot. Local pouch intectione, however, are not in:t'J.uenced by 
etreptokinue, hWIIIIll pl&a~~~&, or a oombination or thee• subetllllcea. 'l'he 
experhlents perf'ol'!lled l,n vitro suggest that the increased virulence in 
!lice JUi1 have bellll due to thtl lysis or tibrin clots in such areas as the 
lymph oapillvies, thus allowing the Ddcro-organilllllS to Bpread by this 
route. 
Streptodomaae pl.qs no part in the pathogenicity or group A strep-
tococci aa indicated by ita lack of toxicity, ita inability to increaae 
the virulence or invasiveneaa of orsani111111 injected loca:J.4r into the cheek 
pouch, end ita inabllit;y to increase the Yil"'lllllloe ot streptococci tor lldce. 
\ 
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St.reptol7ain 0 appears to be part.ialJ.7 J'eaponaible for eome of the 
toadc manifestations of streptococci. Ita toxic activity is manifested 
in the cheek pouc:h by he110stasis, ad_, TaaodUation, slight ha.:~rrhqe, 
and, in high concentrations, t.Ae fonaation or a focal leeion at the site 
of injection. Streptolyain 0 added to streptococci reaulta in the tom.- · 
tion of a 1110re intense local pouch reaction with wbsequent early necroaie 
and slGQgbing-ott ot the absceasea. The ai&nitioaace of an enhanced local 
reaction and early ~al of the lllioro-ora:an1- to the protection ot the 
infected hoat aa a wlwl.e 1e diaouaeed. Streptolysin 0 appe&rll to deoreaae 
the death tillle of lllice infected qet8111oalJ.T with etreptococci, but does 
not inoreaae the pePCentage of 110nalities. ~erimenta perfOJ'!Hd l!! 
rltro present no erldenoe that aW>epto]¥ein 0 influences the phagoc;ytoaie 
ot streptocoooi. 
The erythrogenic toxin plqe no role in the pathogenic1t;y or local 
etreptoooceal pouoh 1ntectione or 1n qetald.c etreptococcal infections 
1n the 110118e~ The subetance is DOD-toxic tor the hauter cheek pouch, 
and the hiiiUter is reeiatant to at'MIIpt.e to render it hJperaeneitive to 
the eeyt.hrogenic toxin. It appears that this toxin is concerned only with 
a cl.1nioal dieeaae entity in IliaD• 
The 1:\raluronio aoid capsule contribute• to the pathogenicity ot atrep-
toaooci 1n the cheek pouch. Deoapaulation or the atreptococc1 reaulta in 
a decrease in the ll\laber of organiau 'llbioh om be recovered troll areas 
outside the pl"1maz7 site or infection. Others baTe shom that decapsu-
lation increaaes the weceptibUity or streptococci to pbagoc;yt.oaie. 'Ibis 
would account tor the obeervatione reported here. 
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Hyaluronidaae is known to bring about the depolymerization of the 
hyaluronic acid component of the connective tissue, Pre-treatment of the 
cheek pouch with this enzyme results in the increased invasiveness or dis-
semination of streptococci through the connective tissue of this structure. 
The pathogenicity of group A streptococci can be at least partially 
attributed to certain of the streptococcal products studied in the pres-
ent investigation, The H protein and the hyaluronic acid capsule pl~ a 
role in protecting the streptococcal cells against phagocytosis; strepto-
kinase and hyaluronidase render the cells more invas.ive, and streptolysin 0 
contributes to the toxicity of the bacteria, Under the experimental con-
ditions employed, streptodornase· and the erythrogenic toxin were not con-
cerned with pathogenicity, Undoubtedly, streptolysin s and factors yet 
to be discovered also contribute to the ability of streptococci to cause 
infection, 
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'ftte role ot epec1tic atreptoooccal. products in the production ot 
intect.ion by then qaniae lwl be«t the subject ot l1llllll' etudiee by pre-
vioue investf&atore. To a great extent then worker• haTe att-.pted to 
co:rralate the tol'll&tion ot these. IIUbstanaee by certain streptococcal etrains 
with their Yirulenoe and dieeue uniteatatione in !llllll aa well u with the 
lethal ettecte produced by these organi- in !lice. 'lbe purpose ot this 
etudT wae to innetllate fUrther the role ot indi'fidual etreptococcal prod-
ucte in the pathogtmic1t.)' of group .l etreptococc1, IIIAinJ.y by obeerring the 
etfeote of theee product• on local end eyete.io infections in the hMeter and 
the aouee, reepeotiYel,y. Specitioall,y, the M protein, streptoldnaiJil etrep-
todclmue, etreptoJ.7a1n o, the erytbrocellic toxin, the tQoaluronio acid cap-
llllle, ,and byaluronidue wre etudled. 
!l!p!r1Mrt.al Pr!cec:llm!• 
'ftte Yirulenoe of three etl'aine ot &rOUP .l etreptococci in the hMater 
cheek pouch and in the peritoneal cant.)' 0 t the IIIQU8e waa detendned. 'l'o 
teet the intluenae ot indiYidual etreptoooocal preducte on the courn ot 
looal cheek pouch inteotiona, pouohee ot control aniaale wre infected with 
a et.andardieed ealine nepension ot stl'eptoaooci. Teet eni.lr&als wre eilli-
lvl,y infected with the orgw- nepended in the product under atudy. 
Pwches of both groupe wre ex•'ned at frequent interYal.a and aspirated 
in an atteaapt to reOOYer the organi-. 'fttua, the seYerit-7 or the inteo-
Uona, the abillt-7 or the orgeni- to 8UJ"Yin at the priJw7 site ot in-
taction, and their ability to disHIIdnate f'rQm this site wre 0011pered in 
the two groupe. 
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'!he influence o! streptococcal products on the virulence of etrept.o-
cooci injected int.rapel'itone~ 1n lllice waa deterlllined by infecting con-
trol llnhlale w:l.th saline au11penaiona o! at.reptococci. Teet aniiJiala were 
llilllilv~ infected with the at.rept.oooccal cella euepended in the specific 
product, '!he resulting death CUl'Tea in the two groups V.Z.a then COIIIPared• 
TOxicit;y studies were done by topical application o! the products to 
the blood nasals o! the hameter cheek pouch or by injecting the products 
into the cheek pouch. 
'lhe intluence o! certain products on phapcyt.oais waa determined by 
shaking togethar meU\Il'tld amounts o! !rea~ dr&Wl h- blood, standard-
ized saline suspensions o! at.rept.ocooci, and the product being tested, 
Blood 8lllllal'S were 118de and the percentage o! "active" neutrophile (a neutro-
phU containing one or 110re intracellulBl' cocci) aa well aa the number o! 
cocci ingested b;y t.i.tt;y neutropblla were detandned. 
Fibrinc~sin testa were parfoNIId ~ vitro according to the standard 
technique o! Tillett and Garner (1933) in which streptococcal oulture super-
'nates were added to llixturis o! oxalated plUill& and calciWil chloride, 'lhe 
resulting clots were then observed lllld the tilllll o! dissolution o! the clots 
was noted. 
Obeervat1ona 
Group A streptococci caused a generalised inf'laaunatoey response and 
a relati~ lllild local suppurative infection when injected into the ham-
ster chaak pouch. In no case did a ayate.ic infection result, 'lbeee or-
gani8118 were reOOYIIred !rom the resulting abaceaaea for aa long aa eight 
da,ya attar infection, tbe actual time depending on the pvtioular strepto-
coccal strain. Aspiration o! the organiBIQ !rom various regions o! the 
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chMk pouch deRIOnstrat.d that no earl;r locallsation ot atreptocooci took 
place. 
Mouee-Tirulenoe studies ehowed two streptococcal etra.in8 with identi-
cal aolODT Jlllu•pholog to differ widely in their virulence tor this an'•' 
(32 and 95 percent IIIDrtality, reepectivel;r). Serial passage of the rela-
tiYS17 avirulent strain through the hamster cheek pouch enhanced Us viru-
. 
lence for tha IIID\lse (95 percent 1110rtalit;r) as well as tor the cheek pouch. 
'lbe K protein has been shown by others to contribute to the resistanee 
of certain streptococcal strains to phacoe;rtoaia. Such studies have been 
oond.ucted b;r necatiTe methods, i.e., b7 blocking the M protein with hoJIIDl-
ogoua anti-M 11erum, or b;r de11tro7ing U er&li)'lll&ticall;r. In the preaent ex-
periments the M protein was prepared b7 the hydrochloric acid extraction 
procedure of Lanoet1eld (1928) and ita direct etteot on phagoqtcaie de-
tenained. RelatiTel;r high concentrations of added M protein (0.155 Ill&• 
N per Ill.) IIAI'kedl;r reduced the phagoqtceis of hOIIIDlogous streptocoooal 
cella, (i.e., cella of the same t;n>e aa those fran which the protein was 
e.xt.raoted) by human neutrophile ( 50-60 percent reduction in active neutro-
phile), thus indicating that the proteot1Te ettect ot this substance against 
phagoqtosia is net dependent upon a specific location within the cell struc-
ture. Addition ot the M protein elao decreased to about the aams degree the 
phA&Oqtoaia ot beterologou11 atreptocoooal cella and d81110natrated that type 
epecit1city is not neoeaaar;r tor adsorption of this -t.erial. Further teats 
with euapens:l.ona of atapb;ylocooci and added M protein abowed no cbana;e in 
the pbagoqtosis ot these organiama, thus el.1m1nating the poaaibilit;r that 
the protective aoticn ot this material llight be a result ot injury to the 
leukoO)'t.ee, Addition ot the M e.xt.raot to atreptocooci did not enhance looal 
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pouch 1nteat1ona. It did, boweYer, reeult in a 4S percent increue in the 
1110rt&litl}" ot lllce infected 17Bt41idcal.lT u 00111pared with controls. The 
M protAI.n vaa non-toxic for the h-ter oheek pouoh. 
Streptokinase exhibited alight toxicity for the hillll8ter cheek pouoh. 
Thia wae Dl&lliteated by the acallllllat1on ot lwkoa;ytee in the venul.ea, the 
deYelopunt ot a llinute leeion at the eite ot :InJection, and the rOl'llation 
ot aeyeral. peteohiu about the lea1on. A gwneralised reaction waa not in-
cited 'by thie aubatance, and itata:d.city vas prob~ or no aign1t1canca. 
Previous 1n'l'8lltigatora han ebalm that hllllllll fibrin clota are rapidl;y qaed 
by atreptold.naaa, ~pparent:cy due to the preaence 1n human blood ot a hilh 
eoncentration ot plamd.Dogea, 'lfhillb 1n the presence ot 111treptokinue 1a con-
Yerted to the proteolytic enQlll&, pla!l!!dn. Fibrin clots or anjula -
relatively inau.aoeptible to ]J'aia by thia a@at.anoe unleH high concentra-
tiQla are fii!IP].oyed, or hwaan pl- 1a added. In the present experillente 
hauter tibr1n clots were rOIUid to 'be reeietant to ]J'aia. Diaaolut.ioa of 
the clot reau.lted onl7 when concentrated atreptoldnaae (10,000 unite par Ill..) 
waa eaplo;yed or hwun plaau added. Streptoldnaae, human pla8111&1 or a 
combination of tbeH au.batancea waa with011t ef'rect on local pouch inteotiona. 
The rlrul.ence or atreptooocoi tor mice, hoW8YIIr1 wu increued by a colllbi-
nation or 111treptokinue and hwaan pla_, or human pluaa alone (41 IUld 33 
percent 1ncnaee 1n 1110rtalitiea, reapactively), but not by atreptokinue 
alone. The 4111tpt1!'1mentlll pertor.d .&!1 vitro auggeat that the increased. l'lru-
lenoe in mice 11111¥ have been due to the l;reie ot f'ibr.in clota 1n au.oh areu 
aa the l1J1IPh cap1llariea, thue allowing the microOrganiua to spread by 
thia route. 
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Storeptodomue (50,000 or 1001000 units per ml.) waa non-toxic tor 
the hamater cheek pouch. It did not increase the virW.ence of streptococci 
injected local.J.¥ into the cheek pouch or int!"&perit.onea.l.J.¥ into llice. 
St.reptol¥&1n 0 ~ppNZ'a to be parti.ally responaibl.e for eo111e of tbe 
toxic !llllnifeetations of streptococci. Injection of this substance (5 to 
10 c.u. per Ill.) into the cheek pouoh produced haostaaia, edema, vaaodi-
lat.S.on, allgbt. heraorl"hase, and, lllhen used in high concentrations, the tona-
tion ot a tooal leaion at. the aite ot injection. Addition ot atreptolyain 0 
to streptococci resulted in the fol'lll&t1on of a liiOre intenae local pouch re-
action with necrosis of the abecen on the 4th dq and subsequent sloughing-
' f 
ott ot the abacell between the 8th 1114 12th dqa. Control infections were 
never seen to beocae necrotic. At the end of 4 dqa 1 SO percent of the adce 
infected with atraptooocci euepended in atreptol¥ain 0 were dead aa COII!pared 
to 2.3 percent of the controls. B.r the lOth da;r 1 ~r 1 there waa no appre-
ciable difference in the ml!llber of deatha in the two groupe. Experilllellta 
• perfonaed J.n yitro indioate that atreptol¥ain 0 doeb not influence the phago-
~eia of atreptocoeoi. 
The 817thrcpn1c toxin exhibited no toxic 11181litestationa tor the ha-
ater oheek pouch in doeea of 0.1 to 0.4 Ill. (l S.T.D. per 0.1. :al.) lllhether 
injected direotl.;r into the pouch, ~pplied topical.J.T to the blood veaeel8, or 
injected into the blood. atre11111. The \o.xin did not influence the vi.Nlence 
of atreptooooci for the b-ter chMk pouch or for tbe -e. At.terc>te to 
render the ~tar bypereenaitive to the erythrogenic toxin were unauceea-
Local pouch infections were produeed with atreptooooci decapaul&ted 
with b,;ral.urcn:l.daae (500 viaooait;y unite per Ill.). Six hours later etrepto-
cocci were recOYered b,;r aspiration and approximately 40 percent fewer or-
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aaniau, ae compared with the coatrol aniu111 infected with encapeulated 
Ort>,anillu, were recovered from. the areu outllide t.he pJ.'imar;r site of in-
fection. otben haye llhown that decapeulation 1ncreaeea the eueceptibllit7 
of atroptooocci to ~sis. 'lbis would account for the obnrvatione 
reportacl hlll"'t. 
Pre-injection of cheek pouches wUb 0.1 llll. of byeluroniclue (500 vis-
coeit,' u.'lit.e per Ill.) renl.ted 1n an 1ncreuec:t diiiHIIination of etreptoooooi 
thrllQJ!b the connective tune. At 1nt.8l'Yal.e of e:lx and twenty-four hours 
after the infect.ions were produced, pouches pre-treated with eya:Luroniclue 
7ielded apprax1111Atel7 SO percent 1110re org.U.11111 trom areae outside the eit.e 
of the alnoeesee than did pouches pre-treated with saline. It llppe&l'll that 
byalurcrd.d&ae depo)..JMJ"ised the b1'al1U'Orlic aoid of t.he connective tiline 
" rendering the tiaeue 1110re pal'lll81!1ble to the Jd.croorg&ni81118. Uein& an 1nd1-
cator d;re, othen han shown that byeliU'Oid.dase 1ncreues an area of inn_. 
Dl&tion produced b7 streptococcal intect.ion 1n the akin of rabbits. 
The pat.hogen1cit7 of group A etreptococci can be at least partiall7 
attributed to certain of the atreptocoeoal products atudied in the preaent 
inYeatigation. The M protein and the IQ'aluronic acid oapeule plq a role 
1n protecting the aV.pt.ooocoal cella aaaf.nat phagoeytosie J lltreptokinaae 
and h7aluroniclaee render the cella 110re 1nna1Ye, and streptolysin 0 contri-
butes to the toxicity of the bacteria. Under the expe~tal conditione 
81'11ployed, atreptod0l'IWI8 and the el")'throgerdc tax:ln are not concerned with 
pathopnicit7. Undoubtedly, atrepto1yll1n S and factol'l!l 78t to be dillcoYered 
al.l!lo contribute to the l!lbllity of l!ltl."eptococoi to caaae intection. 
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